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Societal summary

Trucks and in particular tractor semi-trailers are overrepresented in accident
statistics. In order to reduce the number of accidents involving trucks on the
motor-way, a merging assist for trucks on the highway is developed. This system
helps the driver during merging on the motor-way.

Based on the physical components, the steering-system of the truck is mo-
deled. The steering-system is divided in three parts which are connected via
spring-dampers elements. A test setup outside of the vehicle is utilized to com-
pare the steering-system model with the real steering-system. These results
show that the steering-system model is able to mimic the steering-system for
the complete driver input range with an error of less than ten percent. The
steering-system model is implemented in a full vehicle model and verified with
with an instrumented tractor-semitrailer on a proving ground. These driving
tests show that the combination of the vehicle model and the steering-system
model is able to mimic the real system with an error of less than five percent.

The modeled conventional steering-system is a passive system in the sense
that there is no external input except for the driver to control the steering-angle
of the vehicle. A topology is chosen to enable an additional external input to
the steering-system apart from the driver. A steering-controller is developed
which provides guidance for the driver during a lane-change or during lane-
keeping. The steering-system controller is designed in such a way that it ensures
manageable driver effort levels while at the same time controlling the steering-
system when the driver allows it. Practical experiments with a passenger vehicle
show that this method of controlling the steering-system is accepted by drivers.
Further expansion to yaw-rate tracking showcases that this method can be used
as a lane changing or lane keeping system where the driver is guided but still
feels in control.





Abstract

As a part of the Dutch NWO project ”Truck merging support” (project number
12831), a lane changing assistant is developed to improve safety in commercial
freight vehicles. The goal of this assistant is to aid the driver during the safety-
critical task of merging on the highway by controlling the vehicle motion and
the steering-wheel torque. The contributions of this thesis are two-fold:

1. The modeling and validation of a truck steering-system with hydraulic
power-steering. Next to the evaluation on component level, the model is
implemented and validated in a multi-body full vehicle model.

2. The design of a steering-wheel torque controller to guide the driver in
following a specific course on the road.

Based on the physical lay-out, the steering-system of the truck is modeled ha-
ving three mechanical degrees of freedom. The steering-system is divided in an
inertia for the steering-wheel, an inertia for the input shaft and an inertia for the
output shaft of the steering-house. The inertias are interconnected via springs,
representing the compliance of the physical components in between them. This
research shows that friction in the steering-system is a key factor in the pre-
diction of steering torque experienced by the driver. Three separate inertias are
required to implement friction at the relevant locations which is different from
models found in literature. A hydraulic power-steering model is developed based
on a symmetric Wheatstone bridge.

A test rig outside the vehicle is used to identify the parameters required for
the steering-system model. The steering-system model is parametrized using
steady-state tests where the most important parameters are the Wheatstone
bridge orifice areas, the friction on the input and output shaft of the steering-
house and the stiffness of the torsion-bar. Testing with sinusoidal inputs for
frequencies above the driver input range (3.5 Hz) enable identification of the
damping and inertial parameters of the model. The model is able to reproduce
the measurements with an error of less than 10 percent with respect to the
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measured signals for both steady-state and dynamic conditions. The model
performs the best for larger input amplitudes and is able to predict the steering-
wheel torque and angle, as well as the hydraulic actuator force and displacement
with an error of less than 5 percent.

By implementing the steering-system model in a multi-body truck model, the
model validity is assessed in combination with a vehicle model. Measurements
obtained from an instrumented tractor-semitrailer are used to validate the com-
plete vehicle model including the steering-system. This validation shows that
the combination of the steering-system model and the multi-body truck model is
able to predict the steering-wheel torque, drag-link force, pitman-arm angle and
both king-pin angles with an error of less than 5 percent for the full frequency
range the driver is able to exert. The vehicle response is predicted accurate up
till 1 normalized frequency units with an error of less than 3 percent, for hig-
her frequencies the prediction of the vehicle response starts to deviate from the
measurements.

The modeled hydraulically supported steering-system allows for the driver to
control the angle of the front wheels. To obtain active steering and electric ac-
tuation, a small electric motor is modeled directly on the rotary valves such that
the valves are decoupled from the torsion-bar. This is a light-weight solution,
which requires only minor modifications of the original system. With this topo-
logy the electric motor can be smaller than required for electric power-steering
in a passenger car.

The steering-wheel torque controller is designed in such a way that it ensures
manageable driver torque levels, a good return-ability without overshoot and
sufficient feedback from the wheels to the driver. The point where the driver
feels zero steering-wheel torque is shifted to aid the driver on following a specific
course. Practical experiments and literature are used to identify comfortable
torque set-points for the steering-wheel torque controller.

Experiments with a passenger vehicle show that this method of controlling
the steering-wheel feedback torque is accepted by drivers. Further expansion to
yaw-rate tracking showcases that this method can be used as a lane changing or
lane keeping system where the driver is guided, but still feels in control.



Samenvatting

Een invoegassistent voor vrachtwagens op de snelweg is ontwikkeld als onderdeel
van het project ”Truck merging support”(projectnummer 12831). De invoegas-
sistent assisteert de chauffeur om in te voegen op de snelweg en zo het aantal
ongelukken tijdens deze lastige manoeuvre the verminderen. De twee hoofdbij-
dragen van dit proefschrift zijn:

1. Het modelleren van het hydraulisch bekrachtigde stuursysteem van een
vrachtwagen. Het stuursysteem is niet alleen uitgebreid geanalyseerd op
componentniveau maar ook geimplementeerd en gevalideerd in een multi-
body voertuigmodel.

2. Het ontwerp van een regelaar waarmee het stuurwielkoppel bëınvloed kan
worden om de bestuurder te assisteren in het volgen van een bepaald tra-
ject.

Een vrachtwagen stuursysteem is gemodelleerd met drie mechanische vrijheids-
graden. Het stuursysteem is onderverdeeld in een massatraagheid voor het stuur-
wiel, een massatraagheid voor de ingangsas van het stuurhuis en een massatraag-
heid voor de uitgangsas van het stuurhuis. De massatraagheden zijn verbonden
met veerelementen om de compliantie van de verbindende onderdelen te model-
leren. Dit onderzoek laat zien dat het modelleren van droge wrijving essentieel is
om het stuurkoppel te kunnen berekenen wat de chauffeur ervaart. De drie ver-
schillende massatraagheden zijn nodig om wrijving op de relevante plaatsen te
kunnen implementeren, dit wordt niet gedaan in de beschikbare literatuur. Een
hydraulische stuurbekrachtigings model is ontwikkeld gebaseerd op een symme-
tische Wheatstone brug.

Een testopstelling buiten het voertuig wordt gebruikt om de vereiste para-
meters van het stuursysteemmodel te kunnen identificeren. De parameters voor
het stuursysteemmodel zijn bepaald door onder andere quasi-statische testen
waarbij de oppervlakte van de klepopeningen, de ingangs- en uitgangswrijving
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in het stuurhuis en de stijfheid van de torsiestaaf zijn geidentificeerd. Dynami-
sche testen met frequenties hoger dan het frequentiesbereik welke een chauffeur
normaal gebruikt (3.5 Hz), worden gebruikt om dempings en massatraagheids
gerelateerde parameters van het model te identificeren. Simulaties laten zien
dat het model de metingen kan reproduceren met een fout van minder dan 10
procent voor de quasi-statische en dynamische condities. Het model is het nauw-
keurigste voor grote amplitude ingangssignalen en kan zowel het stuurwielkoppel
en de hoek en kracht en de verplaatsing van de hydraulische actuator goed re-
produceren met een fout van minder dan 5 procent.

Het model is gevalideerd door implementatie van het stuursysteemmodel
in een volledige multi-body vrachtwagen model. Twee extra vrijheidsgraden
worden toegevoegd voor de indiduele stuurhoek van de twee voorwielen. Een
geinstrumenteerde tractor oplegger wordt gebruikt om het voertuigmodel met
stuursysteem model te valideren. Deze validatie laat zien dat de combinatie van
het stuursysteem model en het multi-body vrachtwagenmodel het stuurwielkop-
pel, stuurstang kracht, pitmanarmhoek en beide wielstuurhoeken met een fout
van minder dan 5 procent voor het volledige frequentiebereik wat een chauffeur
gebruikt voorspelt.

Bij het gemodelleerde conventionele stuursysteem kan alleen de chauffeur
de stuurhoek van de wielen regelen. Het stuursysteemmodel is aangepast door
een kleine elektrische motor direct op het hydraulische kleppenhuis te plaatsen
waarmee de kleppenstand gewijzigd kan worden ten opzichte van de torsiestaaf
verdraaiing. Dit is een lichtgewicht oplossing waarbij alleen kleine aanpassingen
aan het originele systeem vereist zijn. In deze topologie kan een elektische motor
gebruikt worden die zelfs kleiner is dan de elektrische motor gebruikt in een
stuurbekrachtigingssyteem van een passagiersauto.

Experimenten en literatuur is gebruikt om comfortabele stuurwielkoppel re-
ferntiewaarden vast te stellen voor de regelaar. De stuurwielkoppelregelaar is
zo ontwikkeld dat de koppels niet te hoog zijn, het stuurwiel goed terugkeert
naar de gewenste positie zonder doorschot en er voldoende terugkoppeling van
de banden naar de bestuurder plaatsvindt. Het punt waar de chauffeur geen
stuurwielkoppel ervaart wordt verschoven om de chauffeur te begeleiden in het
volgen van een bepaalde koers.

Experimenten met een passagiersvoertuig laten zien dat deze methodiek om
het stuurwielkoppel te regelen, door de bestuurders geaccepteerd wordt en als
comfortabel wordt ervaren. Een verdere uitbreiding met een terugkoppeling van
de giersnelheid laat zien dat deze methode gebruikt kan worden om van baan te
wisselen waarbij de bestuurder actief begeleid wordt, maar nog steeds het gevoel
van controle heeft.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

In 2009 the 1 billion units mark of vehicles in operation worldwide was exceeded.
The number of road vehicles worldwide is growing every year as shown in Figure
1.1. In 2015 there were 335 million commercial vehicles on a total of 1282 million
vehicles, a share of 26 percent. The term commercial vehicle includes any motor
vehicle used for transporting goods or paid passengers. In the United States
there are a total of 15.5 million commercial vehicles in operation of which 2
million are tractor trailers, given the total number of vehicles in the United
States is currently 263 million, thus tractor trailers make up 0.8 percent of the
total number of vehicles in the United States.

Fig. 1.1. Number of passenger cars and commercial vehicles in use wor-
ldwide from 2006 to 2015 in (1,000 units) [29].

Figure 1.2 shows a map of the earth where the country size corresponds with
the amount of heavy duty road vehicles (HDV) registered in that area. This
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map shows that the EU takes a large share in the global HDV fleet with 35
million registered HDV. Predictions of 2030 range between 1.7 and 2 billion [28,
12] vehicles and a growth in HDV vehicles of 40 percent for the EU up to a
maximum of 276 percent in India.

Fig. 1.2. Heavy-duty vehicle stock in 2013 (in million vehicles) [28].

Figure 1.3 shows the modal split of freight transport in the EU in 2013. The
figure shows that 75 percent of the European freight over land is transported on
roads by trucks, whereas 18 and 7 percent is transported via railways and inland
waterways respectively.

Fig. 1.3. Modal split of freight transport in the EU in 2013 (tonne-
kilometers) [50].

Trucks and in particular tractor-semitrailers are overrepresented in accident
statistics. This can be attributed to unique risks which can lead to blind-spot
crashes [78, 66], loss-of-control accidents and road departures on longer trips
due to fatigue [21, 3], distractions [61] and highway hypnosis [77]. The complex
dynamics and growing size of trucks proves to be a challenge for drivers [38]
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and thus another risk factor. Reference [81] shows that trucks heavier than 3.5
tonnes are involved in 17 percent of all fatal accidents in between 2005 and
2008 in the EU-27 countries. Inspection of Figure 1.4 shows that in about 30
percent of the cases, accidents could be attributed to the environment, slippery
roads, bad visibility etc. Only 10 percent of causes are attributed to technical
issues related to the vehicles involved: tyre explosions or poor maintenance for
example. However, in 90 percent of cases the main accident cause is human
error. A limited number of accidents are caused by a combination of the three
categories.

Fig. 1.4. Truck accident causes grouped in three categories [81]

1.2 Advanced driver assistant systems

To support the driver under difficult circumstances, a number of advanced driver
assistance systems (ADAS) are currently available on trucks. At the moment of
writing, mandatory ADAS for new trucks are electronic stability control (ESC),
anti-lock braking system (ABS), forward collision warning (FCW) and auto-
mated emergency braking (AEB). Non-mandatory systems, but present on new
trucks, include adaptive cruise control (ACC), intelligent speed adaptation sy-
stem (ISAS), blind spot information system (BSIS) and curve-speed warning
system (CSWS) to assist the driver. Most of these features are still under active
development and if available, they are options on new heavy duty commercial
vehicles.

Passenger cars

In passenger cars, steering-systems have been under active development for many
years. Today, most cars use electro-mechanical power-steering (EPS) instead of a
hydraulic power-steering (HPS) to reduce the driver effort and to allow advanced
driver-feedback or autonomous steering while simultaneously saving fuel. EPS
has several advantages over HPS such as a reduced energy consumption [70, 56],
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reduced complexity due to the absence of a pump and hydraulic piping, increa-
sed functionality such as active return-ability [11, 42, 48] and speed-dependent
assistance. In combination with a camera, EPS systems can also be used for
lane-keeping purposes [47, 30, 43], parking assist [27, 19, 4] and fully autono-
mous driving [51].

To increase the freedom in designing steering-feedback and to enable more
functionalities, steer-by-wire eliminates the steering-column al together and re-
places it by an actuator at the steering-wheel and an actuator at the rack.
Steer-by-wire has advantages in terms of crash safety and design freedom in the
motor-compartment [14]. The major draw-back of steer-by-wire is the safety as-
pect. When the system malfunctions, no mechanical backup is present anymore.
This can be solved by redundant parts [26] or by a normally-closed clutch in the
steering-column which is kept open during steer-by-wire operation, a solution
which haas been deployed by Nissan in the Infinity Q50 as shown in Figure 1.5.

Fig. 1.5. Steer-by-wire as deployed by Nissan with the steering-force

sensor 1 , the normally closed clutch 2 , the control modules 3 and the

steering-assist motors 4 [53]

Steering-systems with a super-imposing steering-angle system add or sub-
tract an angle from the driver imposed steering-wheel angle. The first patent
application by Ford was filed in 1972 and is shown in Figure 1.6. The super-
imposing action is realized by a double planetary gear-set in combination with
a motor. However, every action of this motor requires a counter-torque from
either the driver or the EPS system. One of the major advantages over steer-by-
wire is the safety aspect since a malfunction of the super-imposing motor results
constant super-imposed angle and thus a steerable vehicle. This super-imposed
steering-system is deployed on production cars by BMW [36] and in a slightly
different form by Audi [67].
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Fig. 1.6. Super-imposed steering-system patent sketch Ford from 1972
[59]

Commercial freight vehicles

Lateral control by artificial manipulation of the steering angle of the front wheels
is a novel feature and under development in the truck market. The layout of the
conventional truck steering-system does not allow for any other input than the
driver input and the feedback torque from the wheels. For commercial vehicles,
the safety risk posed by a non-functional steering-system is even greater than
with passenger vehicles. Firstly, a commercial vehicle is larger and heavier than
a passenger car and an accident will result in more damage. Secondly, most
passenger cars can still be steered in case of malfunction in the power-steering
system; this may require a lot of effort but it is still possible. In case of a
commercial vehicle, the required steering torques are even more excessive and
might be challenging for the driver to overcome.

Reference [63] describes the connection between subjective and objective
steering related criteria and shows the possibilities of an active steering-system
with superposition of either the steering-wheel angle or torque. An alternative
approach using differential braking is presented in [79]. Recent developments are
the Volvo Dynamic Steering System introduced in 2013 [83]. Here an electric
motor is placed on top of the hydraulic system as shown in Figure 1.7(a). Volvo
claims that this system takes away the physical effort of steering at low speeds,
it improves the directional stability at high speeds, has a good road disturbance
rejection and detects and balances out directional deviations. ZF Lenksysteme
introduced the ZF Servotwin [41] in 2014, which uses an electric motor on the
driver side too, as shown in Figure 1.7(b). This motor is able to provide 125 Nm
of steering-wheel torque to the steering-system which exceeds the human capabi-
lities and makes it capable of taking over the hydraulic power-steering system in
case of failure and thus resulting in a redundant system. Also when the electric
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motor fails the driver can still steer the vehicle because the hydraulic system is
still in place. In 2016, Knorr-Bremse introduced the RCB Steering Gear with
iHSA Control Module [37], as shown in Figure 1.7(c). It comprises of a pla-
netary gear-set in combination with a small electric motor to change the valve
position of the hydraulic valve system, effectively changing the power-steering
torque. This offers the possibility to make steering interventions without the
driver noticing on the steering-wheel, since there is no reaction torque on the
driver, but only a change of the amount of power-steering assist.

(a) Volvo dynamic steering [83] (b) ZF Lenksysteme Servotwin [41]

(c) Knorr-Bremse RCB Steering
Gear with iHSA Control Module
[37]

Fig. 1.7. Recent developments in truck steering-systems

Another important aspect of truck steering-systems is the energy consump-
tion. An open-center valve is used to control the hydraulic power-steering circuit
of a truck. This results in a quick assist when required, but also energy con-
sumption during idling since there is a constant oil flow through the system.
The power-steering system is designed such that it delivers sufficient assist du-
ring parking when the engine is idling and the demands are the highest on the
assistance system. When the vehicle starts driving the hydraulic pump losses
increase with the engine speed while the demands on the assistance system de-
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crease. In [74] several topologies are discussed where the emphasis is on energy
consumption and the design of the hydraulic pump. The most important out-
comes are that full electric power-steering would be favorable, but is hard to
implement due to the low system voltage of a truck. Replacing the fixed ratio
between the engine and the pump by a 2-speed gearbox can lead to a reduction
of the fuel consumption caused by the power-steering system of 80 %.

1.3 Objectives

As a part of the Dutch NWO project ”Truck merging support”, a lane changing
assistant is developed to improve safety in commercial freight vehicles. The goal
of this assistant is to aid the driver during the safety-critical task of merging on
the highway. For the system to be accepted by the driver, it is important that
it does not overrule the driver. The merging assistant has to control the vehicle
when the driver allows it. Therefore the main research objective is formulated
as:

Develop a merging assistant for a commercial vehicle which can control the
lateral vehicle motion but only when the driver accepts it.

To do so, an in depth understanding of the steering-system of a commercial vehi-
cle is required. Available literature mainly describes the operation of steering-
systems of passenger cars. Because this thesis focuses on commercial vehicles,
the following sub-objective is set:

• Develop a truck steering-system model and identify the important factors
which determine the reaction torque at the steering-wheel and the vehicle
response to a driver input.

Contemporary truck steering-systems have no inputs except the driver and the
front wheels. For this reason a modification is necessary which leads to the
second sub-objective:

• Determine the best location of an externally controllable input in a truck
steering-system to facilitate active steering.

Given this active steering-system, a control strategy is required to guide the
driver during the process of merging, which leads to the final sub-objective:

• Develop a control strategy for an active truck steering-system which is able
to control the lateral vehicle motion while at the same time allowing the
driver to intervene.
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1.4 Contributions

The following contributions have been made:

• Development of a truck steering-system model and verification of this steering-
system model on a separate test-bench outside the vehicle. To better under-
stand the steering-system of a truck, the components of a truck steering-
system have been analyzed, which resulted in a three degrees of freedom
model. Three degrees of freedom are required to implement dry friction at
the relevant places in order to accurately predict the steering-wheel tor-
que. A hydraulic model is coupled to this mechanical model to simulate
the power-steering system. This steering-system model is parametrized
and verified by tests on a test bench with a measurement steering-wheel
and hydraulic actuator to provide input on the wheel-side of the steering-
system. Steady-state and dynamic verification to a frequency above the
driver input spectrum is performed and shows that the steering-system
model is accurate.

• Validation of the steering-system model in combination with a multi-body
vehicle model. A 44 degrees of freedom multi-body truck model from pre-
vious research [16, 15] is extended with the developed steering-system mo-
del. Verification tests on a proving ground have been performed with an
instrumented tractor semi-trailer. The vehicle is subjected to steady-state
cornering, sinusoidal inputs and step steer inputs and the simulation model
output has been compared with sensor data from the real vehicle. These
tests confirm that the combination of the vehicle and steering-system mo-
del is an accurate representation of the real vehicle. Implementation in a
vehicle simulator shows that the model is able to run real-time and parti-
cipants indicate a clear distinction between the developed steering-system
model and simplified versions of the steering-system model [72, 73].

• Steering-system model reduction, topology research and torque controller
development A reduced two degrees of freedom steering-system model wit-
hout dry friction is derived from the three degrees of freedom steering-
system model to analyze different active steering-system topologies and
to develop a controller for an active steering-system. Different steering-
system topologies are analyzed and compared based on dynamic behavior
with this reduced steering-system model. A control strategy to control
the steering-wheel torque is developed using this reduced model and simu-
lations where the full steering-system model is extended with an electric
actuator and the steering-wheel torque is controlled, show functioning of
the controller.

• Development of a lane-changing support system with steering-wheel feed-
back torque control. A steering-wheel torque controller has been developed
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to control the steering-wheel torque during an automated lane-change. A
non-linear relation between the steering-wheel feedback torque and the
steering-angle is derived which has a high stiffness around the desired
steering-angle and a low stiffness further away from the desired steering-
angle. Experiments with a passenger car with electro-mechanical power-
steering show that this method can be used to control the vehicle yaw-rate
during a lane-change while at the same time leaving the possibility open
for a driver to intervene at any time. Simulations with a multi-body trac-
tor semi-trailer model show that a similar control strategy could probably
be implemented in a commercial vehicle with an active steering-system.

1.5 Outline of this thesis

Chapter 2 discusses the modeling of the steering-system of a commercial vehicle
and the parametrization and verification of this model on a test-bench. In Chap-
ter 3, the developed steering-system model is implemented in a multi-body vehi-
cle model and verified with steady-state and dynamic tests with an instrumented
tractor semi-trailer. In Chapter 4 the steering-system model from Chapter 2 is
reduced and this reduced model is used to compare different active steering-
system topologies. A steering-wheel torque controller to guide the driver during
a lane change is developed in combination with a steering-wheel angle controller
based on the reduced steering-system model. The controllers are tested on the
full steering-system simulation model. In Chapter 5, a passenger vehicle with
electro-mechanical power-steering is used to derive a comfortable steering-wheel
torque profile depending on the steering-wheel angle and the vehicle velocity.
Experiments are executed with the passenger vehicle to show the working prin-
ciple of the lane-change system. The controller from Chapter 4 is tested with
the obtained steering-wheel torque profile from the passenger vehicle using the
simulation model from Chapter 3 with an adjusted steering-system model.





Chapter 2

Steering-system model

2.1 Introduction

To implement features such as autonomous steering, an active steering system
is required. To design and implement such a system, more knowledge on the
conventional hydraulically assisted steering system of a commercial vehicle is
required. This knowledge can be used, for example, to study the introduction
of an extra actuator to make the steering-system active.

A challenging design aspect is the on center feel of the steering-system. Com-
mercial vehicles make use of a hydraulic assist system in general, which amplifies
the torque supplied by the driver using a so called boost-curve, as shown in Fi-
gure 2.1(a). The hydraulic assistance based on the measured torque input, can
result in an indirect steering feel, especially around the center-position due to
the low gradient of the boost-curve at this position [57]. Steering systems used
in commercial vehicle handling simulation models, as found in literature, gene-
rally don’t include a detailed steering-system model. In many cases they do not
incorporate steering compliance or power-steering [44] and if they do, inertias of
system components are often not considered [82].

A typical steering-system layout for a commercial vehicle is shown in Figure
2.1(b). Compared to a passenger car the amount of components connecting the
steering-wheel to the front wheels is large. The sprung cabin and the limited
space around the engine contribute to the complexity of the commercial vehicle
steering-system. This results in multiple universal joints, a hydraulic power-
steering-system and multiple transitions from rotation to translation and vice
versa. The ratio of input torque provided by the driver and output torque
at the front wheels is much larger compared to a passenger car and therefore
already small amounts of friction on the driver side can influence the on center
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Tin

Tout

(a) Example of a boost-curve. (b) Typical steering-system [5].

Fig. 2.1. An example of a boost-curve and a typical steering-system.

steering feel significantly. Literature on passenger car steering-systems shows
that modeling of the hydraulic part of the steering-system is essential to predict
the steering-wheel torque and vehicle response [57], [62].

This literature review reveals that the steering-system is often modeled using
three degrees of freedom with a stiffness between the steering wheel and the as-
sistance motor and a stiffness between the assistance motor and the steering rack
[55], [75]. Reference [45] uses a coulomb friction model and is able to describe
the steering wheel torque during cornering sufficiently accurate. Reference [57]
confirms this as well, especially around the center position. In [62] a concept is
developed with an additional motor on the steering-wheel side to enable active
features like automated parking pilot, lane keeping assist, emergency lane assist,
active yaw control and torque reference control. This paper also shows that the
motor can be used for friction compensation in the steering-system.

The goals of this chapter are as follows:

• Identify the components in a commercial vehicle steering-system.

• Model the steering-system using the knowledge on the components.

• Parametrize the model by means of dedicated tests.

• Validate the model with additional measurements.

Where most steering-system models consist of a degree of freedom for the
steering-wheel and one for the front wheels, the model presented in this chap-
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ter includes three degrees of freedom (DOF). This is achieved by introducing
separate mechanical DOF for the steering-wheel, the steering-wheel side of the
steering-house and the wheel-side of the steering-house. The advantage of this
way of modeling is that friction can be implemented on all relevant places in
correspondence with the physical lay-out of the system. Where in literature a
lookup-table with a time-delay is often used to describe the power-steering assis-
tance characteristics, the model to be discussed in this chapter uses a hydraulic
model based on the physical components and the lag of the system is modeled
by including the flexibility of the hoses and oil compressibility.

Section 2 discusses the components present in a truck steering-system and
how these can be modeled. Section 3 discusses the parametrization of the obtai-
ned model by means of dedicated dedicated tests on a test bench. Section 4
discusses the model validation by means of additional tests.

2.2 Methodology

The steering-system components are named according to Figure 2.1(b). The
driver input is applied at the steering-wheel, which is connected to the steering-
column. The steering-column is connected to the input of the steering-house via
two universal joints and a steering-axle. The first universal joint is present to
facilitate height adjustment of the steering-wheel and the second universal joint
to allow tilting of the cabin. The steering-house amplifies the steering-wheel
torque and is connected to the pitman-arm via a gear ratio. The pitman-arm
rotates and moves the drag-link, the drag-link is connected to the left wheel-lever,
which rotates the wheel hub around the king-pin axis. The tie-rod connects the
left and right wheel, so that both wheels are steered.

Figure 2.2(a) shows the inside of a typical steering-house. To estimate the
steering-wheel torque, a torsion-bar is used. This torsion-bar is often made out
of tempered steel and has a lower stiffness than the rest of the system. If the
stiffness is known beforehand, the deflection of this torsion-bar, multiplied with
the stiffness equals the torsion-bar torque Ttb. In ideal conditions, where there is
not friction present between the steering-wheel and the torsion-bar, the torsion-
bar torque equals the steering-wheel torque. The torsion-bar is connected to
the spindle which converts the rotation into a translation of the piston on the
steering-house. The piston is connected to the sector shaft of the steering-house.
The teeth on the bottom of the piston in combination with the teeth on the
sector-shaft convert the translation in rotation again via the sector-shaft radius
Rss.

The steering-house contains a hydraulic system to amplify the input torque.
The torsional deflection of the torsion-bar determines the amount of hydraulic
assistance. Hydraulic assistance is generated via a pressure difference across the
piston. This pressure difference is caused by the pressures in chamber A and B,
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0Q0P

bridgeQ
sP

tbT

AP

BP

ssR

outT

Spindle

Torsion-bar

Sector shaft

Piston

(a) Inside of a typical steering house.

(b) Rotary valves and the flows through
them.

Fig. 2.2. Inside of a typical steering-house and a schematic overview of
the rotary valves.
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Fig. 2.3. Steering-system model.

PA and PB respectively. Figure 2.2(b) shows the valves around the torsion-bar.
These valves convert the twist of the torsion-bar into a pressure difference. The
flow entering the valve system is referred to as Qbridge. The flow to chambers A
and B are referred to as QA and QB respectively. The flow exiting the steering-
house is referred to as Q0. With a twist of the torsion-bar the inner valve housing
rotates with respect to the outer valve housing, this causes the flow from Qbridge
to one of the chambers to be restricted and the flow to the other chamber to be
increased. Due to symmetry, the return flow is increased for the chamber having
a decreased in-flow and vice versa.

Figure 2.3 shows the model of the steering-system up to the output of the
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steering-house. The model consists out of three inertias, a Wheatstone bridge to
represent the hydraulic system and multiple springs to represent the compliance
of various components. The equations of motion of the system are given by:

Jsw δ̈sw = Tsw − Tfric,sw − (δswiuj − δsh,in)ksciuj − Tecc,sw (2.1)

Jsh,inδ̈sh,in = (δswiuj − δsh,in)ksc − (δsh,in − δpaish)khua

− (δ̇sh,in − δ̇paish)dhua − Tfric,hua (2.2)

Jsh,outδ̈pa = (δsh,in − δpaish)khuaish + (δ̇sh,in − δ̇paish)dhuaish

+ Tps − (δpa − δ′pa)kha − Tfric,ha. (2.3)

In order to make it possible for the vehicle to still steer in case of power-
steering malfunction and to protect the torsion-bar from plastic deformation,
the maximum deflection of the torsion-bar is limited, this is modeled by a pa-
rallel free-play ∆tb,max. The value of the overall hydraulically unactuated (hua)
stiffness khua is dependent on the torque level present in the springs:

khua =


(
k−1
tb + k−1

sp

)−1
, if |δsh,in − δpaish| ≤ ∆tb,maxktb

(k−1
tb +k−1

sp )
−1

ksp, otherwise
(2.4)

The driver applies an input torque, Tsw at the steering-wheel which has
inertia Jsw and angle δsw. An eccentricity torque, Tecc,sw, is acting on the
steering-wheel due to the center of gravity of the steering-wheel not being located
at the point of rotation as shown in Figure 2.4. By making use of the steering
wheel mass, msw, the offset of the center of gravity from the rotation point
Lecc, the inclination angle of the steering-wheel with respect to the horizontal
plane, θsw, the gravitational constant, g and the steering-wheel angle, δsw, the
eccentricity torque is calculated as:

Tecc,sw = mswgLecc sin(θsw) sin(δsw) (2.5)

A friction torque Tfric,sw is present at the steering-wheel due to bearings
in which the steering column and axle are supported. This is modeled as dry
friction in combination with a viscous component. To implement this, the reset-
integrator model [20] is used due to its computational performance while still
being able to accurately represent slip-stick friction. This friction model uses a
finite slope around zero velocity to model the sticking behavior and a constant
sliding force during movement. The steepness of the slope around zero velocity
determines how well the friction model approximates coulomb friction. A more
detailed explanation of this model is included in Appendix A. The steering-wheel
is connected to the steering-wheel side of the steering-house via the stiffness
of the steering-column and steering-axle lumped into one equivalent stiffness
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Fig. 2.4. Steering-wheel eccentricity.

ksc. The two universal joints in the system account for the following kinematic
relation, where θuj,i stands for the bending angle between the input and output
shaft of the respective universal joint. The kinematic relations from the input
angle of a universal joint indicated with δuj,in to the output angle indicated with
δuj,out can be described by [85]:

δuj,out = atan2 (tan(δuj,in), cos(θuj,i)) (2.6)

To include rotations of more than 360 degrees, the unwrap function [7] is
used. Differentiation with respect to time yields in the velocity of the output
joint δ̇Ujoint,out as a function of the input velocity δ̇Ujoint,out, the input angle
δuj,in and the bending angle θuj,i:

δ̇Ujoint,out =
cos(θuj,i)

1− sin2(θuj,i) cos2(δuj,in)
δ̇Ujoint,in (2.7)

Conservation of power, δ̇Ujoint,inTUjoint,in = δ̇Ujoint,outTUjoint,out, allows us
to write the universal joint output torque TUjoint,out as a function of the universal
joint input torque TUjoint,in and the previously mentioned variables:

TUjoint,out =
1− sin2(θuj,i) cos2(δuj,in)

cos(θuj,i)
TUjoint,in (2.8)

In the steering-system model, two U-joints are used with bending angles
θuj,1 and θuj,2. For the sake of readability the full kinematic relations for the
series connection of these U-joints are not given here but in Appendix B. A

variable ratio iuj(δsw, θuj,1, θuj,2) = δ̇′sw
δ̇sw

is defined, which converts the velocity

of the steering-wheel, δ̇sw, to the velocity of the steering-column arriving at the
steering-house, δ̇′sw. This variable ratio is dependent on the input angle δsw and
the universal joint bending angles θuj,1 and θuj,2.
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The steering-axle is connected to the input of the steering-house, which has
inertia Jsh,in and angle δsh,in. A friction-torque is modeled here as well to
account for the bearings of the torsion-bar and spindle. The steering-wheel side
of the steering-house is connected via two springs, the torsion-bar stiffness, ktb
and the spindle stiffness ksp respectively, to the piston.

Parallel to these springs, a damper with damping coefficient dhua is used
to include some structural damping. Since the torque level in this part of the
model is low, small contributions can have a big influence on the steering-feel.
The reduction ratio originating from the spindle lead and the sector-shaft radius
Rss is lumped into one reduction ratio ish. This shaft has inertia Jsh,out, which
represents the equivalent inertia of the spindle, piston and sector-shaft lumped
together, this output inertia has angle δpa. A friction torque Tfric,ha is introdu-
ced, which is mainly caused by the seals in between the piston and the cylinder
in the steering-house. A power-steering torque, Tps, which results from the
deflection of the torsion-bar in combination with the hydraulic power-steering
system, is applied to this inertia as well. The stiffness of the pitman-arm, drag-
link and wheel-lever is taken into account by the equivalent stiffness kha. This
is the interface where the Simulink steering-system model is coupled to the Sim-
Mechanics multi-body model, which includes the kinematics of the pitman-arm
and drag-link. The pitman-arm angle δ′pa represents the resulting angle from the
SimMechanics kinematics of the pitman-arm, drag-link and wheel-lever as shown
in Figure 2.5. The torque Tpa results from the Simulink model and is an input
to the SimMechanics model and the angle δ′pa results from the SimMechanics
model and is an input for the Simulink model.

Drag-link

Pitman-arm

δ′pa

δpa

kha

Tpa

Angle

Multi-body modelSimulink model

Fig. 2.5. Schematic overview of the Simulink model and the pitman-arm
and drag-link kinematics to indicate the interaction between the multi-
body model and the Simulink model.

Several publications [60], [6], [13], [62] show that a Wheatstone bridge ap-
proximation is often used to model the valve system in hydraulic power-steering-
systems in cars and trucks. The top part of Figure 2.3 shows the hydraulic model
used.
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A number of assumptions have been made to model the hydraulic system:

1. It can be seen in Figure 2.2(b) that four unique flow paths are present in the
system, Qbridge, QA, QB and Q0. The assumption is made that all paths
can be lumped together into four equivalent flows and flow resistances.

2. The flow through the orifices is a turbulent flow, to make a bi-directional
flow through the orifice possible, the following relation between flow, Q and
pressure drop, ∆P will be used: QB = sign(∆P )

√
|∆P |. The coefficient

B equals the hydraulic resistance and is defined as B−1
i = AiCd

√
2
ρ where

i is the index of the orifice, Ai is the area of the orifice opening, Cd is the
discharge coefficient and ρ is the density of the hydraulic oil.

3. Figure 2.2(b) shows that opening of the path from Qbridge to QA results
in an equal opening of the path from QB to Q0. The same holds for the
flow from Qbridge to QB and QA to Q0. Therefore symmetry is assumed
and two unique flow resistances, B1 and B2 can describe the behavior.

4. The area of the orifice is assumed to be much smaller than the area of the
supply channels in the steering-house. No pressure drop is assumed to be
present between the valves and the chambers A and B.

5. The oil volume of the cylinder chambers A and B is relatively big com-
pared to the oil volume in the valves. Therefor the fluid is assumed to
be incompressible in the valves and the oil in the cylinder chambers is
assumed to be compressible having a bulk modulus βh.

6. Since the pump in the system is not located close to the steering-house a
hose under high pressure with a considerable length is used. This hose can
expand under pressure which is modeled by a hydraulic capacity Chose.

7. The pressure at the output of the valve housing is used as a reference
pressure, thus P0 = 0.

8. The area of the piston is equal on both sides, this area is referred to as Ap.

We can relate the in- and out-flow per node:
Qhose +Qbridge

Q1 +Q2

Q3 +QA
Q2 +QB
Q3 +Q4

 =


Qs

Qbridge
Q1

Q4

Q0

 (2.9)
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Conservation of momentum relates the flows to the pressure drops over the
orifices: 

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

 =



sign(Ps−PA)
√
|Ps−PA|

B1

sign(Ps−PB)
√
|Ps−PB |

B2

sign(PA)
√
|PA|

B2

sign(PB)
√
|PB |

B1

 (2.10)

Substitution of (2.10) in the third and fourth entry of (2.9) leads to the following
expressions for QA and QB :

QA =
sign(Ps − PA)

√
|Ps − PA|

B1
−

sign(PA)
√
|PA|

B2
(2.11)

QB = −
sign(Ps − PB)

√
|Ps − PB |

B2
+

sign(PB)
√
|PB |

B1
(2.12)

The time derivative of the pressure can be calculated by making use of the
continuity equation [80] where a positive Q is defined as out-flow:

dP

dt
= −βh

V

(
dV

dt
+Q

)
(2.13)

where V stands for the volume. By defining VA0 and VB0 as the volume in the
cylinders at center position and xp as the displacement of the piston with respect
to the center position, the volume of the chambers equals:

VA = VA0 +Apxp and VB = VB0 −Apxp (2.14)

Defining the bridge resistance as Bbridge = 1
2

√
B2

1 +B2
2 and applying the con-

tinuity equation to Ps, PA and PB and substituting the solution for QA and QB
from (2.11) and (2.12) results in:

dPs
dt

=
Qs −Qbridge

Chose
=
Qs −

sign(Ps)
√
|Ps|

Bbridge

Chose
(2.15)

dPA
dt

= − βh
VA

(
dVA
dt
−QA

)
(2.16)

=
βh

VA0 +Apxp

(
−Apẋp +

sign(Ps − PA)
√
|Ps − PA|

B1
−

sign(PA)
√
|PA|

B2

)
dPB
dt

= − βh
VB

(
dVB
dt

+QB

)
(2.17)

=
βh

VB0 −Apxp

(
Apẋp +

sign(Ps − PB)
√
|Ps − PB |

B2
−

sign(PB)
√
|PB |

B1

)
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The hydraulic model is coupled to the mechanical model via the piston position
x and the torion-bar torque Ttb. The torsion-bar twist determines the valve
openings A1(Ttb) and A2(Ttb). The exact relation between Ttb and A1 and A2

is not known and an empirical approach presented in the next section. The
valve openings determine the flow resistances B1 and B2, which are used for
the chamber and steering-house supply pressure calculation. The torsion-bar
torque is generated by the mechanical model via the difference between the input
angle of the steering-house, δsh,in, and the output angle of steering-house, δpa.
By making use of the hydraulically un-actuated stiffness, khua, the torsion-bar
torque is calculated. The torsion-bar torque saturates at Ttb,max = ktb∆tb,max

due to the mechanical stops:

Ttb = min| (δsh,in − δpaish|khua, ktb∆tb,max) sign(δsh,in − δpaish) (2.18)

The piston position xp is calculated using the output angle of the steering-house,
δpa, in combination with the sector-shaft radius, Rss. The sector-shaft radius,
together with the piston surface, Ap, is used to convert the pressure difference,
PA − PB , into a power-steering torque Tps:

xp = δpaRss (2.19)

Tps = (PA − PB)ApRss (2.20)

In this manner, the hydraulic model influences the mechanical model via the
power-steering torque Tps and the mechanical model influences the hydraulic
model via the piston position xp and the torsion-bar torque Ttb.

2.3 Steering-system model parametrization

For reasons of confidentiality, all graphs in this thesis are scaled and made di-
mensionless. Confidentiality is also the reason why no numerical values for the
model parameters will be provided. Some of the parameters in the model can be
determined beforehand via data-sheets or via direct measurements. Other pa-
rameters are harder to determine or can only be measured indirectly. Table 2.1
gives an overview of the parameters of the model and the identification method.
First the test setup which is used to identify the parameters which cannot be
measured directly or estimated beforehand is discussed. Next a reduced model
is discussed which represents the test setup configuration and finally the method
of extracting the parameters from the experiments is discussed.
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Symbol Description Method of identification

Ap Piston surface Geometry measured

Ai Effective orifice flow surface
i with i ∈ {1, 2}

Identified by experiment

Cd Discharge coefficient Calculated by rules of thumb

Chose Hydraulic capacitance of the
supply hose

Calculated by rules of thumb
and drawings

Jsw Steering-wheel inertia Estimated by weighing

Jsh,in Inertia of the input of the
steering-house

Estimated by weighing

Jsh,out Inertia of the output of the
steering-house

Estimated by weighing

ktb Torsion-bar stiffness Identified by experiment

ksp Steering-house spindle stiff-
ness

Identified by experiment

kha Lumped stiffness of all the
parts between the output of
the steering-house and the
left front-wheel

Identified by experiment

Lpa Pitman-arm length Geometry measured

γfric1 Coefficient to relate friction
to pressure

Tuned by hand

Rss Sector-shaft radius Geometry measured

Tfric0 Friction level at zero pres-
sure difference

Tuned by hand

Tfric,ha Friction torque acting on the
output of the steering-house

Identified by experiment

Tfric,hua Friction torque acting on the
input of the steering-house

Estimated by a separate mea-
surement

Tfric,sw Friction torque acting on the
steering-wheel

Identified by experiment

Vi0 Initial volume in cylinder
chamber i with i ∈ {A,B}

Geometry measured

βh Bulk modulus of the hydrau-
lic fluid

From data-sheet

∆tb,max Maximum deflection of the
torsion-bar

Identified by experiment

ρ Density of the hydraulic
fluid

From data-sheet

θuj,i Bending angle of a universal
joint i with i ∈ {1, 2}

Manufacturer specification

θsw Inclination angle of the
steering-wheel

Manufacturer specification

Table 2.1. Steering-system model parameters
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Test setup

To identify parameters which cannot be measured directly or estimated before-
hand a test setup is used. Two configurations of the test-setup are used. In the
first configuration, Figure 2.6 the piston movement is blocked in one direction by
insertion of a metal block. The hydraulic power steering-system is not active and
the steering-wheel torque Tsw and angle δsw, are measured. In the second confi-
guration, Figure 2.7, a hydraulic actuator is attached to the drag-link. Again the
steering-wheel torque Tsw and angle δsw are measured. The hydraulic actuator
generates a force Fhp and the displacement xhp is measured. In addition to the
displacement of the actuator the output angle of the steering-house, δpa is also
measured. In the hydraulic power-steering-system the input pressure, Ps, the
output pressure, P0, the pressures in both chambers, PA and PB , and the flow
through the system, Qs are measured.

swT,swδ

Piston Metal block

Fig. 2.6. Schematic representation of the test bench with the piston
blocked

Brake

Fig. 2.7. Schematic representation of the test bench with pressure sen-
sors, flow sensor and a hydraulic actuator attached
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Reduced model for the test setup

Since the test-setup does not contain all elements present in the complete truck
steering-system, a reduced model is used. Figure 2.8 shows the reduced mo-
del for the configuration with the blocked piston. The measurements are only
executed in the direction where the piston moves against the metal block. On
the steering-wheel side the universal joints are removed as well as the steering-
column stiffness, since the steering-wheel is mounted directly on the input shaft
of the steering-house. Everything at the wheel side of the steering-house is re-
moved because of the piston constraint and the hydraulic power-steering-system
is not present.

Jsw, δsw

Tsw

Tfric,hua

ktb ksp

∆tb,maxJsh,in, δsh,in

Steering-wheel

ish

dhua

Fig. 2.8. Steering-system model with the piston blocked

Figure 2.9 shows the reduced model with the hydraulic actuator attached.
In this case the hydraulic system is active. On the wheel side the front wheels
are replaced by the hydraulic actuator. A mechanical brake is present on the
steering-wheel, this brake can be engaged to prevent the steering-wheel from ro-
tating. Due to the location of the steering-wheel torque sensor, which is mounted
on the steering-column, the steering-wheel torque can still be measured when
the brake is engaged.
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Jsw
δsw

Tsw

Tfric,hua

ktb ksp

kha

Jsh,out, δpa∆tb,max

Tfric,haTps

xhp

Fhp.

ipa

Jsh,in
δsh,in

Hydraulically Un-Actuated (hua) Hydraulically Actuated (ha)

Steering-wheel
Hydro-pulse actuator

ish

+ -

dhua

dha

Brake

Fig. 2.9. Steering-system model used to mimic the test-bench

Parametrization

To find ktb, ksp and ∆tb,max a measurement is performed with the blocked piston
configuration. The steering-wheel is turned past the point that the torsion-bar
deformation is limited by a mechanical stop as shown in the left plot of Figure
2.10. A discontinuity is seen at the point where the mechanical stop is reached.
The maximum torque for which the torsion-bar is still engaged is indicated by
Ttb,max. The stiffness of the hydraulically un-actuated part is given by (2.4). A
linear spring stiffness is identified for two separate areas. The spindle stiffness
can be found directly for |Tsw| > |Ttb,max| and the torsion-bar stiffness can be
calculated in the range of |Tsw| < |Ttb,max| by:

ktb =
(
k−1
hua − k

−1
sp

)−1
(2.21)

The free-play ∆tb can be found by determining the location of the discontinuity:

∆tb,max =
Ttb,max
ktb

(2.22)

A second experiment is performed to estimate the gear-ratio of the steering-
house ish. In this experiment the hydraulic actuator is decoupled and the ratio
of the steering-wheel angle, δsw, and the pitman-arm angle, δpa, is measured. A
linear fit is made on the data as shown in the centre graph of Figure 2.10, where
the slope represents the gear ratio:

ish =
δsw
δpa

(2.23)

A third experiment is executed to determine the pitman-arm stiffness by ap-
plication of a feedback controller on the hydraulic actuator. The goal of this
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Fig. 2.10. Results used to estimate ktb, ksp, ∆tb,max, ish and kha (scaled
and made dimensionless for confidentiality reasons).

controller is to regulate the actuator displacement to zero, so xhp ≈ 0. The
power-steering-system is still switched off and a steering input is provided at the
steering-wheel. This will result in a deflection of the hydraulically actuated and
un-actuated part. By using the difference in movement between the pitman-arm
angle δpa and the hydraulic actuator displacement xhp, an estimation can be
made for the stiffness kha. The right plot in Figure 2.10 shows the result of this
measurement. A linear fit is made and kha is estimated via:

kha =
FhpLpa

δpa − xhp/Lpa
(2.24)

For the fourth experiment the hydraulic power-steering is switched on. The
steering-wheel brake is engaged so the steering-wheel can not rotate. The hy-
draulic actuator force is increased in steps over the full range defined by the
mechanical stops. This is done in both directions, thus with a positive and ne-
gative force. The experiment is repeated for three different flow-rates. When the
system is in a steady-state condition (Ṗ ≈ 0, ẋp ≈ 0, ẍp ≈ 0, QA ≈ 0, QB ≈ 0)
the flows through all the resistances are assumed to be equal due to symmetry:

Qbridge = Qs and Q1 = Q2 = Q3 = Q4 =
1

2
Qs (2.25)

Under the assumptions that Ps > PA, Ps > PB , PA > 0 and PB > 0, the
flow-resistances can be defined as:

B1 =

{
2
√
Ps−PB
Qs

2
√
PA
Qs

B2 =

{
2
√
Ps−PA
Qs

2
√
PB
Qs

Bbridge =

{√
Ps
Qs

1
2

√
B2

1 +B2
2

(2.26)
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Note that there are two equations to determine each resistance due to symmetry
of the Wheatstone bridge. The flow resistances B1 and B2 can be converted to
a valve orifice area via:

Ai =

(
BiCd

√
2

ρ

)−1

(2.27)

Figure 2.11(a) shows the combined orifice area estimate as a function of the
torsion-bar torque. For both A1 and A2 a good agreement between the two
methods from (2.26) is seen for |Tsw| ≥ 0.5, outside the on-center region. In the
on-center region, the two methods diverge since the pressure in the chambers
approaches zero. Figure 2.11(b) shows the resistance of the bridge Bbridge cal-
culated by both equations from (2.26). This figure also shows that the bridge
resistance calculated via B1 and B2 diverge from the direct calculation via Ps.
In order to fit a function, the assumption is made that for zero torsion-bar torque
B1 = B2 = B0.

Bbridge0 =
1

2

√
B2

0 +B2
0 → B0 =

2√
2

√
Ps0
Qs

(2.28)

With B0 known, the orifice area at Ttb = 0 can be calculated:

A0 =

(
B0Cd

√
2

ρ

)−1

(2.29)

A fit is made based on the data outside the on-center region, a function with
two coefficients γ1i and γ2i are used where i stands for the valve index. Because
of this empirical approach, a function has to be chosen which can fit the data.
The following candidate function is used:

Ai = γ−1
1i |Ttb|

−γ2i +A0 (2.30)

The points A11 and A22 are defined as the values of the fit at the edge of the
on-center regions |Tsw| < 0.5. From this point towards the point A0, a linear
increase of the valve area is assumed and this linear increase is also used when
the point A0 is passed:

A1 =

{
γ−1

11 |Ttb|−γ12 +A0 for Ttb ≤ Ttb,center1
A0 + (A0 −A11)Ttb for Ttb > Ttb,center1

(2.31)

A2 =

{
γ−1

21 |Ttb|−γ22 +A0 for Ttb ≥ Ttb,center2
A0 − (A0 −A22)Ttb for Ttb < Ttb,center2

(2.32)

Since the hydraulic cylinder contains seals to prevent leakage from chamber A to
B a dependency on the pressure difference ∆Pp = PA−PB is to be expected for
the friction. Literature on the friction coefficient of seals [76] shows an increase
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(a) Combined orifice area estimation and fit

(b) Bridge resistance

Fig. 2.11. Valve area estimation and bridge resistance as function of
torsion-bar torque (scaled and made dimensionless for confidentiality re-
asons).
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in friction with the pressure difference. The friction in the hydraulic cylinder can
be determined via Tfric,ha = FhpLpa−Tswish under quasi-static conditions. The
measurements show a strong increase of the friction as a function of the pressure
difference in Figure 2.12. It is hard to draw a conclusion about the relation
between pressure and friction since this data is not very consistent. Based on
literature the choice has been made to use a linear dependency of friction on the
pressure difference with coefficients γfric1 and Tfric0:

Tfric,ha = γfric1∆P + Tfric0 (2.33)

These coefficients are tuned by hand where the comparison of the simulation
output with the measurement is used as an error criterion.

Fig. 2.12. Friction torque on the output of the steering-house Tfric,ha
as a function of the pressure difference ∆P (scaled for confidentiality).

2.4 Steering-system model validation

In this section the validation of the steering-system model is discussed. This
validation is split in a steady-state part, a time simulation part with a quasi-
static input and a dynamic part where a sine-sweep is used as an input. To assess
the model performance, an objective measure is used. The Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficient R will be used. This is a number between -1 and
1 which indicates how well measured results are replicated by the model, based
on the proportion of total variation of outcomes explained by the model. A
value of 0 indicates no correlation between the measurement and the prediction
and a value of 1 indicates a perfect correlation. A value of -1 indicates a perfect
negative correlation.
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Suppose ĥ is the measurement and h is the prediction, cov stands for co-
variance and σ for the standard deviation, then the following definition is used
[17]:

R =
cov

(
ĥ, h

)
σ
(
ĥ
)
σ (h)

(2.34)

Since R is blind to offsets, another measure is used to identify the model per-
formance in this respect. To estimate the offset between the two signals, the
average value E of the measurement and prediction are used and divided by the
range of the measured absolute signal. This makes it easier to compare different
signals, but can give large offset values for signals which are not well excited.

offset =
E
(
ĥ
)
− E (h)∣∣∣max

(
ĥ
)
−min

(
ĥ
)∣∣∣ · 100% (2.35)

An offset value of 0% indicates a good result since the averages are the same.
An offset of 100% for example, means that the average difference between the
measurement and prediction is the same as the range of the measurement and
the measurement is on average larger than the prediction. An offset of −100%
means that the average difference between the measurement and prediction is
the same as the range of the measurement but the measurement is on average
smaller than the prediction.

Steady-state

For the steady-state validation the pressures in the system are calculated under
the assumption that the system is in equilibrium (Ṗ ≈ 0, ẋp ≈ 0, ẍp ≈ 0, QA ≈
0, QB ≈ 0). In this case the differential equations (2.15) until (2.17) can be
solved for Ps, PA and PB as the pressure time derivatives are zero. The results
are shown in Figure 2.13. Visual inspection of this plot shows that the prediction
is close to the measured pressures in the system.
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(a) Supply pressure (b) Pressure difference

(c) Individual chamber pressures

Fig. 2.13. Steady state predictions (scaled and made dimensionless for
confidentiality reasons).

Time simulations of the quasi-steady-state tests

Figure 2.14 shows the result of a simulation where the hydraulic actuator force
Fhp, steering-wheel angle δsw, and the flow through the system Qs, are used as
an input. The flow through the system is the nominal flow, which occurs during
highway driving. It is seen that the steering-wheel torque Tsw, and pressure
difference over the piston ∆Pp, are predicted very accurately, while the supply
pressure Ps and pressure in both chambers PA and PB shows some difference
with the measurements. The friction torque Tfric,ha, larger differences are seen
and the R-value drops to 0.906 in this particular test.
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Fig. 2.14. Time plot of a simulation at the nominal flow-rate for large
steering-wheel torque amplitudes (scaled and made dimensionless for con-
fidentiality reasons).

To asses the model quality for different flow-rates and to distinguish between
large and small inputs a number of simulations are done for different conditions.
The accuracy of the model predictions is listed in Table 2.2, which shows an
overview of the R-values and offset values for different flow-rates, amplitudes
and signals. The steering-wheel torque prediction is accurate for all conditions
as well as the pressure difference. The absolute values of the pressures appear to
be more difficult to predict, especially for small inputs. The pressure in chamber
A is also more difficult to predict than the pressure in chamber B. The friction
torque is the most difficult one to predict. Figure 2.15 shows an example of a
simulation where the steering-wheel torque is mainly the on-center region. This
figure confirms that the absolute values of the pressures are difficult to predict,
especially the low pressure chamber (in this specific experiment chamber A).
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Small amp. input Large amp. input

Flow-rate Signal R Offset [%] R Offset [%]

0.12 Tsw 0.999 -1.82 0.981 9.02
0.16 Tsw 1 -5.32 0.986 14.5
0.2 Tsw 0.999 -1.87 0.986 6.67

0.12 ∆Pp 0.999 -0.387 0.964 3.48
0.16 ∆Pp 0.999 0.326 0.987 0.161
0.2 ∆Pp 0.999 -0.127 0.993 -0.805

0.12 Ps 0.997 -0.149 0.969 -2.23
0.16 Ps 0.998 -0.234 0.976 0.146
0.2 Ps 0.997 0.436 0.974 7.28

0.12 Pa 0.999 -1.5 0.91 -32.7
0.16 Pa 1 -0.819 0.839 -52.7
0.2 Pa 0.999 -1.3 0.98 -21.7

0.12 Pb 0.999 -0.622 0.974 -22.2
0.16 Pb 0.998 -1.46 0.991 -16.6
0.2 Pb 0.998 -0.961 0.99 -15.1

0.12 Tfric,ha 0.482 -10.6 0.722 3.92
0.16 Tfric,ha 0.641 6.78 0.747 4.44
0.2 Tfric,ha 0.789 2.38 0.706 0.253

Table 2.2. Overview of R values and offsets for different flow-rates and
small and large inputs, 0.16 is the nominal flow-rate.
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Fig. 2.15. Time plot of a simulation at the nominal flow-rate for small
steering-wheel torque amplitudes (scaled and made dimensionless for con-
fidentiality reasons).
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Sine-sweep simulations

A sine-sweep test is performed to validate the model for dynamic conditions.
The steering-wheel is free to rotate and a sinusoidal position command with
increasing frequency is applied to the hydraulic actuator. This test is executed at
the nominal flow-rate, which occurs during highway driving. Research regarding
driver inputs during driving show that a driver of a passenger car is able to excite
frequencies up to 3.5 Hz and the vehicle is able to respond up to a frequency
of 10 Hz [65]. Therefore this experiment is executed for a frequency of 0.1
to 7 normalized frequency units (NFU), which covers all realistically occurring
frequencies.

In this test no input is supplied at the steering-wheel side and the hydro-
pulse displacement xhp is prescribed. The measured signals are compared in
the time domain as shown in Figure 2.16, and in the frequency domain, see
Figures 2.17 and 2.18. Figure 2.17 shows the power spectral density (PSD) of
the measurement and simulation. From this figure it becomes clear that the
power of the hydropulse displacement decreases for higher frequencies. This is
caused by the position controller used to operate the hydropulse, which was not
able to follow the set-point at higher frequencies. This can also be seen in the
other signals where the power also drops above 1 normalized frequency units.
The PSDs of the other signals show a good resemblance with the measurements
over the whole frequency range.

Since a non-linear system is considered here the term transfer function is not
fully applicable. However, it is hard to draw a conclusion based on the PSDs only,
since the input power is not constant for all frequencies. Therefor the transfer
function estimate from the hydro-pulse displacement to various signals is shown
in Figure 2.18. These transfer function estimates have to be interpreted with a
lot of care, they are only valid for this specific input and initial conditions and
a different input or initial condition may result in a different transfer function
estimate. The figure shows the magnitude, the phase and the coherence between
input and output. It can be seen that for most signals the coherence is good
over the whole frequency range except for the steering-wheel torque and pressure
difference. Therefor no conclusion can be drawn with respect to the model
accuracy for these signals in the range where the coherence is not close to 1.

From these transfer function estimates it becomes clear that a resonance
occurs at 1 NFU. This can be seen from the peak and the strong decline in the
transfer function estimations to δpa and δsw. The transfer function estimate to
δsw shows a strong decline after 1 NFU and the phase tends to -180 degrees.
In the other signals this point is also observed since an abrupt change in phase
takes place there as well. This is interesting since this phenomenon occurs in
the frequency range where a driver actuates the steering-system.

This sine-sweep experiment is repeated for multiple amplitudes and the same
assessment is done. It is seen that the resonance frequency shifts slightly with
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Fig. 2.16. Time plot of a sine-sweep measurement and simulation, this is
the experiment with the largest amplitude (scaled and made dimensionless
for confidentiality reasons).

different amplitudes, but a different amplitude mainly affects the low-frequency
region.

Table 2.3 shows an overview of the R values and offset values for different
amplitudes. The amplitude increases with the experiment number. For most
signals the R values are better for higher amplitudes than for lower amplitudes.
The same is seen for the offset values which tend to be larger for the experi-
ments with a smaller amplitude. This is consistent with the quasi-static time
simulations, where a similar behavior was observed.
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Fig. 2.17. Power spectral density of various signals

Signal R Offset [%]
Exp. no. 1 2 3 Mean 1 2 3 Mean

xhp 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
Fhp 0.964 0.978 0.956 0.966 -3.82 -1.84 -1.69 -2.45
δsw 0.972 0.982 0.955 0.970 6.54 3.59 -0.29 3.28
Tsw 0.963 0.981 0.951 0.965 0.23 0.14 0.11 0.16
δpa 0.944 0.957 0.930 0.944 -14.1 -5.33 -2.87 -7.43
∆Pp 0.965 0.968 0.947 0.960 -3.01 -1.83 -2.25 -2.36

Table 2.3. Overview of R values and offsets for different input amplitu-
des, the amplitude of the hydraulic actuator position set-point increases
with the experiment number.
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Fig. 2.18. Transfer function estimations from the hydraulic actuator
displacement, xhp, to various signals with the steering-wheel being able
to rotate freely
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Discussion

The steady-state predictions show high R values and low offset values, which
indicates that this model is able to predict the steady-state pressures in an
accurate way. This was also to be expected, as the steady-state results have
been used for the fitting procedure.

The time simulations of the steady-state measurements show good results
for the steering-wheel torque and pressure difference. The supply pressure and
individual chamber pressures appear to be harder to predict. This experiment
has been done for three flow-rates and the accuracy does not depend on the
flow-rate. The results do show that the model is more accurate for larger input
values.

The sine-sweep experiment is used to assess the dynamic performance. There
appears to be a resonance in the system at 1 NFU, which is within the frequency
range where the driver actuates the system. It is also seen that the model
over-predicts the hydro-pulse force around the resonance frequency and under-
predicts the steering-wheel torque slightly around this same frequency.

In general it can be said that the model is able to predict the steering-wheel
torque under all tested circumstances with an R-value bigger than 0.9. The
pressures and forces withing the steering-system can also be predicted with a
high accuracy. It is observed that the model is more accurate for higher forces
and torques and that the assumption of a symmetric Wheatstone bridge might
not be true under all circumstances since there is a difference in accuracy between
the pressure in the chambers. Full scale testing with a vehicle can show if this
prediction quality is good enough.
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2.5 Conclusions and recommendations

Conclusions

• To model a steering-system of a commercial vehicle with the goal of pre-
dicting the steering-wheel torque, three mechanical degrees of freedom are
required. One for the steering-wheel, one for the steering-wheel side of the
steering-house and one for the output side of the steering-house. These
mechanical degrees of freedom are required to implement friction on the
relevant places, otherwise two could suffice.

• A symmetric Wheatstone bridge in combination with a hydraulic cylin-
der is a valid approximation of the hydraulic power-steering system of a
commercial vehicle. This approach makes the hydraulic model suitable
for different vehicle speeds since the hydraulic pump is often directly con-
nected to the engine and the flow is thus depending on the engine speed.

• The parameters of said steering-system model can be identified with a
test-setup with a measurement steering-wheel to measure the steering-
wheel angle and torque and an actuator with a force and displacement
measurement to provide a load on the output side of the steering-house.
Furthermore a pitman-arm angle sensor is required. On the hydraulic
system the pressures in the hydraulic cylinder have to be measured as well
as the supply pressure and flow-rate.

• The developed three degrees of freedom steering-system model is valid in
the range of 0.1 to 7 normalized frequency units. Higher frequencies are not
tested in this research. The model is more accurate for large steering-wheel
torque amplitudes.

Recommendations

• A sinusoidal input test is performed with the steering-wheel brake not
engaged. This is useful up to a certain extend but it would be interesting
to see how the system responds with the steering-wheel brake engaged such
that the steering-wheel cannot move.

• The modeling of friction in the hydraulic cylinder proves to be challenging.
This is probably the cause of the model inaccuracy for small steering-wheel
torque amplitudes. Additional research with a more sophisticated friction
model for the hydraulic cylinder might resolve this issue.

• With the current test setup with one flow sensor, identification of the
orifice areas of the Wheatstone bridge proves to be a cumbersome task
where assumptions have to be made. A flow measurement of the individual
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paths in the Wheatstone bridge could make it possible to directly calculate
the orifice areas without assumptions.

• With the steering-system model structure in place, the task of identifying
the parameters might be done in a more systematic way. At the moment,
some of the inertial and friction parameters can only be found by adjusting
the parameter and comparing the simulation outcome with the measured
signals. This is time intensive and no guarantees can be given that this is
truly the best parameter value. By using an iterative approach, in com-
bination with an optimization algorithm based on the (squared) residuals
between simulation and measurement, the workload can be reduced and if
the problem is (locally) convex, a better estimation of the real system can
be obtained.





Chapter 3

Implementation in a
tractor-semitrailer model

3.1 Introduction

A model of a hydraulic power-steering system is described in Chapter 2. The mo-
del is validated for the full range of pressures in steady-state and up to frequencies
above the maximum driver input frequency. In this chapter, the steering-system
model is expanded with two additional degrees of freedom (DOF) to include the
left and right front wheels. Furthermore the wheel kinematics are added. The
steering-system and front-axle model are then implemented in a previously deve-
loped and validated 44 degrees of freedom multi-body full vehicle model [16, 15].
The complete model is validated by means of experiments with an instrumented
tractor semi-trailer on a proving ground.

An overview of these steps is given in Figure 3.1. This figure also reflects the
goals of this chapter:

1. Implement the front-axle steering kinematics in the multi-body model to
provide the correct feed-back torque from the road to the steering-system.

2. Integrate the steering-system model in the multi-body truck model.

3. Validate the complete vehicle model by means of an instrumented tractor
semi-trailer on a proving ground.
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Steering-system
model

Vehicle model

3. Validation of the complete system

1. Front axle and
wheel kinematics

2. Integration

Fig. 3.1. Integration of the steering-system model from chapter 2 in the
full vehicle model from [16, 15]

3.2 Multi-body vehicle model

The vehicle model is a 44 DOF tractor semi-trailer as shown in Figure 3.3 and
is modeled in MATLAB SimMechanics [16, 15]. The tractor chassis consists of
separate front and rear parts, which are coupled by a torsional spring to model
the chassis torsional flexibility. The cabin is modeled as a separate mass, which
is suspended with respect to the front part of the chassis. The engine is modeled
as a separate mass and includes the stiffness and damping of the engine mounts
that are the connection to the chassis. The rigid rear axle translates along the
vertical axis and rotates around the longitudinal axis with respect to the rear
chassis and is connected with springs and dampers to the rear chassis. The tyre-
road interface is described by the TNO-Delft tyre model. The trailer consists of
three separate bodies connected via torsional springs. Three independent trailer
axles with spring dampers are used. The load is divided in three parts and
attached to the chassis. The trailer is connected to the tractor by means of a
fifth wheel with a yaw and pitch degree of freedom.

The dimensions, weights, inertias and suspension parameters of the tractor
semi-trailer are updated with respect to [16, 15] to the vehicle under considera-
tion in this research.

Figure 3.2 shows the parameters of the left front-wheel defining the kinematic
behavior of the front axle. The kinematics are crucial to generate the correct
feedback from the wheels to the steering-system. The steering kinematics are
compared with [46] by applying forces on the contact-patch and wheel-center
and calculating the resulting torque around the king-pin axis. Both approaches
result in a the same and thus the model is considered to be correct.
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Fig. 3.2. Wheel geometry model of the left front wheel with caster angle
τv, king-pin inclination angle σv, static toe angle δv,0, static caster offset
Lτ,0 ,static wheel center offset Lσ,0 and camber angle γv.

The front-axle model is shown in Figure 3.4. This front-axle model consists
out of two wheels with a steering geometry illustrated by Figure 3.2. The left and
right wheel are connected via a tierod with stiffness ktierod. The left wheel is stee-
red by means of the wheel lever, drag-link and pitman-arm which are modeled
as rigid bodies connected via two ball joints in the multi-body model (MBM).
Dry friction Tfric,kp is present on both king-pin axis. This front-axle model adds
one additional degrees of freedom to the steering-system model due to compli-
ance between the left and the right wheel. Figure 3.4 shows the front-axle model
MBM in combination with the Simulink model. The interface between the Simu-
link model and the MBM takes place at the pitman-arm. The Simulink model
produces a torque Tpa based on the angles δpa and δ′pa in combination with the
stiffness kha, this stiffness represents the compliance of all the parts between the
steering-house wheel side and the left front wheel. The pitman-arm, drag-link
and wheel-lever are modeled as a kinematic system with infinite stiffness but do
include the mass and inertia of the respective components.
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Fig. 3.3. 44 DOF vehicle model (engine not shown in this figure) [16,
15]
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Fig. 3.4. Front axle model including steering-system model (SimMecha-
nics MBM with Simulink model)
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3.3 Validation by means of experiments

An instrumented tractor semi-trailer is used to perform different tests on a pro-
ving ground to check if the steering-system model in combination with a full
vehicle model is valid. In this section the instrumentation of the vehicle and the
performed tests will be described.

Instrumentation of the test vehicle

The test vehicle is a fully laden tractor semi-trailer with a total weight of 40
tonnes. The instrumentation is only present on the tractor, so the trailer is not
instrumented. The tractor is instrumented according to Figure 3.5. The front
and the rear of the tractor chassis are instrumented with an inertial measurement
unit (IMU), which measures the yaw-rate and the lateral acceleration. The
cabin is instrumented with a 3-axis IMU close to the driver position, which
measures the acceleration and angular velocities about all three axis. A side-slip
angle sensor is used to determine the longitudinal and lateral velocities vx and
vy and the vehicle side-slip angle βv. The axles are instrumented with string
potentiometers to measure the vertical displacement ∆z between the axle and
the chassis. All wheel-speeds ωw of the tractor are measured.

The instrumentation of the steering-system is shown in Figure 3.6. The
steering-wheel torque, Tsw and angle δsw are measured. The pitman-arm angle,
δpa is measured. The drag-link is instrumented with a strain gauge to measure
the drag-link force Fdl and the left and right king-pin angle are measured, δkp,FL
and δkp,FR respectively.

Cabin 3 axis accelerometer (ax,C , ay,C , az,C)
Cabin 3 axis gyroscope (rx,C , ry,C , rz,C)

Chassis lateral acceleration front and rear (ayF , ayR)
Chassis yaw-rate front and rear (rzF , rzR)

Slip angle sensor (vx,sens, vy,sens)
Wheel travel front and rear and left and right (∆zFL,∆zFR,∆zRL,∆zRR)

Wheel speeds front and rear and left and right (ωFL, ωFR, ωRL, ωRR)

x

z

y

Fig. 3.5. Truck sensors, the following nomenclature is used: cabin (C),
front (F), rear (R), front left (FL), front right (FR), rear right (RL) and
rear right (RR)
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)dlFDrag-link force (

)paδPitman-arm angle (

)kp,FLδKing-pin angle left (

)kp,FRδKing-pin angle right (

)sw,measT,swδSteering-wheel angle and torque (

Fig. 3.6. Steering system sensors, the following nomenclature is used:
steering-wheel (sw), king-pin (kp), pitman-arm (pa) and drag-link (dl)

Modeling of the sensors in the simulation model

To make a fair comparison between the vehicle model and the real vehicle, the
sensors are placed at the same locations in the SimMechanics model for gyrosco-
pes, accelerometers, the side-slip angle sensor and the displacement sensors.
Since this paper focuses on the prediction of the steering-wheel torque, it is key
to model the steering-wheel torque sensor correctly. As shown in Figure 3.6 the
steering-wheel torque is measured at the steering-column, this is done by means
of a strain gauge. By rewriting (2.1), the torque at the interaction point of the
driver and the steering-wheel can be expressed as:

Tsw = Tfric,sw + (δswiuj − δsh,in)ksciuj + Tecc,sw + Jsw δ̈sw (3.1)

It is assumed that the driver is holding the steering-wheel and therefore the acce-
leration of the steering-wheel is supported by the driver as well as the eccentricity
torque and thus not registered by the torque sensor. The steering-wheel bea-
rings are below the torque sensor and friction torque caused by these bearings is
included in the measurement. When the driver controls the steering-wheel, the
measured steering-wheel torque Tsw,meas is given by:

Tsw,meas = Tfric,sw + (δswiuj − δsh,in)ksciuj (3.2)
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Post-processing of the sensor data

A conversion is made by combining several sensors since the accelerometers,
gyroscopes and the side-slip angle sensors are not mounted at the center of
gravity (COG) of the tractor. To determine the yaw-rate at the COG the average
of the two sensors is used:

rz,cog =
1

2
(rz,F + rz,R) (3.3)

To determine the roll angle of the front and rear axle θaxle,i, the lateral distance
Ly,∆z,i between the vertical wheel displacement sensors is used:

θaxle,i = arctan

(
∆z,iL −∆z,iR

Ly,∆z,i

)
with i ∈ {F,R} , (3.4)

It is assumed that the roll angle between the front and rear axle varies in a linear
way along the plane of symmetry of the vehicle and this knowledge is used to
estimate the roll angle at the IMU locations. The longitudinal distance between
the front IMU and rear IMU is Limu and the distance from axle i to IMU i is
Limu,i which is a positive number if the sensor is placed in front of the axle.
These distances are used to calculate the roll angle θimu,i at IMU i.

θimu,i = θaxle,i + Limu,i
θaxle,F − θaxle,R

L
(3.5)

The lateral acceleration is corrected by subtracting the contribution due to gra-
vity sin(θimu,i)g from the measured lateral acceleration ayi,sens and compensa-
ting for the roll angle by division of cos(θimu,i):

ayi,comp =
ayi,sens − sin(θimu,i)g

cos(θimu,i)
(3.6)

Note that the sensor is not compensated for the vertical acceleration because
the chassis accelerometer cannot measure the vertical component. To find the
lateral acceleration at the center of gravity, both signals are converted to the
center of gravity by using the yaw-acceleration, ṙz,COG and the average of both
lateral accelerometers is used. Limu,cog,i is the longitudinal distance between the
COG and IMU i, which is a positive number:

ay,cog =
1

2
(ayF,comp − Limu,cog,F ṙz,COG + ayR,comp + Limu,cog,Rṙz,COG) (3.7)

To determine the longitudinal and lateral velocity at the COG the yaw-rate and
the longitudinal and lateral distance of the sensor to the COG are used:

vx,cog = vx,sens − Ly,βrz,cog (3.8)
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vx,sens

vy,sens

Lx,β
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vx,cog

vy,cog

rz,cog

ayi,sens

g

θimu,i

Compensation for roll Side-slip angle sensor compensation

sin(θimu,i)g

ayi,comp

Fig. 3.7. Compensation of the accelerometer for roll and conversion of
the side-slip angle sensor velocities to the COG.

vy,cog = vy,sens + Lx,βrz,cog (3.9)

From these velocities the vehicle side-slip angle βv,cog is calculated:

βv,cog = arctan

(
−vy,cog
vx,cog

)
(3.10)

An average front wheel steering angle δkp is defined as the mean of the left and
the right king-pin angle:

δkp =
1

2
(δkp,FL + δkp,FR) (3.11)

3.4 Test results

In this section, three different tests will be discussed: The first test is a a steady-
state cornering test. Here the vehicle speed is increased gradually, while a con-
stant cornering radius is maintained. The second test is a step-steer test where
the vehicle drives at high speed and a step input is applied to the steering-wheel
by the driver. The third test is a frequency response test where the driver applies
a sinusoidal steering-wheel input.

To compare the model with the measurements the sensors are mounted at
the same location in the SimMechanics model and the same post-processing is
applied to have a fair comparison. To assess the model performance, the Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient R and offset as described in Section 2.4
are used. Due to confidentiality all graphs in this section have been scaled and
are made dimensionless.
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Steady-state cornering

During the steady-state cornering test a driver drives a circle with a fixed radius
with an almost constant forward velocity. Due to practical reasons it is not
possible to drive the complete speed range in one experiment and therefore
the results of different experiments have been combined. For a dimensionless
velocity above 0.9, the steady-state response of the step-steer experiment has
been used to complete the data-set. A selection of the data is taken from the
step-steer experiment to ensure that the vehicle is in a steady-state condition.
All experiments have been done in both the left and right-hand direction.

This experiment is utilized to scale the cornering stiffnesses of the tyres. An
increase of 3 percent on both the front and trailer tyres cornering stiffness with
respect to [16, 15] is required. Figure 3.8 shows the measured and simulated
steady-state gains. This figure shows a good resemblance between the measured
and the simulated steady-state lateral acceleration gain and steady-state yaw
velocity gain. The steady-state side-slip angle gain deviates from the measure-
ments at low velocities (less than 0.4).

Fig. 3.8. Steady-state gains. From top to bottom: steady-state lateral
acceleration gain, steady-state yaw-velocity gain and steady-state side-
slip angle gain (scaled and made unit-less due to confidentiality, velocity
1 corresponds with the peak in the yaw-velocity gain.).
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Step-steer

A step-steer test is performed while driving at a constant forward velocity and
applying a step input to the steering-wheel. This test is performed by a driver
and therefore the steering input will not be an exact step. Figure 3.9 shows the
steering-system response during this maneuver. The velocity is kept constant
during this maneuver by the cruise-control of the vehicle. This cruise-control is
modeled by a PI-controller to keep the velocity constant during the simulation.
At t = 3.3[s] a step is applied on the steering-wheel. The measured steering-
wheel angle is used as an input to the vehicle model.

In Figure 3.9 the pitman-arm angle δpa is shown below the steering-wheel
angle δsw, a small difference is seen at the time where the peak value is reached,
but in steady-state the angle is accurately predicted by the model. The two king-
pin angles are nearly the same during straight-line driving, but diverge after the
step is applied. Comparison with a kinematic model without kha and ktierod
reveals that these stiffnesses are essential and Ackerman steering by itself is not
sufficient to explain the difference between the left and right king-pin angle.

The steering-wheel torque already shows a non-zero value during straight-
line driving, this can be an indication that the road is banked or a-symmetry
being present in the vehicle. At the time of the step application the steering-
wheel torque shows a spike and then settles to a noisy steady-state value. The
prediction during straight-line driving moves around Tsw,meas = 0 since the road
used in the simulation is flat. The noise present in the simulation originates
from the friction on the steering-wheel and the steering-house. The peak value
is mainly influenced by the friction and the steady-state value originates from
the self aligning moment and lateral force of the tyres in combination with the
power-steering system. Figure 3.10 shows the lateral acceleration, yaw-rate and
side-slip angle at the center of gravity of the vehicle. The lateral acceleration
is predicted accurately, also at the time of the step application. The yaw-rate
shows a good resemblance at the time of the step application, but the overshoot
in the model is higher than in the measurement. In steady-state the model and
the measurement are in good agreement again. The side-slip angle measurement
is noisy and drawing a conclusion based on this figure is difficult since a general
trend is missing. The right-hand side of Figure 3.10 shows the signals measured
in the cabin. The lateral acceleration in the cabin is also a noisy signal but the
dynamics seem to be captured well by the model. The yaw-rate in the cabin
shows similar differences compared to the yaw-rate measured at the center of
gravity, during settling a difference is observed. Both the yaw-rate as well as
the lateral acceleration show slight positive values for t < 3.3, this might be an
indication of sensor offset or minor cornering. The roll-rate of the cabin is also
an important quantity in how a driver experiences a vehicle. The amplitude and
phase correspond well with the measurement, this indicates that the height of
the center of gravity of the cabin, the inertia of the cabin and the spring stiffness
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of the cabin have been modeled correctly. Since the measurement dampens out
slightly quicker than the model, the roll damping could be improved.

Fig. 3.9. Steering-system signals during a J-turn at motor-way speed
(experiment 3).
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Fig. 3.10. Chassis and cabin signals during a J-turn at motor-way speed
(experiment 3).
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Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show the simulation model quality according to the ob-
jective criteria for 4 different J-turn experiments. Regarding the steering-system
it is observed that the R value of the measured steering-wheel torque differs per
experiment. Visual inspection of the time signal shows a good agreement with
the data with a significant offset. This is also reflected in the quality assessment
where an offset of 11% is seen. The three measured angles δpa, δkp,FL and δkp,FR
show a high R value which is also in agreement with the visual check. Also in
case of the drag-link force a high R value is reported. In general all angles and
the drag-link force show low offsets within a range of ±5%. Concerning the chas-
sis motion and cabin motion, it is observed that the chassis states are predicted
with a high R value (> 0.98), where the offset for the yaw-rate is bigger than for
the lateral acceleration. As seen in Figure 3.10, the R value of the side-slip angle
βv is lower than the other chassis states, this can be explained by the amount
of noise on the measurement since the offset value is low. The cabin lateral
acceleration and yaw-rate also show a high R value, but the roll-rate seems to
be harder to predict. In general the offsets in this figure are limited to ±5%.

Signal R
Exp. no. 1 2 3 4 Mean

δpa 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
δkp,FL 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
δkp,FR 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Tsw,meas 0.94 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.96
Fdl 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
ay,cog 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.99
rz,cog 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00
βv,cog 0.5 0.72 0.62 0.78 0.66
ay,C 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.99
rzC 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99
rxC 0.95 0.9 0.95 0.92 0.93

Table 3.1. Model quality expressed in R-coefficient of the steering-
system states and chassis and cabin states (rounded to 2 significant digits).
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Signal Offset value [%]

Exp. no. 1 2 3 4 Mean

δpa −2.6 2.6 −3.7 −4.4 −2
δkp,FL −1.5 −2.3 −2.3 −2.6 −2.1
δkp,FR −2.1 1.0 −2.3 −0.52 −0.96
Tsw,meas 7.7 8.5 12 9.3 9.3
Fdl 5.9 3.1 2.1 −2.1 2.2
ay,cog 0.02 1.6 2.1 2.3 1.5
rz,cog −2.8 2.5 0.1 1.4 0.28
βv,cog −10 2.9 −11 −12 −7.4
ay,C 3.8 4.0 5.1 4.6 4.4
rzC −2.6 1.0 0.01 1.0 −0.14
rxC −0.98 0.37 −1.4 −0.6 −0.64

Table 3.2. Model quality expressed in offset values of the steering-system
states and chassis and cabin states (rounded to 2 significant digits).

Sinusoidal steering

In the sinusoidal steering test the forward velocity is constant, but now the
steering-angle is varied with a fixed frequency. For practical reasons 22 separate
tests have been performed for different frequencies, ranging from 0.1 normalized
frequency units (NFU) to 2.7 NFU. Again the cruise-control is used to keep the
velocity constant and this test is performed by a driver, not a steering robot,
thus the sinusoidal input is an approximation of an exact sine wave.

Figure 3.11 shows an example of a test where the steering-wheel is rotated
with a frequency of 0.4 Hz. This is a frequency, which is important from a vehicle
dynamics point of view as e.g. rearward amplification of a vehicle combination
tends to be largest at this frequency [49]. Figure 3.11 shows the steering-system
related signals. The measured king-pin angles show some a-symmetry since
they are approximately identical when steering to the left (positive angle) and
steering to the right results in a 10% difference. The model is also a-symmetric
but less compared to the real vehicle. The pitman-arm is predicted with a good
accuracy. The drag-link force shows a good overall prediction, but the negative
peaks are slightly under-predicted. The steering-wheel torque prediction clearly
shows the presence friction since there are sudden jumps when the direction of
movement is changed. It shows a curved shape which is caused by the boost-
curve. The positive peaks are slightly under predicted and in some cases a
difference is seen after reversal of the steering-wheel angle. Figure 3.12 shows
the chassis and cabin related signals where the left column shows the chassis
states. The lateral acceleration and yaw-rate are predicted with a high accuracy
(R > 0.98 and offset < 6%). The side-slip angle measurement shows a lot
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of noise, but the general trend is consistent with the prediction. In the right
column, the cabin lateral acceleration and yaw-rate are very similar to the chassis
lateral acceleration and yaw-rate and the prediction is also accurate. Considering
the roll-rate of the cabin some differences exist, especially at the start of the
experiment and around the peaks.

Fig. 3.11. Steering-system signals during a 0.4 Hz sinusoidal steering-
wheel input at motor-way speed (scaled and made unit-less due to confi-
dentiality).
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Fig. 3.12. Steering-system and chassis and cabin signals during a 0.4
Hz sinusoidal steering-wheel input at motor-way speed (scaled and made
unit-less due to confidentiality).
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Figure 3.13 shows the transfer function estimations from the steering-wheel
angle to the lateral acceleration, yaw-rate and side-slip angle of the center of
gravity. The lateral acceleration shows a strong dip at 1 NFU and almost recovers
to the steady-state value. The model predicts the location of the peak close to
the measurement, but does not fully recover to the steady-state value. The yaw-
rate shows a similar dip at the same location and the prediction here also does
not fully recover to the measured value. The side-slip angle coherence drops
drastically after 0.5 NFU in the measurement. For low frequencies, a difference
is observed which was also seen in the steady-state cornering measurement. For
higher frequencies the prediction appears to be correct but it does not contain
the increase in magnitude seen just after 1 NFU. Since the coherence is very low
there this part is discarded as unreliable.

Fig. 3.13. Measured and simulated transfer function estimations from
steering-wheel angle to lateral acceleration, yaw-rate and side-slip angle.
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Figure 3.14 shows the model quality of the steering-system model for all
frequencies used in the various sinusoidal steering tests. The R-values of the
angles are high and not depending on the frequency that much. The angles
show a constant offset for low frequencies which decreases for higher frequencies.
The drag-link force R value decreases a bit around 1 normalized frequency unit
and increases again afterward. A constant offset as a function of the frequency
is seen. The steering-wheel torque appears to be predicted with a high R value
over the whole frequency range. A constant offset as a function of the frequency
is seen which corresponds to the time signals seen in Figure 3.11 where it is also
seen that the average values of the signals show some deviation.

Fig. 3.14. Steering-system model quality assessment

Figure 3.15 shows the chassis and cabin related signals, the lateral accelera-
tion and yaw-rate show highR-values for frequencies up till 1 NFU and decreases
after that, which is in agreement with the transfer functions seen in Figure 3.13.
Also the offsets of these signals increase as a function of frequency. The side-slip
angle shows lower R values overall and also an increasing offset as a function
of frequency. The cabin lateral acceleration and yaw-rate show again similar
behavior as the lateral acceleration and yaw-rate measured on the chassis, a
good prediction for frequencies below 1 Hz and an increasing error after that.
The offset does not seem to increase as strongly as the chassis lateral accelera-
tion and yaw-rate. The roll-rate shows lower R-values overall, especially for low
frequencies. The offset of the roll-rate is constant and small.
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Fig. 3.15. Chassis and cabin model quality assessment

3.5 Discussion

During the J-turn maneuver there is a constant offset in the steering-wheel torque
in the same direction. This is odd since the measured yaw-rate and lateral
acceleration are close to zero during this maneuver. An explanation for this
can be that the road is slightly banked for drainage purposes, a-symmetry of
the vehicle or zeroing of the sensors. The banked road can be ruled out since
the drag-link force is close to zero during straight-line driving and the king-pin
angles as well. The steering-wheel torque prediction error during straight-line
driving is mainly caused by friction on the steering-wheel and the input of the
steering-house The spike in steering-wheel torque when the step input is applied
is mainly caused by friction on the steering-wheel. The steady-state value of the
steering-wheel torque during cornering is caused by the self-aligning moment
and lateral tyre forces in combination with the power-steering system and the
friction on the output side of the steering-house. The small variations on the
steering-wheel torque are again caused by the friction on the steering-wheel
and the input of the steering-house. The king-pin angles and pitman-arm angle
show that it is necessary to implement a stiffness between the steering-house and
the left wheel and a stiffness between the left and the right wheel. The drag-
link force shows that the tyres and geometry of the upright have been modeled
correctly since the measured and predicted force shows a good similarity. The
lateral acceleration and yaw-rate of both the chassis and the cabin are accurately
predicted. The side-slip angle measurement is noisy and therefore it is hard to
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draw any conclusions based on this. The roll-rate of the cabin appears to be
accurately predicted which indicates an appropriate roll stiffness, height of the
center of gravity and inertia of the cabin.

The sinusoidal inputs experiments reveal the necessity of friction on the input
of the steering-house since a jump in steering-wheel torque is seen on reversal
of the direction of the steering-wheel. Further investigation on this using the
model shows that this is caused by the friction on the input of the steering-house.
The quality assessment shows that the steering-wheel torque is predicted with an
acceptableR value (> 0.95) and the offset is constant up till 1 NFU and decreases
afterward. This offset appears to be similar in magnitude in comparison to
the offset seen in the J-turn experiment. The angles in the steering-system
are predicted with a high accuracy (R > 0.98) where no dependency on the
frequency is observed. An asymmetry in the king-pin angles is seen in both the
simulation and the real vehicle. This could be caused by inaccurate suspension
modeling (no leaf spring is modeled) or an inaccurate chassis model (no ladder
frame is model but only a torsional chassis stiffness with a revolute joint and a
linear spring). The same holds for the drag-link force. The chassis and cabin
quality assessment shows that the model is able to predict the vehicle response
accurately up till 1 NFU (R > 0.97), after this the model starts to deviate from
the measurement.

3.6 Real time implementation in a vehicle simu-
lator

As a part of the Truck merging support project, the developed vehicle model
and steering-system model is implemented in a fixed base vehicle simulator in
[72] fixed base and a moving base simulator [73]. Figure 3.16 shows the princi-
pal scheme of the fixed base truck driving simulator. The driving simulator is
operated by in-house developed software called DUECA and has a multi-node
PC configuration including:

• The developed vehicle model with steering-system model.

• An IO interface related to the steering-actuator and the pedals.

• Data logging capabilities.

• A visualization environment via PreScan software.

The horizontal field of view of 180 degrees is generated by three projectors
with a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels with a refresh rate of 60 Hz. A photo of
the setup and the environment generated by Prescan in shown in Figure 3.17.
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Fig. 3.16. Principal scheme of a truck driving simulator from [72].

Fig. 3.17. Fixed base driving simulator photo [72].
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This setup is used to conduct experiments with different steering-model com-
plexities. Four different steering-system models are implemented:

A. The complete steering-system model as discussed in this thesis.

B. A simplified model where kha is omitted and a hyperbolic tangent function
instead of the reset integrator friction model is used.

C. A linear stiffness-damper model with a fixed ratio between steering wheel
angle and king-pin angle.

D. The complete steering-system model with the power-steering switched off.

During the experiments the driving route is a highway road in the Nether-
lands of 7 km long. The drivers are tasked with keeping the vehicle in the
right lane. A stepwise crosswind is used to deviate the vehicle from the lane.
A questionnaire is used to evaluate the steering-feel and a statistical analysis
is performed. All participants declare without power assistance as the worst
steering model due to high effort and workload. The participants declared that
driving with a simplified or linear steering model was more convenient compared
to the realistic nonlinear model and they had a better driving performance. The
main finding is that the level of the representation of steering model has a strong
effect on the subjective assessment of truck steering feel after a certain level of
steering model complexity.

In [73] a moving based simulator is used to determine the influence of motion
and steering-system model complexity. Figure 3.18 shows photos of the moving
base simulator. This simulator is normally used for flight simulation but has been
adjusted to mimic a cabin of truck. As shown in Figure 3.18(b), the simulator is
actuated by six hydraulic hexapods and thus has six degrees of freedom. An 180
x 40 degrees field of view is generated by three projectors through a collimating
spherical mirror mounted on the front of the cabin. In this research, two steering-
system models are considered, options A. and C. (complete non-linear model
and simplified linear model). Again the difference between the steering-system
models is clearly noticeable for the participants.
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(a) Inside (b) Outside

Fig. 3.18. Moving base driving simulator photos [73].

3.7 Conclusions and recommendations

Conclusions

• Simulations with a 44 degrees of freedom multi-body tractor semi-trailer
model in combination with a three degrees of freedom steering-system mo-
del and measurements with an instrumented tractor semi-trailer show that
the complete model is an accurate representation of reality.

• Steady-state maneuvers show that the previously developed 44 degrees of
freedom multi-body tractor semi-trailer model only requires an update of
the dimensions and masses to match the current test vehicle and a change
in cornering stiffness of less than 5%.

• J-turn experiments show that the presence of a tie-rod stiffness is neces-
sary since Ackerman steering by itself cannot fully explain the measured
difference in the left and right king-pin angles.

• Sinusoidal steering experiments show that the steering-system model is
accurate for the complete measured range (0.1 - 3 normalized frequency
units). The vehicle response deviates above 1 normalized frequency units.

• The sinusoidal steering experiments also confirm that the modeling of dry
friction in steering-system in commercial vehicles is essential to predict
the steering-wheel torque. When the steering direction changes, a sudden
jump is observed in steering-wheel torque.
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• Implementation in a vehicle simulator shows that this vehicle model in
combination with the developed steering-system model is able to run real
time and drivers indicate that the difference with a simpler steering-system
model is clearly noticeable.

Recommendations

• During the sinusoidal steering experiment a discrepancy between the me-
asured and simulated vehicle response is observed above 1 normalized fre-
quency units. At the same time the steering-system response is still valid
above this frequency. Simulations with a more elaborate chassis and sus-
pension model such as a finite element model might provide more insight
in this matter.

• An additional smaller discrepancy between the measured and simulated
king-pin angles is observed which appears to be non symmetrical. This
could be friction related but might as well be geometry related. Additional
tests with an instrumented tie-rod and measurement wheels to determine
the exact wheel kinematics and forces may help to understand this better.



Chapter 4

Torque control of an active
steering-system

4.1 Introduction

In passenger vehicles, power-steering-systems can be roughly divided in hydraulic
power-steering (HPS) and electro-mechanical power-steering (EPS) systems. To
gain more insight in the steering-system control strategies applied in passenger
vehicles, the EPS system is highly relevant since it allows more freedom in the
controller design. Examples of both are shown in Figure 4.1. The HPS system,
also utilized in commercial heavy vehicles, is shown in Figure 4.1(a). The system
is powered by a power-steering pump and uses a rotary control valve to regulate
the pressure in the hydraulic piston. This rotary control valve comprises of a
valve mechanism, combined with a torsion-bar as explained in Chapter 2. The
EPS system as shown in Figure 4.1(b) exchanges the hydraulic piston for an
electric motor and the power-steering pump by a battery. The rotary valve is
replaced by a torque sensor and an electronic control unit (ECU). This ECU
determines the appropriate motor torque to be applied based on the readings
of the torque sensor and often the vehicle speed. The torque sensor in the
EPS system comprises of a similar torsion-bar, combined with two encoders to
measure the deflection.
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(a) HPS system [10]. (b) EPS system [71].

Fig. 4.1. Examples of hydraulic power-steering (HPS) and electro-
mechanical power-steering (EPS) systems.

What a HPS and EPS system have in common is that they both utilize a
torsion-bar to estimate the steering-wheel torque. Some examples of torsion-bars
are shown in Figure 4.2.

Fig. 4.2. A variety of torsion-bars utilized in the steering-systems.

Figure 4.3 shows a simplified representation of a steering-system with a
torsion-bar. The deflection of this torsion-bar δsw − δwish, multiplied with the
stiffness of the torsion-bar ktb, is referred to as the torsion-bar torque Ttb:

Ttb = ktb(δsw − δwish) (4.1)

In ideal conditions without any friction between the steering-house and the
steering-wheel and when the driver holds the steering-wheel, the torsion-bar
torque equals the steering-wheel torque Tsw.
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ktb

ish

Jsw, δsw

Jw, δw

Steering-wheel Lumped front wheels

Steering-house reduction ratio

Torsion-bar

Tsw

Fig. 4.3. Simplified representation of a steering-system with a torsion-
bar.

An EPS system can be simplified and depicted as a control scheme illustrated
by Figure 4.4 [22]. This control scheme shows a proportional controller with
a progressive variable gain. In a HPS system, the same scheme can be used
but the progressive variable gain is determined by the valve characteristic. The
stabilization part consists of a dynamic filter to suppress the first eigen-frequency
of the EPS system. In a HPS system this is not necessary since the first eigen-
frequency is a lot higher. The reference value Ttb,d for the torsion-bar torque in
this control scheme is always zero. The resulting torsion-bar torque Ttb in this
scheme can be seen as the error Ttb,e of the controller scheme.

Ttb

Tps

Stabilization
Ttb,d = 0

Measured torsion-bar torque

-
+

Ttb,e

TtbSteering-system
and vehicle

δsw
Dynamic filter

Fig. 4.4. Control scheme of a classical power-steering-system [22]

Steering-system
and vehicle

Torsion-bar
torque
controller

Measured torsion-bar torque

Setpoint
computation

Various sensor inputs

Ttb,d
−

+

Ttb,e Ttb

δsw

Tps

Fig. 4.5. Control scheme of a synthetic torsion-bar torque controller [22]

Figure 4.5 shows a control scheme where the torsion-bar torque follows a
desired torsion-bar torque Ttb,d. The torsion-bar torque controller in this scheme
aims to realize this reference torque by means of feedback. In this scheme the
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error Ttb,e is kept as small as possible by the torque controller to accurately track
Ttb,d. Different types of feedback controllers can be utilized for this purpose such
as a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller [35] or a linear-quadratic
regulator (LQR) [24]. The major difference between Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 is
that the torsion-bar torque is no longer the error but tracks a set-point. In terms
of road-feel, the connection between the feedback torque from the tyres can be
completely suppressed given a strong torsion-bar torque controller and a set-
point which is not based on the tyre feedback. This is also further investigated
in the context of a commercial vehicle in [84] where the steering-wheel torque
hysteresis due to friction is completely eliminated and the on-center steering-
wheel torque gradient is successfully increased.

This chapter consists of three parts:

1. Simplification of the steering-system model from Chapter 2

2. A topology research for the power-steering-system actuator placement

3. The design of a torsion-bar torque controller

The steering-system model from Chapter 2 is suitable for the prediction of the
steering-wheel torque, but has a high complexity. In Section 4.2, this steering-
system model is simplified. The main characteristics give more insight in the
functionality of the steering-system and help with the development of a control-
ler. Section 4.3 discusses different topologies for steering actuators. The topolo-
gies are reviewed according to criteria as energy consumption, cost, weight and
controllability. Section 4.4 discusses the design of a torsion-bar torque controller
for the selected steering-system topology.

4.2 Reduced steering-system model

To evaluate different steering-system topologies and to develop a controller, the
steering-system model from Chapter 2 is reduced by making a number of assump-
tions. These assumptions aim to make a comparison of the different topologies
easier and to obtain a suitable model for controller development.

1. The universal joints in the steering-column are neglected, for the sake of
topology research and controller development their contribution is assumed
to be minor.

2. The steering-wheel eccentricity is neglected, this eccentricity is a minor
contribution in the steering-wheel torque.

3. The dry friction on the steering-wheel Tfric,sw is neglected, this friction
is very small compared to the torque levels in the system. The viscous
friction component is maintained and referred to as dsw.
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Fig. 4.6. Reduced steering-system model

4. The dry friction Tfric,hua is neglected as well as the dry friction Tfric,ha,
the friction on the hydraulically actuated part is replaced by a viscous
component dha. In the controller development part, this friction is assumed
to be compensated for by the actuator.

5. Neglecting the friction Tfric,hua, gives rise to neglecting Jsh,in as well, since
it is much smaller than the steering-wheel inertia and will result in high
eigen-frequencies if left undamped.

6. The increase in stiffness when exceeding the maximum deflection ∆tb,max

of the torsion-bar is neglected. The power-steering torque Tps is however
limited to to a maximum value.

7. The hydraulic power-steering-system responds much faster than the rest
of the system. The dynamics as a result of compressibility of the fluid
and flexibility of the hoses are neglected and a change in valve position is
assumed to result in an immediate pressure difference over the piston.

8. The vehicle drives with a constant velocity on a straight-line trajectory
where the yaw-rate and lateral accelerations are small. Therefore it is
assumed that the tyres produce a feedback torque to the steering-house
proportional to the pitman-arm angle with constant kt: Tpa = −δ′pakt.
Combining this tyre stiffness with the already present stiffness kha results

in kout =
(
k−1
ha + k−1

t

)−1
.

9. The constant vehicle velocity also results in the pump-flow Qs to be con-
stant.

The assumptions reduce the steering-system model from Figure 2.3 to Figure
4.6 and the equations of motion to:

Jsw δ̈sw = Tsw − kin(δsw − δpaish)− dhua(δ̇sw − δ̇paish)− δ̇swdsw (4.2)

Jsh,outδ̈pa = kinish(δsw − δpaish) + dhuaish(δ̇sw − δ̇paish)ish

+ Tps − koutδpa − dhaδ̇pa (4.3)
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with:

kin =
(
k−1
sc + k−1

tb + k−1
sp

)−1
(4.4)

kout =
(
k−1
ha + k−1

t

)−1
. (4.5)

The power-steering torque Tps is depending the torsion-bar torque Ttb. As stated
in assumption 7, the dynamics of the hydraulic system are neglected. Therefore
(2.15) - (2.17) are solved for steady-state conditions:

Ps = Q2
sB

2
bridge (4.6)

PA =
PsB

2
1

B2
1 +B2

2

(4.7)

PB =
PsB

2
2

B2
1 +B2

2

(4.8)

The amount of power-steering torque Tps can than be calculated by making
use of the piston surface Ap and the sector-shaft radius Rss as in (2.20). This
is shown in Figure 4.7 together with the derivative of Tps with respect to Ttb,

T ′ps =
∂Tps
∂Ttb

. An important note is that the derivative is always positive, i.e.

T ′ps > 0. This boost curve is approximated by a third order polynomial Υps

with coefficients γps1, γps2 and γps3. The fit is constrained such that the power-
steering torque is zero at zero torsion-bar torque and the coefficient γps1 equals
T ′ps from the full model at zero torsion-bar torque. Furthermore the coefficients
are constrained such that Υps is always increasing, i.e. γ2

ps2 < 4γps1γps3.

Υps(Ttb) = γps3Ttb
3 + γps2Ttb

2 + γps1Ttb =

3∑
i=1

γpsiTtb
i (4.9)

∂Υps(Ttb)

∂Ttb
> 0 ∀ Ttb ∈ R ∧ Υps(0) = 0 (4.10)

The coefficients γps1 = 56, γps2 = 7.4 and γps3 = 13.4 for this model are
found by the non-linear least squares method with a coefficient of determination,
R2 = 0.9995, which is deemed sufficient. The coefficient of determination is the
square of the correlation R between predicted scores and actual scores; thus,
it ranges from 0 to 1. A higher order polynomial gives better results, but is
more complex to use in a control algorithm. Since the next step would be a fifth
order polynomial, due to the nature of the data which suggests an odd order
polynomial, which might be solvable for some cases but not for all so a third
order polynomial is preferred. To include the maximum power-steering torque,
a saturation function is used:

Tps(Ttb) =

{
Υps(sign(Ttb)Ttb,max), if |Ttb| > Ttb,max

Υps(Ttb), otherwise
(4.11)
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Fig. 4.7. Power-steering torque Tps as a function of Ttb and the deriva-
tive T ′ps with respect to Ttb (scaled and made unit-less for confidentiality
reasons).

The fitting results are shown in Figure 4.8 together with the residuals. The fit
is most accurate in the on center region and deviates more for larger torsion-bar
torques. The power-steering limits are included as well, causing the derivative
T ′ps to drop to zero whenever the maximum torsion-bar torque is exceeded.
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Fig. 4.8. Polynomial fit on the power-steering assistance curve (scaled
and made unit-less for confidentiality reasons).

State-space representation

The fitted boost-curve and reduced equations of motion are written in state-
space form with the following state-vector:

x =
[
δsw δ̇sw δpaish δ̇paish

]T
=
[
x1 x2 x3 x4

]T
(4.12)

The model is written as a non-linear state-space system with input u = Tsw and

output y =
[
Ttb δpa

]T
=
[
kin(x1 − x3) x3

ish

]T
which yields:

ẋ = f(x) + Bu

y = Cx (4.13)
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With:

f(x) =


x2

−kin(x1−x3)+dhua(x2−x4)+dswx2

Jsw

x4
kini

2
sh(x1−x3)+dhuai

2
sh(x2−x4)−koutx3−dhax4+ishTps(kin(x1−x3))

Jsh,out

 (4.14)

B =


0
1
Jsw
0
0

 (4.15)

C =
∂y

∂x
=

[
kin 0 −kin 0
0 0 i−1

sh 0

]
(4.16)

Equilibrium points

The equilibrium points for the autonomous system can be found by solving
f(x) = 0 for x. This results in one equilibrium point: xeb = 0. To see how
the system responds to a constant input ū, the following equation is solved to
obtain the constant input equilibria x̄:

f(x̄) + Bū = 0 (4.17)

Substitution of (4.14) leads to:
x2

−kin(x1−x3)+dhua(x2−x4)+dswx2+ū
Jsw

x4
kini

2
sh(x1−x3)+dhuai

2
sh(x2−x4)−koutx3−dhax4+ishTps(kin(x1−x3))

Jsh,out

 = 0 (4.18)

It is easy to see that this only holds when x2 = x4 = 0 and kin(x1 − x3) = ū.
This reduces the problem to the following equation:

i2shū− koutx3 + ishTps(ū) = 0 (4.19)

Solving for x3 leads to the constant input equilibrium:

x̄ =


ū

kin
+
ishTps(ū) + i2shū

kout
0

ishTps(ū) + i2shū

kout
0

 (4.20)
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Linearization

Linearization of the system can provide useful insight in the dynamics valid close
an equilibrium point. If we assume that the system is in the neighborhood of
the equilibrium (ū, x̄), that is

x = x̄ + x̃ (4.21)

and

u = ū + ũ, (4.22)

the system close to x̄ can be approximated by:

˙̄x + ˙̃x = f(x̄) +
∂f(x)

∂x

∣∣∣
x=x̄
u=ū

x̃ + B (ū + ũ) (4.23)

Calculation of the Jacobian without substituting the linearization point leads
to:

∂f(x)

∂x
=

0 1 0 0

− kin
Jsw

−dhua+dsw
Jsw

kinish
Jsw

dhuaish
Jsw

0 0 0 1
kinish

(
∂Tps
∂x1

+ish

)
Jsh,out

dhuaish
Jsh,out

−
kinish

(
∂Tps
∂x3

+ish

)
+kout

Jsh,out
−dha+dhuai

2
sh

Jsh,out


(4.24)

This shows that the linearization is only depending on Ttb = kin(x1 − x3).
Because (ū, x̄) is an equilibrium, ˙̄x = 0. Neglecting the higher order terms, the
linearization can be written as:

˙̃x =
∂f(x)

∂x

∣∣∣
u=Ttb=ū

x̃ + Bũ (4.25)

The gradient of the power-steering function Tps is referred to as T ′ps as shown

in Figure 4.9. Substitution of T ′ps for
∂Tps
∂x1

and
∂Tps
∂x3

in the Jacobian from (4.24)
results in the system matrix of the linearized system, A:

A =


0 1 0 0

− kin
Jsw

−dhua+dsw
Jsw

kinish
Jsw

dhuaish
Jsw

0 0 0 1
kin(T ′ps+ish)

Jsh,out
dhuaish
Jsh,out

−kinish(T ′ps+ish)+kout
Jsh,out

−dha+dhuai
2
sh

Jsh,out

 (4.26)

and

T ′ps =
∂Tps
∂Ttb

∣∣∣
Ttb=ū

(4.27)
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Finally, the dynamics of the linearized system close to (ū, x̄) can be approached
by:

˙̃x = Ax̃ + Bũ

ỹ = Cx̃ (4.28)

Ttb

Tps

T ′
ps

Fig. 4.9. Linear approximation of the boost-curve via the local gradient
T ′ps

Lur’e form

The equations of motion of the reduced model show that the only non-linearities
are contained in Tps and more specifically in the saturation of Υps and the higher
order terms in Υps:

Υps(Ttb) = γps3Ttb
3 + γps2Ttb

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
non-linear Υps,nl

+ γps1Ttb︸ ︷︷ ︸
linear

(4.29)

The power-steering function which only contains the non-linear part is referred
to as Tps,nl and defined as:

Tps,nl(Ttb) =

{
Υps,nl(sign(Ttb)Ttb,max), if |Ttb| > Ttb,max

Υps,nl(Ttb), otherwise
(4.30)

The system is effectively thus, in Lur’e form, a linear system which is combined
with a non-linear feedback loop, also known as the Aizerman problem, as in
Figure 4.10 with the following equations:

ẋ = ALx + BLuL + Bu

y = Cx
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yL = CLx (4.31)

uL = −Tps,nl(yL).

The input to the non-linearity Tps,nl is defined as the torsion-bar torque, i.e.

ẋ = ALx+BLuL +Bu

y = Cx

yL = CLx

uL = −Tps,nl(yL)

Tps,nl(yL)

yL
uL

−

u

+

y

Fig. 4.10. System split up in a linear state-space system and a non-linear
feedback component [34]

yL = Ttb. The resulting non-linear part of the power-steering Tps,nl is the input
to the linear system, i.e. uL = −Tps,nl. Figure 4.11 shows Tps,nl as a function
of yL. This figure shows that Tps,nl can be confined by the sector [0, ξ] where ξ
is defined as:

ξ =
Υps,nl(Ttb,max)

Ttb,max
(4.32)

The state-space matrices B and C remain the same as in (4.15) and (4.16) and
the state-vector x and output y as well. The additional output of the system
yL is created by means of the output matrix CL. The non-linear part of the
power-steering torque uL enters the linear system again via the input matrix
BL. The remaining dynamics of the system are linear and are captured in the
matrix AL. These matrices are defined as:

CL =
[
kin 0 −kin 0

]
BL =

∂f(x)

∂uL
= − ∂f(x)

∂Tps,nl
=


0
0

− 1
Jsh,out

0

 (4.33)

AL =


0 1 0 0

− kin
Jsw

−dhua+dsw
Jsw

kin
Jsw

dhua
Jsw

0 0 0 1
kini

2
sh+kinishγps1
Jsh,out

dhuai
2
sh

Jsh,out
−kini

2
sh+kinishγps1+kout

Jsh,out
−dhuai

2
sh+dha

Jsh,out


Note that the matrix AL is equal to the system matrix A for the linearization
around the origin.
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Fig. 4.11. Power-steering function covered by a sector, Tps,nl(yL) ∈ [0, ξ]
(scaled and made unit-less for confidentiality reasons).

Stability of the non-linear model

To evaluate the stability of the non-linear system, the circle criterion is used.
Lemma 6.1 in Khalil [34] states that the Lur’e system is input to state-stable
with respect to the input u if the transfer function GL(s) is Hurwitz, the Nyquist
plot of GL(s) lies to the right of the vertical line defined by R(s) = −1/ξ where
ξ is the sector bound as in Figure 4.11 and 1 + ξGL(s)(∞) > 0. The transfer
function is calculated as GL(s):

GL(s) = CL(sI−AL)−1BL. (4.34)

To check if GL(s) is Hurwitz, it suffices to check if the eigen-values of AL all
have a negative real part. This is the case and thus the transfer function GL(s)
is Hurwitz. Figure 4.12 shows the Nyquist plot of GL(s) together with −1/ξ. In
the zoomed-in part of this figure it is shown that GL(s) stays on the right side
of −1/ξ and thus the second criterion is fulfilled. The same figure also shows
that 1 + ξGL(∞) = 1 > 0 and thus all criteria are fulfilled and the system is
globally uniformly asymptotically stable and input to state stable with respect
to u. This means that the states of the steering-system are always bounded for
a bounded driver input.

It is not strictly necessary to split the power-steering in a linear and non-
linear part but doing so reduces ξ, making the sector covered by [0, ξ] smaller and
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Fig. 4.12. Nyquist plot with the bound imposed by the circle criterion

thus increases the potential region of stability of GL(s) since the limit imposed by
the vertical line− 1

ξ moves to the left. Including the linear term γps1 inGL(s) also
decreases the negative real part in the Nyquist plot which also contributes to the
stability region of the system. The situation where the driver is prescribing the
steering-wheel motion, can be seen as a subsystem with x1 and x2 are zero (the
steering-wheel is positioned and held in the center position). For the equations
of motion where the driver prescribes the steering-wheel angle, the reader is
redirected to Appendix C since the derivation is very similar to what is described
in this section.

4.3 Steering-system topologies

Steering-systems for commercial vehicles with an externally controllable input
are already on the market. At the moment of writing there are two commercially
available options for trucks which both comprise of a combination of hydrau-
lic and electric power-steering. An additional option with full electric power-
steering is analyzed as well. This results in three possible topologies:

• Topology A: An additional electric motor on the driver side of the steering-
house as shown in Figures 1.7(a) and 1.7(b).
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• Topology B: An additional electric motor on the valve system as shown in
Figure 1.7(c).

• Topology C: Full electric power-steering where the hydraulic system is
replaced by an electric system

Reference [22] uses a one degree of freedom linearized steering-system model
where the driver constrains the steering-wheel to compare EPS systems with
HPS systems and to evaluate different operating points in the boost-curve. The
transfer function from disturbances propagating from the tyres to the torsion-
bar torque are then evaluated. Therefore the driver constrained model presented
in Figure C.1 is adjusted to include the electric actuator. Furthermore the
topologies are compared based on criteria such as safety and fuel consumption.

Topology A: An additional electric motor on the driver side
of the steering-house

The first option is known as Volvo dynamic steering and ZF Servotwin steering-
system. The system comprises of an electric motor added on the steering-wheel
side of the steering-house as shown in Figure 1.7. The specifications of the elec-
tric motor are not exactly known but ZF lists a maximum electric motor torque
of 125 Nm and a maximum hydraulic torque of 7600 Nm. With a reduction
ratio of 20 this would mean that the electric motor can generate 2500 Nm on the
output side of the steering-house. This makes the system redundant: in case of
failure of either the hydraulic or electric system the vehicle can still be steered
by the driver. The power sources for the systems are also completely separated
as the electric system is powered by the battery and the hydraulic system is
powered by a pump connected to the combustion engine. The electric motor
enables steering functionalities such as active return-ability, lane-keeping assist,
parking assist and fully autonomous steering. To measure the steering-wheel
torque, the system is equipped with an additional torsion-bar. This extra sensor
reduces the overall stiffness of the system, usage of a stiffer sensor is not a viable
option according to [22]. A stiffer sensor would result in less accuracy and less
robustness to changes in temperature and wear out more quickly. Therefor a
value of 2 Nm/deg is used for the additional torsion-bar indicated by ktb,em.
The steering-system model shown in Figure C.1 is adapted to include the elec-
tric motor. A schematic representation of the system is shown in Figure 4.13.
This steering-system model has an additional degree of freedom since the electric
motor introduces additional inertia which cannot be neglected. To incorporate
this, the electric motor inertia is combined with the steering-house input inertia
Jsh,in.

The additional electric motor is connected to the steering-house via a worm
gear which has reduction of iem. It is assumed that the specified electric motor
torque is after the reduction iem and thus on the input side of the steering-house.
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Fig. 4.13. Steering-house model with an additional motor on the driver
side (Topology A)

The electric motor delivers a torque Tem and has an angle δem. The equations
of motion of the system are given by:

Jsw δ̈sw =− kinA(δsw − δsh,in)− δ̇swdsw + Tsw (4.35)

Jin,eq δ̈sh,in =kinA(δsw − δsh,in) + Temiem − (δsh,in − δpaish)khua

− (δ̇sh,in − δ̇paish)dhua (4.36)

Jsh,outδ̈pa =(δsh,in − δpaish)khuaish + (δ̇sh,in − δ̇paish)dhua

+ Tps(δsh,in, δpa)− koutδpa − dhaδ̇pa (4.37)

where the equivalent steering column stiffness kin and equivalent inertia Jin,eq
are defined as:

kinA =
(
k−1
sc + k−1

tb,em

)−1

(4.38)

Jin,eq = Jsh,in + Jemi
2
em (4.39)

Not all parameters of the model are known but the unknown parameters are
estimated based on components used in passenger cars. The electric motor
inertia Jem for a passenger vehicle with 40 Nm assistance on the steering-column
is approximately 10−4 kgm2 [22]. This system has 125 Nm of assist on the
steering-column and is therefore assumed to have an electric motor inertia of
Jem = 3 · 10−4 kgm2. Given the requirement for a the steering-system of a
passenger car to rotate at a rate of a 1000 deg/s maximum [65], this would
result in a motor power of 2.2 kW. It is also assumed that the reduction ratio of
the electric motor to steering-column is iem = 20, similar to reductions applied
in passenger vehicles.
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Fig. 4.14. Schematic drawing of the planetary gear train where the
number of teeth on a gear is indicated with T .
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Fig. 4.15. Steering-house model with torque overlay (Topology B)

Topology B: An additional electric motor on the valve sy-
stem of the steering-house

Knorr-Bremse has developed a steering-house with torque overlay capability [8].
This steering-house has the possibility to rotate the valve housing with respect
to the spindle such that the power-steering assist can be changed independent
of the torsion-bar torque. This is made possible by using an electric motor in
combination with two planetary gear sets, as shown in Figure 4.14. The valve
housing is normally rigidly connected to the spindle but this is not the case
in this steering-house. The relative rotation between the valve housing and
spindle is controlled via an electric motor and a double planetary gear-train.
The first planetary gear set connects the electric motor to the valve housing,
the second planetary gear-set connects the electric motor to the spindle with a
slightly different gear ratio. Rotation of the electric motor results in a relative
angle between the valve housing and the spindle. A high reduction ratio is
used such that the electric motor rotates approximately hundred degrees for a
relative angle of one degree between the valve housing and the spindle. If the
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electric motor is not moving, the spindle and valve housing move in a 1:1 ratio
since the two gear trains have a common planet carrier which is locked in place
in this scenario. Both the ring gears have the same number of internal teeth
which forces the valve housing and spindle to move together. In the design
presented in patent US 2012/0080256 A1 [31], the relative angle between the
valve housing and the spindle is limited to avoid an un-steerable vehicle upon
malfunction of the electric motor. A simplified model of this steering-house is
given in Figure 4.15. This model neglects the free-play, inertia and reduction
ratio of the planetary gear set and assumes that the reduction ratio and motor
are chosen in such a way that the valve housing can be positioned accurately.
An electric motor has a rotational inertia and needs time to build up the current
in the windings due to resistance and capacity. The electric motor is assumed to
have a driver attached which is sufficiently powerful, is controlled by a position
command δem,c and ensures no overshoot. Because the transfer function from
torque to angle is a second order system and is therefore modeled by a critically
damped second order system with a natural frequency of fem = 2π

τem
where τem

is the time-constant of the electric motor. The steering-house topology is the
same as the original system except for the power-steering definition:

Jsw δ̈sw =− (δsw − δpaish)kin − δ̇swdsw + Tsw (4.40)

Jsh,outδ̈pa =(δsw − δpaish)kin + (δ̇sw − δ̇paish)dhua

+ T ∗ps (δsw, δpa, δem)− δpakout − δ̇padha − Tw (4.41)

δ̈em = (δem,c − δem) f2
em − 2femδ̇em (4.42)

where kin is defined as in (4.4). The amount of power-steering assist T ∗ps is
still a function of the torsion-bar torque Ttb, but an offset can be introduced by
changing the electric motor position δem as shown in Figure 4.16 to generate
extra power-steering torque. Thus, T ∗ps is defined as:

T ∗ps =


Υps(−Ttb,max), if T ∗tb < −Ttb,max
Υps(Ttb,max), if T ∗tb > Ttb,max

Υps(T
∗
tb), otherwise

(4.43)

and
T ∗tb = (δsw − δpaish)kin + δemktb. (4.44)
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Orifice area

T ∗
tb = Ttb + δemktb

orifice 1orifice 2

0

Fig. 4.16. Orifice area dependency on both the torsion-bar torque and
the electric motor position

Topology C: Full electric power-steering

A steering-house for commercial vehicles with full electric power-steering is not
on the market at the moment of writing. [74] shows that full electric power-
steering is the most fuel efficient option. However, with the current capacity
and voltage of the battery in a commercial vehicle this option is disregarded.
In the case the voltage level in a truck would go up, or a hybrid power-train is
employed, electric power-steering might become a viable option again. Therefore
this option is also investigated in this thesis. The most obvious choice for an
electric power-steering-system would be to place the motor on the steering-wheel
side of the steering-house to minimize the size and inertia of the electric motor.
This would result in the steering-system depicted in Figure 4.17. The hydraulic
system is completely eliminated and the torsion-bar torque is used to control
the electric motor. A similar reduction ratio iem = 20 as in topology A is used
and the electric motor is scaled such that it can deliver 350 Nm on the steering-
column, which is sufficient to replace the hydraulic system. If the electric motor
inertia scales linearly with the torque, an inertia of Jem = 7.45 · 10−4 kgm2 can
be assumed. Given the same requirement of an angular velocity of 1000 deg/s,
an electric motor power of 6.1 kW is required. The equations of motion are
written as:

Jsw δ̈sw =− (δsw − δpaish)kin − δ̇swdsw + Tsw (4.45)

(Jsh,out + Jemi
2
emi

2
sh)δ̈pa =(δsw − δpaish)kin + (δ̇sw − δ̇paish)dhua

+ Temiemish − δpakout − δ̇padha − Td (4.46)

with kin defined as in (4.4). To make a fair comparison with the other topologies
a proportional power-steering controller is implemented with a gain of γps1 which
is similar to power-steering gradient of the original system at zero torsion-bar
torque (see (4.9)):

Tem =
(δsw − δpaish)kinγps1

iemish
(4.47)
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Fig. 4.17. Steering-house model with a full electric power-steering-
system

Comparison of topologies

For the sake of readability, the mathematical analysis of the different steering-
system topologies is given in Appendix D. The characteristic transfer function
Gch(s) between a disturbance originating from the wheels Tw to the torsion-bar
torque Ttb, is shown in Figure 4.18 for the different topologies. This figure shows
that topology A has the lowest steady-state gain because of the reduced stiffness
caused by the two torsion-bars. Topology A and C have a comparable location
of the first eigen-frequency at 6.5 Hz, this mode has a low damping ratio of 4%
and 9% respectively. Topology B has a much higher first eigen-frequency of 25
Hz which is caused by the assumption that the electric motor cannot respond
faster than 25 Hz. The main differences between the topologies are summarized
by:

• Topology A is safety redundant with two independent power supplies. In
case of failure of the hydraulic system, the vehicle is still steerable with
the electric motor assist only. Topology B and C are not.

• Topology A will not lead to a significant reduction in fuel consumption in
the case of a single steered axle, in the case of two steered axles a dual
hydraulic circuit is not necessary which can reduce the fuel consumption.
Topology B does not affect the fuel consumption and topology C will lead
to a significant improvement in fuel consumption because of the absence
of the hydraulic system all together.

• All three topologies can be used for either driver support and autonomous
steering.

• Topologies A and C have considerably lower first eigen-frequency, than
configuration B and this eigen-frequency also has a low damping ratio.

• Topologies A and B can be implemented in current commercial vehicles
without major modifications. Topology C requires major modifications of
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Fig. 4.18. Transfer function from disturbance torque Tw to torsion-bar
torque Ttb for the different topologies

the electric system of the commercial vehicle in order to supply enough
power for the electric motor.

From a dynamical point of view, topology B is preferred since the lowest eigen-
frequency is a lot higher and more damped, compared to topology A. Topology
B also does not have a large electric motor rotating with a considerable inertia,
which has to be rotated by the driver as well. Furthermore, topology B can
add and subtract power-steering torque without extra deflection of the torsion-
bar. From a safety and fuel economy point of view topology A is preferred for

vehicles with two steered axles. This configuration provides redundancy, whereas
topology B does not. Since this thesis focuses on long-haul trucks, which mainly
deploy a single steered axle, topology B is chosen.
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4.4 Active steering controller

The goal of the torsion-bar torque controller is to guide the driver in a certain
direction while the driver still has the possibility to overrule the system. In
this section we assume that this direction is defined by a desired pitman-arm
angle δpa,d. In the case of fully autonomous driving it would suffice to use a
high-gain feedback controller to accurately track the desired pitman-arm angle.
However, in the case of driver support, there is a shared control between the
driver and the controller because both the driver and the torsion-bar torque
controller interact with the steering system. The controller scheme as shown in
Figure 4.19 is proposed. The steering-system is controlled by both the driver via
Tsw and the electric actuator via the position command δem,c. The controller
consists of two loops, an outer loop pitman-arm angle controller which tracks
a desired pitman-arm angle δpa,d and a inner loop controller which tracks a
torsion-bar torque set-point Ttb,d. The inner loop can be a high gain feedback
controller which accurately tracks the desired torsion-bar torque while the goal
of the outer loop is to guide the driver towards a desired pitman-arm angle δpa,d
without completely overruling the driver.

To achieve this, a characteristic as shown in Figure 4.20 is used. This figure
shows the desired torsion-bar torque as a function of the pitman-arm angle. The
solid line shows the characteristic for a pitman-arm setpoint of zero. Increasing
the controller gain Ktb,d results in a higher apparent stiffness experienced by the
driver. The desired torsion-bar torque is limited to Ttb,d,max to enable the driver
to over-rule the system at all times. Suppose now that a non-zero pitman-arm
reference angle δpa,d is required, the characteristic is shifted as indicated by the
dashed line. Instead of pushing towards the center position, the controller will
push the driver towards the non-zero value δpa,d.

Steering-system
Torsion-bar
torque
controller

Ttb,d
Ttb

δpa
Tsw

δem,c

Torque controller

Steering
angle
controller

δpa,d

Angle controller

+

−

Driver

Fig. 4.19. Overview of torsion-bar torque controller, pitman-arm angle
controller and the driver input Tsw.

The inner loop controller is designed using the driver constrained system.
Given this inner loop controller, the outer control loop is developed based on
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the unconstrained system. The outer control loop has to be able to bring the
steering-system to a desired position δpa,d without completely over-ruling the
driver.

Ttb,d

δpa

Shifted characteristic to achieve a non-zero pitman-arm angle

Characteristic to drive straight ahead

δpa,d

Ktb,d

Ttb,d,max

Fig. 4.20. Proposed steering-characteristic

Torsion-bar torque controller

As discussed in the introduction of this chapter, several possibilities exist to
control the torsion-bar torque. In this section the approach from Figure 4.5 is
used, where the torsion-bar torque is tracked by a high-gain feedback controller.
It is assumed that the torsion-bar torque reference Ttb,d is known. The following
requirements must be fulfilled by the controller:

1. lim
t→∞

Ttb,d(t)− Ttb(t) = 0

2. A bandwidth which exceeds the driver input range (approximately 3.5 Hz
[65]).

The proposed torque controller comprises of a feedforward and a feedback action,
δem,ff and δem,fb respectively:

δem,c = δem,ff + δem,fb (4.48)

Feedforward controller

To incorporate knowledge about the system in the torsion-bar torque controller,
a feedforward action δem,ff is used. For the feed-forward it is assumed that the
driver is holding the steering-wheel in the center position as shown in Figure
4.21. For a desired torsion-bar torque Ttb,d, the steady-state solution of the
constrained system is solved for the desired input. Due to the lengthiness of
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this expression, the reader is redirected to Appendix E where the derivation of
the feed-forward δem,ff is discussed. In this appendix it is concluded that the
system of equations can be solved for |Ttb,d| < 16 Nm which is the complete
range of operation of the torsion-bar. Figure 4.22 shows the feedforward δem,ff
as a function of the desired torsion-bar torque Ttb,d.

ktb ksp

Jsh,out, δpa

T ∗
ps

ish

+ -

+

+
δem,c

δem
ωem

dha

kout

dhuaJsw

δsw = 0

T ∗
tb

ksc

dsw

Fig. 4.21. Steering-system model used to calculate the feed-forward

Fig. 4.22. Feedforward δem,ff as a function of the desired torsion-bar
torque Ttb,d

Linearized plant and feedback controller

For the design of the torsion-bar torque feedback controller, both the driver con-
strained and unconstrained configurations are used. The feedback controller is
designed for the scenario that the driver constrains the system but stability of
the unconstrained system is taken into account as well. The linearized system is
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used but different linearization points are chosen to include the high assistance
region as well. The derivation of the state-space model of topology B is given
in Appendix D.2. The transfer function from electric motor position command
δem,c to torsion-bar torque Ttb is Gu(s) and Gc(s) for the unconstrained and
constrained case respectively. The response of Gu(s) and Gc(s) for different
operating points is shown in Figure 4.23. This figure shows that the constrained
and unconstrained linearized system are nearly identical for the high assist gra-
dient (T ∗ps

′ = 12000). For the low assist gradient the difference is considerable
though, the unconstrained system goes to zero for low frequencies. A feedback

Fig. 4.23. Response of Gu(s) and Gc(s) for different operating points
(Gu(s) and Gc(s) are overlapping for T ∗ps

′ = 12000).

controller Ctb(s), which consists of a proportional controller in series with a
low-pass filter, is proposed:

Ctb(s) = Ktb,p
1

f−1
lp,tcs+ 1

δem,fb(s) = (Ttb,d(s)− Ttb(s))Ctb(s) (4.49)
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The gain Ktb,p is used to control the bandwidth. The low-pass filter does not
seem necessary based on Figure 4.23, but evaluating the stability with the Ny-
quist circle criterion shows that it stabilizes the system. The coefficients of the
feedback controller are given by:

Ktb,p = 1.7 · 10−2

flp,tc = 200π

The open-loop transfer functions is given by:

Li(s) = Ctb(s)Gi(s) with i ∈ u, c (4.50)

and shown in Figure 4.24. The bandwidth varies with the operating point and
equals 10 Hz for the low-assist case and 25 Hz for the high-assist case. All
systems have large phase and modulus margins, which indicates stability of the
linearized system.

Fig. 4.24. Responses of Lu(s) and Lc(s) for different operating points.
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Stability of the torque controlled system with the circle criterion

To evaluate the stability of the controlled non-linear system, the circle criterion
is used again. The steering-system in Lur’e form with the torque controller
included is shown in Figure 4.25 which shows that the unconstrained system
is the critical one because GL,tc,u(s) approaches the limit set by ξ closer than
GL,tc,c(s). A linear feedback loop is created to control the torsion-bar torque and
the system. The transfer function from −Tps,nl to T ∗tb, GL,tc,u(s) and GL,tc,c(s)
for the unconstrained and constrained system respectively, are plotted in Figure
4.26. This figure shows that both transfer functions stay on the right side of
the limit imposed by ξ. Checking of the system matrices shows only eigenvalues
with a negative real part. Therefore input-state-stability with respect to Ttb,d is
shown for both the driver constrained and unconstraind system.

Steering-system
linear part

Tps,nl(T
∗
tb)

T ∗
tb−

δem,c

+
Ttb

−
+

Ctb(s)
Ttb,d

δpa
Feed-forward

Fig. 4.25. Torque controlled system in Lur’e form.

Fig. 4.26. Real and imaginary parts of GL,tc,u(s) and GL,tc,c(s), plotted
together together with the limit imposed by ξ.
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Pitman-arm angle controller

The pitman-arm angle controller is designed to direct the driver towards a desired
angle δpa,d as shown in Figure 4.19. A gain Ktb,p is used as shown in Figure 4.20
together with a limit Ttb,d,max. In this section we assume that the torsion-bar
torque controller is in place. A proportional feedback controller on the pitman-
arm angle with a feedback gain Ktb,p is used.

Plant and feedback controller

The transfer function Gtc from a desired torsion-bar torque Ttb,d to the pitman-
arm angle δpa for a linearized system is shown in Figure 4.27. As shown in Figure

Fig. 4.27. Response of the linearized torque controlled systems for dif-
ferent operating points and driver conditions

4.20, the possibilities of a linear dependency between Ttb,d and δpa are explored.
Based on the transfer functions shown in Figure 4.27, a proportional feedback
gain Ktb,p will not lead to instability as long as the gain Ktb,p is not too high.
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To compensate for the phase lag caused by the zero in the unconstrained system
(anti-resonance caused by the steering-wheel), a notch filter is added:

Cac(s) = Ktb,d

f−2
n,acs

2 + 2βn1,acf
−1
n,acs+ 1

f−2
n,acs2 + 2βn2,acf

−1
n,acs+ 1

(4.51)

with fn,ac = 16π, βn1,ac = 1 and βn2,ac = 0.25. By using this notch filter the
proportional gain can be increased to Ktb,d = 550 Nm/rad which translates to
0.45 Nm/deg on the steering-wheel. This maximum gain is deemed sufficient
since the unconstrained steering-system has a bandwidth of 3 Hz with for the
angle control loop. Figure 4.28 shows the open-loop transfer transfer functions
Lac,u(s) and Lac,c(s) for the angle controlled linearized systems without and with
a driver respectively. The figure shows the increased phase for the unconstrained
system and a large phase and modulus margin for all systems.

Fig. 4.28. Responses of Lac,u(s) and Lac,c(s) for different operating
points.

Stability of the non-linear system cannot be proven with the circle criterion
in the current form. This does not mean that the non-linear system is unstable
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but a stability proof is lacking. In the next section, simulations with different
conditions are used to show functionality of the controller.

Implementation in the non-linear system

To test the functionality of the angle and torque controller, the control-law is
implemented on the test-bench model of Figure 4.29. The test-bench model is
utilized instead of the complete vehicle model to keep the analysis insightful
and focus on the steering-system only rather than on the complete vehicle. The
electric actuator is implemented and the hydraulic actuator force Fhp is such
that it provides a feedback force proportional to the displacement to resemble
the tyre feedback torque during straight-line driving.

Jsw
δsw

Tsw Tfric,hua
ktb ksp

kha

Jsh,out, δpa∆tb,max

Tfric,haT ∗
ps

xhp

Fhp.

ipa
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δsh,in

Steering-wheel Hydro-pulse actuator

ish

Wheatstone bridge

+ -

dhua

dha

Brake

+

+
δem,c

δem
ωem

T ∗
tb

Fig. 4.29. Test-bench model from Figure 2.9 adjusted to include the
modification of configuration B

Two scenarios are considered, either the driver holds the steering-wheel ri-
gidly at the center position (δsw = 0, the brake engaged), or the driver is not
controlling the steering-wheel (brake open), Tsw = 0. A step in the reference
pitman-arm angle δpa,d is then applied. In these examples a step of 1 degree of
the pitman-arm angle is used which corresponds with 20 degrees steering-wheel
angle. The control-law is adjusted to include the saturation Ttb,d,max as given
in Figure 4.20.

Figure 4.30 shows the simulation results for the model with an unconstrained
steering-wheel. The top-left figure shows that the step is applied at 1 second
where the reference pitman-arm angle δpa,d makes a step to 1 degree. δpa follows
quickly with a slight overshoot. This plot shows that the system is sufficiently
damped because δpa goes to its steady-state value with minor overshoot. The
reference angle δpa,d is not completely achieved which is a result of Ttb,d,max
being finite to keep the option open for the driver to take control. Therefore
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this simulation is regarded as successful even though the desired pitman-arm
angle is not exactly reached. The top-right graph shows the desired torsion-bar
torque Ttb,d generated by the angle controller together with the real torsion-bar
torque Ttb. Upon application of the step an immediate change of desired torsion-
bar torque Ttb,d is seen together with an increase in real torsion-bar torque Ttb.
Because there is no driver to support this torque on, the pitman-arm angle
changes rapidly.

Fig. 4.30. Implementation of the control law on the unconstrained test-
bench model from Figure 4.29

Figure 4.31 shows what happens when the driver resists the motion by pre-
venting rotation of the steering-wheel. The top-left graph shows that upon the
step application, the pitman-arm angle increases but does not follow the desired
value because the driver constrains the steering-wheel. The torsion-bar torque
quickly moves to the maximum value of 5 Nm.

These figures show that the basic principle of the steering-angle controller
in combination with the torque controller works. However, the parameters for
the steering-angle controller have not yet been determined. An initial guess
is given but experiments with humans are necessary to establish comfortable
torque setpoints. This will be researched in the next chapter.
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Fig. 4.31. Implementation of the control law on the constrained test-
bench model from Figure 4.29

4.5 Conclusions and recommendations

Conclusions

• Three steering-system topologies are compared: electrical power-steering,
electro-hydraulical power-steering with an additional column assist motor
and electro-hydraulical power-steering with a motor acting directly on the
hydraulic valves. For long haul commercial vehicles with a single steered
axle, the latter option is the most suitable because of a high first eigen-
frequency which improves the controllability.

• To study different steering-system topologies and to develop a steering-
wheel torque controller, a two degrees of freedom model with a static boost-
curve and without can be utilized instead of the full steering-system model
with three degrees of freedom, a hydraulic model and dry friction.

• The circle criterion can be used to prove stability of the conventional
steering-system as well as the active steering-system in case a two degrees
of freedom model is used.

• A controller architecture which is centered around the steering-wheel tor-
que is able to control the steering-angle with and without a driver holding
the steering-wheel.
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Recommendations

• In the steering-system topology research the electric power-steering option
is omitted because the current electrical layout in a truck is not suitable
to deliver enough power for the electric motor. With the introduction of
hybrid trucks and following the passenger market where 48V systems are
being introduced, this argument may become invalid. Therefore electric
power-steering in trucks is still worth investigating because it limits the
complexity of the steering-system and has a large fuel saving potential.

• The circle criterion is sufficient to prove stability of the two degrees of free-
dom conventional steering-system model and the torque controlled active
steering-system model but fails to prove stability of the angle control-
led steering-system. Simulations with the full steering-system model with
friction and a hydraulic module and linearizations of the two degrees of
freedom model show no reason to suspect instability but a mathematical
proof is lacking.

• The torsion-bar torque controller is tested on a simulation model without
a vehicle attached. Also a simulation model is always an approximation
of the real system. Therefore it is advisable to test the torsion-bar torque
controller on a test-bench outside the vehicle first, before implementing it
on the a complete vehicle. The same holds for the steering-angle controller.

• The stiffness parameter for the steering-angle controller is estimated ba-
sed on guidelines from literature now. The validity of these parameters is
difficult to assess objectively. Therefore experiments with humans is re-
commended to determine appropriate levels for the stiffness and damping
of the steering-wheel torque controller.

• In the reduced steering-system model, the universal joints are neglected.
If one strives to accurately regulate the steering-wheel torque and there
are universal joints in between the steering-wheel and the torsion-bar, the
universal joint kinematics need to be taken into account.





Chapter 5

Lane change with steering-wheel
torque support

5.1 Introduction

The electric power-steering system of a passenger car can be utilized for more
functionalities than just power-steering. In [69] the electric power-steering-
system of a passenger car is utilized for obstacle avoidance, where yaw-rate
tracking is used to control the vehicle motion. A reference path is generated and
a resulting yaw-rate reference is tracked. Experiments show that this system
can be used to avoid obstacles even at high lateral accelerations. In [39, 40] the
electric power-steering system of a passenger car is used to control the steering
angle in the context of autonomous driving by using a camera to track the license
plate of a preceding vehicle. A lateral position controller is developed based on
the a look-ahead vector as a virtual control point. A driver intervention system
can detect when the driver resists the motion via the steering-wheel torque sen-
sor. Reference [64] analyzes the stability of a passenger vehicle equipped with a
lane-keeping system with uncertainty of the driver behavior. Where as [69] and
[39, 40] mainly focus on fully automated driving, [64] sees the lane keeping more
as a shared steering control where the vehicle and the driver are working toget-
her. In [1] and [33] this concept of shared control is researched more in depth
by means of a driving simulator. It is concluded that it is important that the
human agrees with the actions of the automation and it should be avoided that
the human starts ”counteracting” the automation system. This also shows that
one cannot successfully develop a system which has to interact with a human
without doing some experiments.
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Because testing with a commercial vehicle was not possible during this re-
search, the practical implementation is done on a passenger car. During earlier
research [39, 40] at the TU Eindhoven, a VW Lupo 3L equipped with an electro-
mechanical power-steering (EPS) system is used for experiments with autono-
mous steering. For this purpose the EPS system is modified to create an external
input to control the motor torque. Even though the power-steering system in the
VW Lupo 3L is not the same as in a truck, it can still serve as a valuable testing
platform to answer some of the open questions from the previous chapter. Be-
cause the steering actuation is straightforward, the design of a torque controller
should be straightforward as well and the focus can lie on finding steering-wheel
control settings which feel comfortable for drivers. Furthermore in both the
truck and VW Lupo 3L, the steering-column is still in place (no steer-by-wire)
and connected to the driver via a torsion-bar whose comparatively low stiffness
dominates the dynamics of the system.

The research question for this chapter is formulated as: How can a driver
of a commercial vehicle can be guided during a lane change maneuver in a way
that the driver feels comfortable while guaranteeing a proper lane-change when
the driver is complying? This question is divided into three sub-questions:

• How should the relation of steering-wheel torque versus steering-column
angle be during guided driving?

• How to generate a reference steering-wheel angle based on the maneuver
to make?

• Can experiments answer these questions with a passenger car be used as
a starting point for similar maneuvering of a commercial vehicle?

To answer these questions, this chapter is build up as follows:

1. The steering-system of a specific passenger car, VW Lupo 3L, with elec-
tronic power-steering is described and identified.

2. A torque and angle controller, for the steering-system are developed, simi-
lar as described in chapter 4. Suitable set-points for the torque controller
are determined by means of experiments.

3. A path for a lane change is generated and the resulting reference yaw-rate
is tracked by the vehicle.

4. Simulations with the truck multi-body model from Chapter 2, steering-
system model from Chapter 3 and controllers from Chapter 4 are used to
show that the parameters for the passenger vehicle can also be applied to
a truck.
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5.2 Test vehicle configuration

The VW Lupo 3L has an electric power-steering system with a column assist.
The electric motor is connected to the steering-column by means of worm gear
with a ratio of 1:22 [68]. A torque sensor consisting of a torsion-bar and two
encoders measures the torsion-bar deflection and thus the steering-wheel torque
Ttb and an angle sensor measures the steering-column angle δsc at the wheel
side of the torsion-bar. Normally the steering-wheel torque to be supplied by
the driver is reduced by using a boost-curve approach as presented in Figure
4.4. Figure 5.1 shows an overview of the modified steering-system of the test
vehicle. The phase cables and encoder cables of the electric motor are connected
to a custom motor controller (Elmo Drum Gold 70/48) to directly control the
motor current Iq and thus the electric motor torque Tem via a current command
Ic. The torque sensor and angle sensor are connected to a dSPACE DS1103
system together with a 3-axis accelerometer (ax, ay, az) and a gyroscope rz.
The CAN bus of the vehicle is also connected to the dSPACE system to obtain
all wheelspeeds and other signals such as the engine status. The dSPACE system
communicates with the motor controller by sending a current command Ic.

Motor controller

Electric
power-steering
motor

Motor current

xa ya

za

zr

Accelerations

Yaw-rate

Vehicle CAN-bus (wheel-speeds, engine on/off etc.)

Worm-gear

Motor position

Steering-column
angle sensor

Torque sensor

dSPACE

cIcommand
Motor current

scδand steering-column angletbTSteering-wheel torque

Fig. 5.1. Lay-out of the instrumented VW Lupo 3L steering-system
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5.3 Steering-system identification

To design the steering-torque controller, it is necessary to have some knowledge
on the behavior of the steering-system. Reference [22] describes that steering-
systems with electric power-steering often have low first eigen-frequency because
of the considerable inertia added by the electric motor. Since the dynamics of
the steering-system are mainly determined by the stiffness of the torsion-bar in
combination with the electric motor inertia, the stiffness of the torsion-bar is
also of interest.

Torque constant

A test setup with a load is used as shown in Figure 5.2 to determine the torque
constant of the motor. This test setup comprises of a motor load in an air
bearing and the motor under test. A flexible coupling compensates for any
misalignment between the motor and the load. A scale is attached to an arm on
the air bearing to measure the resulting torque. By measuring the motor current
Iq and the torque Tem at a constant angular velocity, the torque constant can
be determined as the slope of Tem with respect to Iq as shown in Figure 5.3. To
account for the friction that has to be overcome, a least squares fit is made with
two parameters, Kem and Tfric:

Tem = KemIq − Tfric (5.1)

The fit results in a torque constant of Kem = 22.7−1 Nm/A and a friction level
of Tfric = 0.056 Nm.

Fig. 5.2. Power-steering motor mounted on the test-setup (MUT is
Motor Under Test).
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Fig. 5.3. Graph to determine the torque constant.

Torsion-bar stiffness measurement

Figure 5.4(a) shows the test configuration used to determined the torsion-bar
stiffness. The steering-wheel side of the system is constrained by a vice and a
torque is applied on the wheel side. Because the angle is also measured at the
wheel side, a graph of torsion-bar torque as function steering-column angle can
be used to determine the stiffness of the torsion-bar as shown in Figure 5.4(b).
A least squares fit results in a stiffness of 1.44 Nm/deg.

(a) Photo of the test-setup. (b) Measurement results.

Fig. 5.4. Torsion-bar stiffness measurement
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Friction and jacking torque identification

To identify friction present in the system, the wheels of the vehicle are placed on
rotatable plates, which allow the wheel to steer with a low amount of friction.
The handbrake is engaged to prevent the vehicle from rolling off the plates. The
steering-wheel is turned by the driver from lock to lock resulting in the graph
from Figure 5.5(b). This figure shows a friction level of approximately 2 Nm
registred by the torque sensor in the steering-column. An additional torque is
generated as a result of the king-pin inclination angle and the castor angle. This
torque is often referred to as jacking torque as it originates from lifting up the
front of the vehicle. This graph shows that the VW Lupo has a jacking torque
gradient kjack of approximately 0.015 Nm/deg. To rule out added friction by the
turn-tables, the experiment is repeated with the vehicle lifted up; this results in
a similar amount of friction, jacking is zero in this case.

(a) (b) Measurement results.

Fig. 5.5. Friction and jacking torque

Frequency response measurement

To test the dynamic response of the steering-system, the same setup as in Figure
5.5(a) is used. A chirp signal is used as the power-steering torque command. Be-
cause the driver plays an important role in the system response, three scenarios
are tested:

1. No driver present with the front wheels on the turn plates.

2. Driver present and the driver is tasked to hold the steering-wheel lightly
with the front wheels on the turn plates.

3. The driver is present and the vehicle is driving 50 km/h, the driver only
provides necessary guidance to drive a straight line.
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The frequency response estimations of the transfer functions from motor torque
Tem to steering-column angle δsc and torsion-bar torque Ttb are shown in Figures
5.6(a) and 5.6(b) respectively. The frequency content of the input torque varies
between 1 and 30 Hz and the measurement duration is 120 seconds with a
sampling time of 0.001 seconds. The amplitude is 0.5 Nm by the electric motor
which translates to 11 Nm on the steering-column. Figure 5.6 shows that the
driver plays an important role since case 1 differs considerably from case 2 and 3.
In case 1 the first eigen-frequency is located at 13 Hz whereas in case 2 and 3 the
first eigen-frequency is located at 8 Hz. There is not a lot of difference between
case 2 and 3, which indicates that the laboratory setup with the driver present
and the wheels on the turn plates is a good representation of real driving.

(a) Transfer function from motor torque
Tem to steering-column angle δsc.

(b) Transfer function from motor torque
Tem to driver torque Ttb.

Fig. 5.6. Frequency response estimations under different conditions.
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Steering-system model

Based on the measurements performed, a 2 degrees of freedom (DOF) model
as shown in Figure 5.7 is used. The inertia of the wheels and mass of the rack
are neglected since the effective motor inertia Jem is much larger. To obtain a
linear model, the identified dry friction is assumed to be perfectly compensated
by the actuator. The viscous friction is modeled by dsc. The output stiffness
kout contains the jacking torque and the self aligning torque combined with the
lateral force from the tyres. A driver model from [58] with inertia Jdr, damping
ddr and stiffness kdr is attached to the steering-wheel. The equations of motion
of the system are given by:

(Jsw + Jdr)δ̈sw = −ktb(δsw − δsc)− kdrδsw − δ̇sw(ddr + dtb)

Jemi
2
emδ̈sc = ktb(δsw − δsc)− δ̇sc(dsc − dtb)− kjackδsc + Temiem (5.2)

The input to the model is the electric motor torque Tem and the outputs are
the steering column angle δsc and the torsion-bar torque Ttb = ktb(δsw − δsc).
Figure 5.8 shows the transfer function estimations from cases 1 and 2 together
with the model transfer functions. The parameters of the model are tuned by
hand to match the measured transfer functions. The final set of parameters
is listed in Table 5.1, the driver model parameters differ slightly from [58] and
a small difference between the model and the measurements is present at low
frequencies but overall this relatively simple model captures the dynamics of the
steering-system well.

ktb

Jem, δsciem

iem

kout

(Jsw + Jdr), δsw

dtb

Tem

ddr

kdr

dsc

Fig. 5.7. Model of the steering system of the VW Lupo 3L.
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ddr 1.5 Nms/deg
dsc 0.35 Nms/deg
dtb 0.35 Nms/deg
iem 22
Jdr 0.20 kgm2

Jem 10−4 kgm2

Jsw 0.03 kgm2

ktb 1.6 Nm/deg
kdr 3.7 Nm/deg
kjack 0.015 Nm/deg

Table 5.1. Parameters of the steering-system model

Fig. 5.8. Comparison of the measured transfer function and the steering-
system model transfer function with and without a driver.
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5.4 Torque controller design

To track a desired torsion-bar torque Ttb,d, a feedback controller Ctb(s) is de-
signed. As shown in Figure 5.8, the first eigen-frequency of the system varies
between 7.5 and 13 Hz, depending on whether the driver holds the steering-
wheel or not. To track Ttb,d accurately, high-gain feedback controller is used
and the bandwidth of the system is chosen above the highest possible first eigen-
frequency. To increase the phase in the region after the first eigen-frequency, a
lead filter Cl(s) is used.

Tem(s) = (Ttb,d(s)− Ttb(s))Ctb(s) = (Ttb,d(s)− Ttb(s))Cl(s)Ktb,p︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ctb(s)

(5.3)

with the lead filter Cl(s) is written as:

Cl(s) =
f−1
l1 s+ 1

f−1
l2 s+ 1

. (5.4)

The lead filter frequencies are chosen at fl1 = 26π and fl2 = 80π to increase
the phase in a large frequency region. The proportional gain Ktb,p = 10i−1

em

is chosen as high as possible while not exceeding the actuator limits. Figure
5.9 shows the transfer functions from Tem to Ttb for the model without and
with driver (Gu(s) and Gc(s) respectively). The feedback controller magnitude
increases with a +1 slope after 13 Hz and the phase is increased in the region
up till 40 Hz. The open-loop transfer functions without and with driver, Lu(s)
and Lc(s) respectively, show a bandwidth of 40 Hz and is stable according to
the Nyquist criterion and shows robust stability margins (phase margin > 30
degrees, modulus margin < 2 and gain margin > 2 [9]).

The plants Gu(s)and Gc(s) and basic control theory suggest that a PI con-
troller would improve the performance. However, implementation in the vehicle
shows that this leads to a limit cycle which is often referred to as hunting [2,
25]. An illustration of hunting is given in Figure 5.10, hunting can occur when
the static friction force is higher than the dynamic friction force. Because of the
integral action which build up over time, in combination with the static friction
which is higher than the coulomb friction, the controller constantly overshoots
and comes to a standstill again. In practice this means that when the driver
does not hold the steering-wheel, small control actions are constantly performed
and the steering-wheel moves unexpectedly. When the driver holds the steering-
wheel, these unexpected movements translate into unexpected steering-wheel
torque variations which are undesired.
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Fig. 5.9. Plants without and with driver (Gu(s)and Gc(s) respectively),
torque controller Ctb(s) and open-loop responses without and with driver
(Lu(s) and Lc(s) respectively)

Tem

Ttb

time

time

δ̇sc

Tem,f

Static friction

Dynamic friction

Fig. 5.10. Illustration of a limit cycle which is often referred to as
hunting.
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5.5 Angle controller

The angle controller has to track a desired steering-column angle δsc,d while at
the same time leaving the option open for the driver to intervene. In Chapter
4, this is achieved by using a proportional controller with a saturation based
on the pitman-arm angle error. In this vehicle the steering-column angle δsc is
measured and the tracking error is therefore defined as δsc,e = δsc,d−δsc. Similar
to Chapter 4, a function with a steep slope around the origin is required and a
low slope, or no slope, for large tracking errors.

Experiments have been executed with 10 drivers in the age range of 25-
30 years old. All drivers have had a drivers license for at least 5 years and
have a technical background as a PhD candidate or post-doctoral researcher
in the field of mechanical engineering. The experiments have been executed
on sunny days in the months July and August where the outside temperatures
were between 20 and 30 degrees Celsius. The research in this chapter aims
to show the functionality of the control strategy from Chapter 4. Adjustment
of the parameters of the steering-wheel torque feedback algorithm parameters
is done based on feedback of fellow researchers. Even though multiple people
are involved in this, the goal is not to determine a good steering-wheel torque
feedback which will be accepted by everyone. To do so, a more elaborate research
with a larger population, a test-track and a structured questionnaire has to be
combined with a statistical analysis afterward.

During the experiments, a look-up table which relates Ttb,d to δsc,e is used,
most drivers indicate that the sudden change from a slope to the flat area as
shown in Figure 4.20 is uncomfortable and the lack of steering-wheel torque
feedback in the flat area feels unnatural. To anticipate on this, an arc-tangent
function with an additional slope for large errors turned is used. The advantage
over the saturated proportional relation as in Figure 4.20 is a smooth transition
from a steep slope to a low slope and a continuously increasing steering-wheel
torque feedback with an increasing δsc,e:

Ttb,d = γac2 · atan(γac1δsc,e) + γac3δsc,e (5.5)

where the local slope can be obtained via differentiation:

∂Ttb,d
∂δsc,e

=
γac1γac2

(γac1δsc,e)2 + 1
+ γac3. (5.6)

Around the origin the slope has its maximum and the slope is minimal when
δsc,e tends to large positive or negative values:

lim
δsc,e→0

γac1γac2
(γac1δsc,e)2 + 1

+ γac3 = γac1γac2 + γac3

lim
δsc,e→±∞

γac1γac2
(γac1δsc,e)2 + 1

+ γac3 = γac3.
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To determine the parameters γac1, γac2 and γac3, the vehicle is driving at different
forward velocities ranging from 30 to 70 km/h with δsc,d = 0, i.e. δsc,e = −δsc.
During these experiments, the driver performs lane changes but also cornering
with high lateral accelerations. The lane-change experiments are used to de-
termine a suitable slope around the origin and the high lateral acceleration
maneuvers to determine the torque levels at large steering-angles.

The drivers each executed 10 lane-changes over the time span of approxima-
tely 5 minutes. At the same time the controller parameters γac1, γac2 and γac3
are changed based on questions asked. The drivers are questioned regarding
the straight-line stability and the steering-effort. If the straight-line stability is
lacking, γac1 is increased to increase the slope around the origin while maintai-
ning similar maximum torque levels. When the steering-effort is too high, γac2 is
decreased to lower the inflection point in the vertical direction and at the same
time the steering-effort.

Fig. 5.11. Desired torsion-bar torque as a function of steering-column
angle error

After the experiments, the parameters γac1 = 0.17 which is dimensionless,
γac2 = 170 Nm/rad and γac3 = 0.4 Nm/rad are obtained, resulting in the torque
profile of Figure 5.11. γac1 mainly determines the slope around the origin and
the horizontal location of the inflection point, γac2 the vertical location of the
inflection point and γac3 the slope for large angles. During the experiments,
the drivers indicated that at low velocities vx < 15 km/h, self-centering is not
desired and the goals should be to reduce the steering effort, i.e. make Ttb small
at low velocities. To include this, a velocity dependent gain γac,vx(vx) is added:

Ttb,d = γac,vx(vx) (γac2atan(γac1δsc,e) + γac3δsc,e) (5.7)
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where γac,vx(vx) is defined as:

γac,vx(vx) =


0 if vx ≤ vx,min
vx−vx,min

vx,max−vx,min if vx,min < vx < vx,max

1 otherwise

(5.8)

as shown in Figure 5.12. Because of γac,vx(vx), the controlled steering-system
functions as a normal power-steering system for vx ≤ vx,min because the desired
torsion-bar torque Ttb,d is zero. Above vx,min, the centering action is increased
until the nominal centering action is reached at vx,max. The maximum slope of

vx

γac,vx

vx,maxvx,min

0

1

Fig. 5.12. Velocity scaling parameter d(vx)

Ttb,d versus δsc,e occurs when δsc,e = 0 and vx ≥ vx,max. Figure 5.13 shows the
transfer functions from Ttb,d to steering-column angle δsc without and with dri-
ver, Gtc,u(s) and Gtc,c(s) respectively. This figure shows that high-gain feedback
might be a problem because of a large phase lag between 1 and 8 Hz when the
driver does not hold the steering-wheel. To make the phase change at 8 Hz less
abrupt, an under-damped second order low-pass filter is used. To increase the
phase in the region between 1 and 8 Hz, a PD controller with a zero at 1.5 Hz
is used. This results in the following expression for the angle controller Cac(s):

Cac(s) =
f−1
d s+ 1

f−2
lp,acs

2 + 2βlpf
−1
lp,acs+ 1

(5.9)

with fd = 7π, flp,ac = 16π and βlp = 0.25. Figure 5.13 shows Cac(s) multiplied
with the gain of (γac1γac2 + γac3) which occurs at δsc,e = 0 and multiplied with
the gain of c which occurs for large δsc,e. The open-loop transfer functions are
defined as:

Lac,i(s) = (γac1γac2 + γac3)Cac(s)Gtc,i(s) with i ∈ {u, c} for small δsc,e

Lac,i(s) = γac3Cac(s)Gtc,i(s) with i ∈ {u, c} for large δsc,e.
(5.10)

The open-loop transfer functions show a bandwidth of 5 Hz when the driver is
absent and 1.5 Hz when the driver is present when δsc,e is small. For large values
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of δsc,e, the bandwidth is negligible but the system is still stable. All cases show
stability according to the Nyquist criterion and robust margins.

To test the angle controller in practice, a test is performed where δsc,d is
set to zero and the vehicle is driving faster than vx,max. The driver moves the
steering-wheel from left to right. Figure 5.15 shows the results of this test,
the desired torsion-bar torque is tracked accurately and has a similar shape as
plotted in Figure 5.11. Since the desired torsion-bar torque is not only depending
on δsc but also on time-derivatives of δsc because of the dynamic filter Cac(s).
Therefore some hysteresis is seen in Ttb,d.

Fig. 5.13. Bode-plots of the transfer functions from Ttb,d to δsc with the
torque controller active Gtc,u(s) and Gtc,c(s), angle controller dynamic
filter Cac(s) and the open-loop transfer functions Lac,u(s) and Lac,c(s)
for a small and a large tracking error δsc,e.
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VehicleCtb(s)Cac(s)
δsc,d δsc

Ttb

vx
TemTtb,d+

−

+

−
×

γac,vx(vx)

Fig. 5.14. Control scheme including angle controller

Fig. 5.15. Driving test where the driver varies the steering-wheel angle
and δsc,d = 0
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5.6 Lane change by using yaw-rate tracking

To change lanes with a vehicle in an automated way, a desired steering-angle
profile has to be known. To generate this desired steering-angle, the desired
trajectory of the vehicle is required. In [69] several ways of path planning are
presented to avoid an obstacle. This way of path planning can also be utilized
for a lane change maneuver. Since this thesis focuses on commercial vehicles and
lane changing, the focus will always be a low lateral acceleration path and the
vehicle will always stay far away from lateral acceleration limits where the vehicle
might experience a roll over. Figure 5.16 shows an example of path planning for
a lane change where the vehicle takes L meters longitudinal to move D meters
in the lateral direction. Reference [69] uses a fifth order polynomial to plan the
path, which includes the path bending at the start and end of the maneuver. In
case of a lane change on a straight road, the path does not bend at the beginning
or end and a solution for the lateral distance yd as a function of longitudinal
distance x is given by [52]:

yd(x) = D

(
10
( x
L

)3

− 15
( x
L

)4

+ 6
( x
L

)5
)
. (5.11)

l

Dx

y

Fig. 5.16. Example of a lane change over length L with a lane width of
D

To obtain the curvature κ of this path, the first and second derivative of
yd(x) with respect to x are required [52]:

κ =
∂2yd(x)
∂x2(

1 +
(
∂yd(x)
∂x

)2
)3/2

(5.12)

where the derivatives are given by:

∂yd(x)

∂x
=
D

L

(
30
( x
L

)2

− 60
( x
L

)3

+ 30
( x
L

)4
)

(5.13)

∂2yd(x)

∂x2
=

D

L2

(
60
( x
L

)
− 180

( x
L

)2

+ 120
( x
L

)3
)
. (5.14)
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From the road curvature, a reference yaw-rate rz,d can be calculated by using
the forward velocity vx:

rz,d = κvx (5.15)

To track this desired yaw-rate, the desired steering-column angle δsc,d has to be
calculated. By using knowledge on the current vehicle velocity, the characteristic
velocity vch and the wheel-base L, a feed-forward steering-column reference angle
δsc,d,ff can be calculated based on the steady-state yaw-velocity gain of the single
track vehicle model by [54]:

δsc,d,ff =
L

vx

(
1 +

(
vx
vch

)2
)
rz,diw (5.16)

where iw is the ratio between the steering-angle of the front-wheels and the
steering-column. To compensate for imperfections in the road, such as banking,
rutted roads, sidewind etc., a feedback controller Cyaw(s) is used to calculate
δsc,d,fb.

To design the yaw-rate feed-back controller, a single track vehicle model
is utilized. Because no frequency response measurement of a VW Lupo 3L is
available, a measurement of a VW Polo is used. The VW Lupo 3L is based
on the VW Polo with a similar suspension layout. The transfer function from
the steering-column angle to the yaw-rate Gyaw,sc(s) is shown in Figure 5.17.
Because the yaw-rate response tends to become less dampened with an increasing
forward velocity, the worst-case scenario is when the vehicle is driving at its
maximum velocity which is 165 km/h for the VW Lupo 3L. For a more elaborate
explanation and the parameters of the single-track model, the reader is referred
to Appendix G.

The closed-loop angle controller transfer function Tac,i(s) is defined as:

Tac,i(s) =
Lac,i(s)

1 + Lac,i(s)
with i ∈ {c, u} (5.17)

Because of the assumption that the vehicle response has no influence on the
steering-system dynamics in this frequency range, the closed loop angle control-
led system response Tac,i(s) is multiplied with Gyaw,sc(s) to obtain the transfer
function from steering-angle command δsc,d to yaw-rate:

Gyaw,i(s) = Gyaw,sc(s)Tac,i(s) with i ∈ {c, u} (5.18)

Figure 5.17 shows Gyaw,sc(s) for a velocity of 165 km/h, this is the top-speed of a
VW Lupo and considered worst case because the yaw-rate response becomes less
dampened with increasing forward velocity. The yaw-rate responses including
the steering-system dynamics and controllers Gyaw,sc,u(s) and Gyaw,sc,c(s) show
a significant amount of phase loss after 1 Hz, compared to Gyaw,sc(s). Based
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Fig. 5.17. Bode-plots of the transfer functions from δsc to rz,cog,
Gyaw,sc(s) at a forward velocity of 165 km/h. The steering-system dyn-
amics and controller are included in Gyaw,sc,u(s) and Gyaw,sc,c(s). The
yaw-rate controller Cyaw(s) is plotted together with the open-loop transfer
functions Lyaw,u(s) and Lyaw,c(s).

on this bode-plot, a PI controller is used with the breaking point not exceeding
1 Hz and making sure to choose the P-action such that the bandwidth of the
situation without the driver lies close to 1 Hz:

δsc,d,fb(s) = Kp,yawrz,e(s)

(
1 +

KI,yaw

s

)
iw (5.19)

with Kp,yaw = 0.1, KI,yaw = 2π and rz,e = rz,d − rz. The right side of Figure

5.13 shows the open-loop transfer functions defined as:

Lyaw,i(s) = Cyaw(s)Gyaw,i(s) with i ∈ {c, u} (5.20)

when δsc,e is small, the bandwidth is close to 1 Hz for both the driver constrained
and unconstrained situation. As soon as the driver decides to engage (large
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δsc,e), the bandwidth becomes negligible. All systems are stable according to
the Nyquist stability criterion and show robust margins.

Eventually the feedforward and feedback are added up to determine the re-
ference angle for the steering-column angle:

δsc,d = δsc,d,ff + δsc,d,fb (5.21)

Figure 5.18 shows the control scheme including trajectory generation and yaw-
rate controller. The angle and torque controller part is the same as in Figure 5.14
and uses the torsion-bar torque Ttb, steering-column angle δsc and the forward
velocity vx. Around this a yaw-rate control loop is created, which is fed by a tra-
jectory generator. The forward velocity is integrated to obtain the longitudinal
position since the start of the lane-change x and the curvature κ is calculated
based on the lane width D and the length of the lane-change L, multiplication
of κ with vx yields a desired yaw-rate.

Vehicle

Angle
and

torque
controller

Tem
δsc

rz

vx

∫

Generate
trajectory

κ

x

D l

× rz,d
+
+

δsc,d

δsc,d,ff

Cyaw(s)
+

−

δsc,d,fb

Feed-forward
Ttb

vch vx

vx

Fig. 5.18. Yaw-rate control scheme including trajectory generation

The yaw-rate controller is tested under three circumstances, in the first expe-
riment the driver is not holding the steering-wheel, in the second experiment the
driver is holding the steering-wheel and complying with the guidance provided
by the controller and in the third experiment the driver is not complying with
the guidance. The vehicle is not equipped with a lateral displacement sensor but
an estimate of the lateral displacement yest is made based on the forward velo-
city, yaw-rate and the lateral acceleration by rewriting the equations of motion
of the single track vehicle model to estimate the lateral velocity derivative v̇y,est
and integrating that twice:

v̇y,est = ay − vxrz (5.22)

vy,est =

∫
v̇y,estdt (5.23)

yest =

∫
vy,estdt. (5.24)
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During this estimation of the lateral position it is assumed that the lateral po-
sition and velocity at the start of the maneuver are zero. Figure 5.19 shows the
results of the first test where the driver is not holding the steering-wheel when
the guidance system is active. The vehicle is starting at 70 km/h and slowly
accelerating to 80 km/h throughout the maneuver. A lane width of 4 meters is
set up and the length of the lane change is set to 100 meters. The bottom-right
graph shows a smooth profile where y goes from 0 to 4 meters in 7 seconds.
The middle right graph shows the measured yaw-rate and the reference yaw-
rate which shows that the vehicle is able to track the yaw-rate accurately. The
top-right graph shows the steering-column angle, the desired steering-column
angle δsc,d and the feedback and feed-forward component, δsc,d,fb and δsc,d,ff
respectively. This graph shows that initially the driver is providing a non-zero
steering-angle while driving straight already, upon starting the maneuver the
contribution of the feedback and feed-forward is almost equal, when the signals
switch to negative angles the feedback contribution becomes small and the feed-
forward almost suffices to steer the vehicle. Inspection of the road it shows that
road was banked which explains this. The torsion-bar torque Ttb is plotted in
the middle-left graph, at 1 second the driver releases the steering-wheel and the
steering-wheel torque goes to zero, at 6 seconds the driver takes control of the
steering-wheel again and the torsion-bar torque rises, in this area the driver is
providing extra steering input to align the vehicle with the lane. This is also
seen in the yaw-rate and steering column angle. Since the vehicle is not equipped
with a sensor to measure its lateral position, it is up to the driver to correct for
any miss-alignment at the end of the experiment. The bottom-left graph shows
the electric motor torque Tem multiplied with the reduction ratio to the column
iem, a peak assistance torque of 20 Nm is generated under these circumstances.
The estimated lateral position moves with the desired lateral position but the
driver intervention is clearly seen at t = 6.

Figure 5.20 shows an example where the driver is holding the steering-wheel
but following the guidance. This can be seen in the measured torsion-bar torque
which is slightly higher compared to the previous example where it was almost
zero throughout the experiment. The tracking of the steering-angle is bit worse
compared to the previous example because of the presence of the driver. The
tracking of the yaw-rate is comparable. The lateral position estimation yest
shows that the vehicle follows the desired trajectory yd. Some deviation at the
end is seen but it is unclear if this is caused by drift of the sensor or an actual
error since the sensor signals are integrated twice to obtain the lateral position
estimation. This example shows that the driver is able to cooperate with the
steering-controller.

Figure 5.21 shows an example where the driver is holding the steering-wheel
but not following the guidance. The measured torsion-bar torque is significantly
higher and the desired steering-angle reaches a peak value of 40 degrees. The
yaw-rate is not tracked because the driver does not accept the maneuver. Be-
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cause of the non-linear relation between the desired torsion-bar torque and the
steering-angle tracked error, the steering-wheel torque does not reach excessive
values. A driver intervention detection based on the steering-angle tracking error
could be used to prevent the maneuver from continuing in the case the driver
does not comply. The estimated lateral position shows some movement but op-
tical observation during the experiment does not confirm this. Therefore this
might be drift of the double integration of the sensors.

Fig. 5.19. Experiment where a lane change is performed where the driver
is not touching the steering-wheel until t = 6.
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Fig. 5.20. Experiment where a lane change is performed where the driver
is holding the steering-wheel and following the guidance.
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Fig. 5.21. Experiment where a lane change is performed where the
driver is holding the steering-wheel and not following the guidance (Note
that the axis of the torsion-bar torque graph and steering-angle graph are
different compared to Figures 5.19 and 5.20.
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5.7 Application in a commercial vehicle

The experiments with the VW Lupo 3L can be used as a starting point for a
lane-change support system in a truck. In Chapter 4, a torque controller and
angle controller for the steering-system of a truck have been developed. The
torsion-bar torque profile as a function of steering-angle error from Figure 5.11
is one of the major results from the experiments with the VW Lupo. Although
testing in a real truck would be preferable, the means to do this are not available
at the time of writing.

The control scheme for the angle and torque controller from Figure 5.14 is
adapted to Figure 5.22 where the main adaptions are to include the steering-
house ratio since the curve is based on steering-column angle, exchanging the
torque controller and angle controller for the controllers from chapter 4 and
the actuator input is now δem,c instead of Tem. Figure 5.23 shows the yaw-rate

VehicleCtb(s)Cac(s)
δpa,d δpa

Ttb

vx
δem,cTtb,d+

−

+

−
×

γac,vx(vx)

×

ish

Fig. 5.22. Control scheme of the torque and angle controller used for
the truck

control scheme adapted for the truck. The feed-forward part is not the same as in
a car anymore because the tractor semitrailer is an articulated vehicle. Similar
as with the passenger car, the steady-state yaw-velocity gain is used. Since
this yaw-velocity gain for a tractor-semitrailer is less well known in literature,
a derivation is given in Appendix F, which also includes the parameters for the
model. The feed-forward steering angle δpa,d,ff can then be calculated by taking
the ratio between the pitman-arm angle and the wheel angle from the single track
model into account. For low lateral acceleration maneuvers of passenger vehicles,
a single track model is an accurate representation of the vehicles dynamics. For
a tractor semi-trailer, this is not valid above 1 Hz as shown in Appendix F.
Therefore the measured transfer function from Figure 3.13 is used. To take the
steering-system dynamics and the torque and angle control loop into account,

the closed loop transfer function from δpa,d to δpa,
δpa(s)
δpa,d(s) is multiplied with the

measured transfer function from the pitman-arm angle to yaw-rate, rz(s)
δpa(s) :

Gyaw(s) =
rz(s)

δpa(s)

δpa(s)

δpa,d(s)
(5.25)

resulting in Figure 5.24. Gyaw(s) shows a dip at 1 Hz and a phase which rapidly
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drops after that. Implementing a proportional controller would be problematic
because of the high gain Gyaw(s) after 1 Hz. A controller Cyaw(s) is introduced
which suppresses the controller gain in the frequency region between 2 and 3 Hz
solves this:

Cyaw(s) = Kp,yawCn1(s)Cn2(s) (5.26)

with:

Cn1(s) =
f−2
n1 s

2 + 2βn11f
−1
n1 s+ 1

f−2
n1 s

2 + 2βn2f
−1
n1 s+ 1

(5.27)

Cn2(s) =
f−2
n2 s

2 + 2βn21f
−1
n2 s+ 1

f−2
n2 s

2 + 2βn2f
−1
n2 s+ 1

(5.28)

and fn1 = 4π, fn2 = 6π, βn11 = 0.25, βn2 = 0.5 and βn21 = 0.1. The gain
Kp,yaw is chosen such that the bandwidth of the open-loop transfer function
Lyaw(s) = Cyaw(s)Gyaw(s) is just above 1 Hz.

The full vehicle simulation model from Chapter 3 is used to simulate an
experiment where the driver is not holding the steering-wheel and a lane change
is performed. A lane-change of of 4 meters over a distance of 100 at a forward
velocity of 80 km/h is shown in Figure 5.25. This figure shows a good tracking
of the angle controller, the torque controller does not reach its set-point because
the driver is not holding the steering-wheel. The yaw-rate controller is less
depending on feedback compared to the VW Lupo since δpa,d,fb is relatively
small compared to δpa,d. The steady-state yaw-velocity gain of the single-track
model is a good prediction of the required steering angle since the feed-forward
δpa,d,fb is almost equal δpa,d while showing a good tracking of the yaw-rate.
In this simulation, no additional disturbances such as side-wind, banked roads
or other factors are present.Therefore the feed-back component δpa,d,fb remains
relatively small. Because this is a simulation, the position on the road y can also
be sensed and compared with the reference yd. Minor differences are seen but
in general the profile is followed well with R = 0.997 and offset = −5.9% which
are the objective criteria defined in Chapter 2 in (2.34) and (2.35).
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Fig. 5.23. Yaw-rate control scheme including trajectory generation used
for the commercial vehicle.

Fig. 5.24. Frequency response of Gyaw(s) together with the yaw-rate
feedback controller Cyaw(s) and the open-loop response Lyaw(s).
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Fig. 5.25. Simulation of a lane change of a tractor semi-trailer with the
yaw-rate controller.
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5.8 Conclusions and recommendations

Conclusions

• The steering-system of a VW Lupo 3L equipped with electro-mechanical
power-steering can be modeled with a linear two degrees of freedom model
within the range of 1 to 30 Hz. One degree of freedom represents the
steering-wheel and the other represents the wheels and electric motor. A
significant amount of dry friction is present but given a large enough input
amplitude, the steering-system can be approximated as linear.

• A driver can be modeled as a spring-damper system attached to the steering-
wheel with extra inertia representing the arms of the driver. Within the
range of 2 to 30 Hz this is an accurate representation. Below 2 Hz, non-
linear effects such as friction become more important.

• In the design process of a steering-wheel torque controller, an integral
feedback action should be avoided. Because of the dry friction in the
system, a limit cycle also known as hunting might occur which results in
small unexpected steering-wheel movements.

• To guide the driver during automated steering, a steering angle controller
which has a non-linear dependency between the steering-wheel torque and
steering angle proves to be useful. By using a combination of a high stif-
fness close to the desired steering angle and a low stiffness further away
from the desired angle, the driver can be guided but still feels in control
of the steering-wheel.

• Combining said steering angle controller with a yaw-rate controller can be
used to guide the vehicle during a lane-change. During normal driving the
reference angle is set to straight-line driving. In this way no controllers
are switched on or off when transitioning from straight-line driving to a
lane-change and vice versa.

• When applying yaw-rate control, feedforward control based on a single-
track vehicle model is not sufficient and yaw-rate feedback is required to
compensate for disturbances such as banked roads, side wind and rutted
roads. This is already necessary for good quality roads since some banking
is always present for drainage purposes.

• Vehicle simulations show that an automated steering controller developed
for a VW Lupo 3L equipped with electro-mechanical power-steering, could
be applied to a commercial vehicle which is equipped with a steering actu-
ator without major changes in the architecture of the steering controller.
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Recommendations

• Experiments with the VW Lupo 3L with electro-mechanical power-steering
are used to derive comfortable steering-wheel torque setpoints. At this
moment the setpoints are the authors choice, a more systematic approach
with for example a questionnaire could provide better setpoints.

• No driver detection algorithm is used in the experiments with the VW
Lupo 3L. With this controller architecture, a driver intervention detection
based on the steering-angle tracking error could work without the need of
extra sensors.

• In this research, no feed-back of the lateral position on the road is used.
A sensor to measure the real position on the road, for example a camera,
could be used to improve the lane-changing algorithm.

• A controller for merging and changing lanes is developed and tested. A
similar controller architecture might prove useful for a lane-keeping assist.
Especially because no switching of controllers has to take place to initiate
a lane-change.

• During this research, the longitudinal vehicle control is kept out of scope.
Including longitudinal control in the algorithm could make the control-
ler suitable for other autonomous maneuvers as well such as: overtaking,
weaving, diverging and evasive maneuvers.

• Simulations with a commercial vehicle model show that the controller ar-
chitecture tested on a VW Lupo 3L can also function in a truck with a
steering actuator with minor adjustments to the controller structure. To
further verify this, the vehicle simulator as described in Chapter 3 could
be used. This simulator can also be used to derive comfortable steering-
wheel torque setpoints since a steering-wheel of a commercial vehicle has
different dimensions and the vehicle response differs from a passenger car.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and
recommendations

At the start of this thesis, the following objective is formulated:

Develop a merging assistant for a commercial vehicle which can control the
lateral vehicle motion but only when the driver accepts it.

This is broken down into the following three sub-goals:

1. Develop a truck steering-system model and identify the important factors
which determine the reaction torque at the steering-wheel and the vehicle
response to a driver input.

2. Determine the best location of an externally controllable input in a truck
steering-system to facilitate active steering.

3. Develop a control strategy for an active truck steering-system which is able
to control the lateral vehicle motion while at the same time allowing the
driver to intervene.

In the following sections the conclusions and recommendations are presented.
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6.1 Conclusions

Steering-system modeling

• To model a steering-system of a commercial vehicle with the goal of pre-
dicting the steering-wheel torque, three mechanical degrees of freedom are
required. One for the steering-wheel, one for the steering-wheel side of the
steering-house and one for the output side of the steering-house. These
mechanical degrees of freedom are required to implement friction on the
relevant places.

• A symmetric Wheatstone bridge in combination with a hydraulic cylin-
der is a valid approximation of the hydraulic power-steering system of a
commercial vehicle. This approach makes the hydraulic model suitable
for different vehicle speeds since the hydraulic pump is often directly con-
nected to the engine and the flow is thus dependent of the engine speed.

• To experimentally determine the parameters of said steering-system model,
a test-setup which measures the steering-wheel angle and torque and an
actuator with a force and displacement measurement to provide a load on
the output side of the steering-house is required. Furthermore a pitman-
arm angle sensor is required and on the hydraulic system, the pressures in
the hydraulic cylinder have to be measured as well as the supply pressure
and oil flow-rate.

• The developed three degrees of freedom steering-system model matches up
with measurements performed on the test bench outside of the vehicle for
the range of 0.1 to 7 normalized frequency units. Simulations with a 44
degrees of freedom multi-body tractor semi-trailer model from [15, 16]in
combination with the three degrees of freedom steering-system model and
measurements with an instrumented tractor semi-trailer show that the
complete model is an accurate representation of reality for the frequency
range of 0.1 to 3 normalized frequency units. The model is most accurate
for large steering-wheel torque amplitudes. 7 and 3 normalized frequency
units are the highest tested frequencies for the test-setup and in the vehicle
respectively.

• Steady-state maneuvers show that the previously developed 44 degrees of
freedom multi-body tractor semi-trailer model only requires an update of
the dimensions and masses to match the current test vehicle and a change
in cornering stiffness of less than 5%.

• Implementation in a vehicle simulator shows that this vehicle model in
combination with the developed steering-system model is able to run real
time and drivers indicate that the difference with a simpler steering-system
model is clearly noticeable.
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Driver guidance

• Three steering-system topologies are compared: electrical power-steering,
electro-hydraulical power-steering with an additional column assist motor
and electro-hydraulical power-steering with a motor acting directly on the
hydraulic valves. For long haul commercial vehicles with a single steered
axle, the latter option is the most suitable because of a high first eigen-
frequency of the steering-system which improves the controllability.

• To study different steering-system topologies and to develop a steering-
wheel torque controller, a two degrees of freedom model with a static boost-
curve and without friction is utilized instead of the full steering-system
model with three degrees of freedom, a hydraulic model and dry friction.

• The circle criterion is used to prove stability of the conventional steering-
system as well as the active steering-system in case a two degrees of freedom
model is used.

• A steering-wheel torque controller is able to control the steering-angle with
and without a driver holding the steering-wheel.

• The steering-system of a VW Lupo 3L equipped with electro-mechanical
power-steering can be modeled with a linear two degrees of freedom model
within the range of 1 to 30 Hz. One degree of freedom represents the
steering-wheel and the other represents the front wheels and electric motor.
A significant amount of friction is present but given a large enough input
amplitude, the steering-system can be approximated as linear.

• Between 2 and 30 Hz a driver is modeled as a spring-damper system atta-
ched to the steering-wheel with extra inertia representing the arms of the
driver.

• In the design process of a steering-wheel torque controller, an integral
feedback action should be avoided. Because of the dry friction in the
system, a limit cycle also known as hunting might occur which results in
small unexpected steering-wheel movements.

• To guide the driver during automated steering, a steering angle controller
which has a non-linear dependency between the steering-wheel torque and
steering angle proves to be useful. By using a combination of a high stif-
fness close to the desired steering angle and a low stiffness further away
from the desired angle, the driver can be guided but still feels in control
of the steering-wheel.

• Combining said steering angle controller with a yaw-rate controller is used
to guide the vehicle during a lane-change. During normal driving the
reference angle is set to straight-line driving. In this way no controllers
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are switched on or off when transitioning from straight-line driving to a
lane-change and vice versa.

• When applying yaw-rate control, feedforward control based on a single-
track vehicle model is not sufficient and yaw-rate feedback is required to
compensate for disturbances such as banked roads, side wind and rutted
roads. This is already necessary for good quality roads since some banking
is always present for drainage purposes.

• Vehicle simulations show that the automated steering controller developed
for a VW Lupo 3L equipped with electro-mechanical power-steering, can be
applied to a commercial vehicle which is equipped with a steering actuator
without major changes in the architecture of the steering controller.

6.2 Recommendations

Most initial questions are answered, but new questions arose as well during this
research:

• The modeling of friction in the hydraulic cylinder of a steering-system of
a commercial vehicle proves to be challenging. This is probably the cause
of the model inaccuracy for small steering-wheel torque amplitudes. Addi-
tional research with a more sophisticated friction model for the hydraulic
cylinder might resolve this issue.

• With the steering-system model structure in place, the task of identifying
the parameters might be done in a more systematic way. At the moment,
some of the parameters can only be found by adjusting them and com-
paring the simulation outcome with the measured signals. This is time
intensive and no guarantees can be given that this is truly the best pa-
rameter value. By using an iterative approach, in combination with an
optimization algorithm based on the (squared) residuals between simula-
tion and measurement, the workload can be reduced and if the problem is
(locally) convex, a better estimation of the real system can be obtained.

• During the sinusoidal steering experiment with the complete vehicle, a dis-
crepancy between the measured and simulated vehicle response is observed
above 1 normalized frequency units. At the same time the steering-system
model response is still accurate above this frequency. Simulations with
a more elaborate chassis and suspension model such as a finite element
model might provide more insight in this matter.

• A discrepancy between the measured and simulated king-pin angles is ob-
served which appears to be non symmetrical and cannot be explained by
the Ackermann effect. Additional tests with an instrumented tie-rod and
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measurement wheels to determine the exact wheel kinematics and forces
may help to understand this better.

• In the steering-system topology research, the electric power-steering option
is omitted because the current electrical layout in a truck is not suitable
to deliver enough power to the electric motor. With the introduction of
hybrid trucks and following the passenger market where 48V systems are
being introduced, this argument may become invalid. Therefore electric
power-steering in trucks is still worth investigating because it limits the
complexity of the steering-system and has a large fuel saving potential [74].

• To increase the design freedom in the engine compartment and in the front
suspension, steer-by-wire could be an interesting option in trucks as well.
In the current steering-system, information from the road to the steering-
wheel gets lost in friction. It is not clear which information the driver
requires exactly from the road but with steer-by-wire a choice could be
made as to which information to pass on to the steering-wheel.

• The circle criterion is sufficient to prove stability of the two degrees of free-
dom conventional steering-system model and the torque controlled active
steering-system model but fails to prove stability of the angle control-
led steering-system. Simulations with the full steering-system model with
friction and a hydraulic module and linearizations of the two degrees of
freedom model show no reason to suspect instability but a mathematical
proof is lacking. To guarantee stability, a proof of this is required.

• In this research, no feed-back of the lateral position on the road is used.
A sensor to measure the real position on the road, for example a camera,
could be used to improve the lane-changing algorithm.

• Experiments with the VW Lupo 3L with electro-mechanical power-steering
are used to derive comfortable steering-wheel torque setpoints. At this
moment the setpoints are the authors choice, a more systematic approach
with for example a questionnaire could provide better setpoints.

• A controller for merging and changing lanes is developed and tested. A
similar controller architecture might prove useful for a lane-keeping assis-
tance. Especially because no switching of controllers has to take place to
initiate a lane-change.

• During this research, the longitudinal vehicle control is kept out of scope.
Including longitudinal control in the algorithm could make the control-
ler suitable for other autonomous maneuvers as well such as overtaking,
weaving, diverging and evasive maneuvers.
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• Simulations with a commercial vehicle model show that the controller ar-
chitecture tested on a VW Lupo 3L can also function in a truck with a
steering actuator with minor adjustments to the controller structure. To
further verify this, the vehicle simulator as described in Chapter 3 could
be used. This simulator can also be used to derive comfortable steering-
wheel torque setpoints since a steering-wheel of a commercial has different
dimensions and the vehicle response differs from a passenger car.

• The steering-system model is used to develop an active steering-system
but can be utilized for other applications as well, such as shimmy analysis
and uneven or rutted roads analysis.



Appendix A

The reset-integrator friction
model

This appendix contains a more elaborate description of the reset-integrator
friction model used in the steering-system model. This appendix is not ba-
sed on own work but merely functions as a brief explanation without reading
the whole paper [20]. In this paper the reset-integrator model is compared with
the bristle model developed in the same paper, classical model, which approa-
ches the infinite slope around zero velocity as a finite slope and the Karnopp
[32] friction model. The classical model is regarded as inaccurate and the bristle
model as computationally expensive. The Karnopp friction model requires more
knowledge about the system whereas the reset integrator model only requires a
stiction range and the value of the inertia or mass it is attached to.

∫

−p0
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p0
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β
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Fig. A.1. Reset integrator friction model schematic

The reset-integrator friction model is shown in Figure A.1. Note, the follo-
wing text is a literal copy from [20] and only serves as an explanation: “The
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input to the reset integrator model is the relative velocity between the contacting
surfaces, Vr. This input is compared to the output of a nonlinear block that has
the effect of turning-of the input to the integrator under certain condition. The
input in the integrator is determined in accordance with the following rule:

ṗ = 0

{
Vr > 0 and p ≥ p0

Vr < 0 and p ≤ p0

(A.1)

ṗ = Vr − p0 < p < p0 (A.2)

The position variable p is multiplied by spring rate Kr, to determine part of the
friction load Ff . Here again the stiction load is a function of thes train p of a
bond, in this case a single bond. An additional load, paKr, is added to generate
the larger loads that can occur when sticking, i.e., when |p| < p0. The output
of the nonlinear block that provides this additional load drops to zero when |p|
reaches p0. At that instant the body begins to slide and the total friction load
equals pKr.

A damping term βṗ also is included for physical realism. One would expect
that oscillations that occur after the system has entered into a sticking mode
to be relatively short lived. The oscillatory energy is quickly dissipated into the
surrounding material as heat and the moving body comes to rest. Damping is
introduced into the reset integrator model to eliminate the undamped oscillations
that would occur when using this model in a system with no other damping. This
damping is non-zero, however, only when in stick model, i.e., when ṗ is non-zero.
When sliding ṗ = 0, therefore this viscous damping term is not added.

The selection of parameters for the reset integrator model will depend on
the application. The first parameter to select is p0, the constant that defines
the maximum amount of motion during sticking. If the contacting surfaces are
metallic and the sticking is to represent molecular bonding, the bristle should
be made small. A rule of thumb is to make p0 small relative to the smallest
positional increment of interest. For example, suppose that the position of a
sliding body is being controlled to within an accuracy of 1mm. Then you might
set p0 to 0.1 mm, an order of magnitude smaller, so that the coarseness of the
stiction region has very little effect on the result. It would be inefficient to make
p0 smaller than necessary because doing so would make the system unnecessarily
stiff numerically.

For another example, suppose that the reset integrator model is used to re-
present the slip-stick friction of a rubbery seal in contact with a rotating shaft.
The seal, being compliant, might allow a substantial amount of rotation before
it breaks free of the shaft. Although there is relative motion between the shaft
and its housing (the O.D. of the seal) there is no relative motion between the
inner contacting surface of the seal and the shaft. In this case p0 would be set
equal to the shaft angular deflection at which the seal and shaft break free of each
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other, even though this angle may be more than the accuracy being required of
the simulation of the device.”

Suppose we have a body with mass m, viscous damping σ2, stiction level
Fs and coulomb friction level Fc. The spring rate Kr is chosen as the coulomb
friction level Fc divided by the tolerance p0:

Kr =
Fc
p0

(A.3)

The stiction gradient a can be calculated as the ratio of the stiction and coulomb
friction level:

a =
Fs − Fc
Fc

(A.4)

The damping coefficient β is based on the viscous damping d and critical damping
of the spring damper system and only active if the body is sliding (|p| ≥ p0):

β(p) =

{
2
√
Krm− d if |p| ≥ p0 (sliding)

0 otherwise
(A.5)

Eventually the viscous damping is added again and the total friction force is
calculated by:

Ff =

{
Kr(p+ az) + β(p)ṗ+ dVr if |p| ≤ p0

Krp+ β(p)ṗ+ dVr otherwise
(A.6)

An example to show the working principle of the friction model can be illustrated
with a sliding mass with displacement x as shown in Figure A.2. The equation
of motion is:

mẍ = F − Ff (A.7)

m
F Ff

x

Fig. A.2. Sliding mass example

A simulation where the input force F is increased above the stiction force and
then reduced such that the block can come to a standstill again is performed.
The mass m = 1 kg, Fc = 5 N, Fs = 7.5 N, d = 0.4 Nm/s and the stiction
interval p0 is set to 0.1 mm. Figure A.3 shows the outcome where the top graph
shows the input force F and the friction force Ff . The bottom graph shows the
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normalized displacement x, velocity ẋ and acceleration ẍ. At t = 3 s the input
force exceed the stiction force Fs and the block starts moving. At t = 4 s, the
input force reaches its maximum and starts decreasing again which results in
a decrease in acceleration. At t = 5.85 s the input force becomes smaller than
the friction force Ff and the block starts decelerating (ẍ < 0), at t = 9.85 s the
block comes to a standstill an the friction force abruptly changes to the attain
the same value as the input force. The block remains at a standstill for the rest
of the simulation and at t = 11 s the input force is zero again.

Fig. A.3. Simulation results in the time domain with a reset-integrator
fiction model

Figure A.4 shows the friction force Ff plotted versus the sliding velocity ẋ
where the right graph is the zoomed in version of the left graph. The stiction
value of 7.5 N is clearly visible together with the coulomb friction value of 5 N.
The viscous damper d causes the increase in friction force as ẋ increases. The
right graph is zoomed in around the origin which shows a slope when the friction
force transitions from stiction to coulomb friction and a velocity overshoot as
the block comes to standstill (ẋ < 0). An additional example is added where p0
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is a factor 10 smaller. This has a limited effect on the transition from stiction
to coulomb friction but a larger effect on the overshoot.

Fig. A.4. Simulation results where Ff is plotted versus the sliding velo-
city ẋ for p0 = 10−4 m and p0 = 10−5 m.





Appendix B

Kinematics of universal joints

A steering-system of a passenger car and a truck of nowadays is equipped with a
height adjustment of the steering-wheel. This is often facilitated by a universal
joint to facilitate a bending angle of steering-column. Many vehicles are equipped
with an additional universal joint close to the steering-house as shown in Figure
B.1.

Fig. B.1. Universal joints (U-joints) in a steering steering-system of a
passenger car

A universal joint from up-close is shown in Figure B.2, the bending angle is
facilitated by the cross where the axles intersect. Figure B.3 shows a schematic
of the universal joint with input angle δ1, output angle δ2, bending angle θ1,
input torque T1 and output torque T2.

The kinematic relations of a universal joint are documented in literature as
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Fig. B.2. Close-up view of a model of a universal joint.

Joint 1

δ1
θ1

δ2

T1

T2

Fig. B.3. Schematic of a universal joint with input angle δ1, output angle
δ2, bending angle θ1, input torque T1 and output torque T2.

early as in 1870 [85]:
δ2 = atan2 (tan(δ1), cos(θ1)) (B.1)

The atan2 function is used to make sure that all four quadrants can be used,
i.e. allowing both positive and negative values of δ1 and θ. To make sure that
a value of more than 360 degrees of δ1 maps to a correct δ2 which is also more
than 360 degrees, the unwrap function [7] is used. The relation of velocity of
the input δ̇1 and the output velocity δ̇2 is calculated via differentiation of (B.1)
with respect to time:

δ̇2 =
cos(θ1)

1− sin2(θ1) cos2(δ1)
δ̇1 (B.2)

The acceleration is obtained by another differentiation step:

δ̈2 =
cos(θ1)

1− sin2(θ1) cos2(δ1)
δ̈1 −

cos(θ1) sin2(θ1) sin(2δ1)

(1− sin2(θ1) cos2(δ1))2
δ̇2
1 (B.3)

To relate the input and output torques, T1 and T2 respectively, conservation of
power is used:

T1δ̇1 = T2δ̇2 (B.4)

To calculate T1 resulting from T2, (B.5) is rewritten to:

T1 =
δ̇2

δ̇1
T2 (B.5)
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When the system is standing still, δ̇1 = 0, this equation is not valid anymore.
However, using (B.2) and substitution in (B.5) leads to:

T1 =
cos(θ1)

1− sin2(θ1) cos2(δ1)
T2 (B.6)

which is always valid. Suppose we add an additional universal joint with bending
angle θ2 as shown in Figure B.4. An additional angle φ is introduced which
represents the relative angle joint 1 versus joint 2. An illustration of this relative
angle is given in Figure B.5.

φ

Joint 1

Joint 2

δ1
θ1

θ2

δ3

δ′2

δ2

T1

T2

T3

Fig. B.4. Schematic of two universal joints in series.

One plane is spanned by axis 1 and 2 and another plane is spanned by axis
2 and 3. The angle between those planes is referred to as ψ. This angle can be
calculated by writing the three axis directions di ∈ R3 with i ∈ {1, 2, 3} as three
dimensional vectors. The normals to the planes ni ∈ R3 with i ∈ {1, 2} can be
calculated with the cross product ×:

ni = di × di+1 with i ∈ {1, 2} (B.7)

Eventually the angle ψ can be calculated by:

ψ = atan2(n1 × n2,n1·n2) (B.8)

Note that the atan2 function is used and not acos to avoid problems for small
angles or angles close to π and to always calculate the smallest angle. The
relative angle φ in combination with the angle ψ results in a different input
angle for the second universal joint:

δ′2 = δ2 + φ+ ψ (B.9)

Because φ and ψ only introduce an offset, the velocities and accelerations are
equal, δ̇2 = δ̇′2 and δ̈2 = δ̈′2. This results in the following expressions for δ3 and
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Fig. B.5. Schematic of a two universal joints in series with a relative
angle φ from [18].

its time derivatives:

δ3 = atan2 (tan(δ′2), cos(θ2)) (B.10)

δ̇3 =
cos(θ2)

1− sin2(θ2) cos2(δ′2)
δ̇2 (B.11)

δ̈3 =
cos(θ2)

1− sin2(θ2) cos2(δ′2)
δ̈2 −

cos(θ2) sin2(θ2) sin(2δ′2)

(1− sin2(θ2) cos2(δ′2))2
δ̇2
2 (B.12)

The torque T3 can be linked to T2 via the velocity ratio δ̇3
δ̇2

:

T2 =
δ̇3

δ̇2
T3 =

cos(θ2)

1 + sin2(θ2) cos2(δ′2)
T3 (B.13)

Because the offset φ does not change the torque level in the second axle, T2 can
be used to calculate T1 with (B.6). In driveshafts the angle ψ is often zero and
the angle φ is often chosen such that it compensates for the angles θ1 and θ2 in
a way that δ̇1 and δ̇3 have a 1:1 ratio. If θ1 = −θ2, φ should be 90 degrees for
example.



Appendix C

The driver constrained original
steering-system derivation

In Section 4.2 a two degrees of freedom steering-system model is derived from the
full steering-system model of Chapter 2. In this reduced model, the driver is not
present and the steering-wheel can move freely. The situation where the driver is
prescribing the steering-wheel motion, can be seen as a subsystem where δsw and
δ̇sw are zero (the steering-wheel is positioned and held in the center position) and
the system has one degree of freedom. The subsystem is shown in Figure C.1.
This reduces the number of states by two and the state vector of the subsystem

ktb ksp

Jsh,out, δpa

dha
Tps

ish

+ -

dhua

kout

ksc

Jsw

δsw = δ̇sw = 0
Tw

dsw

Fig. C.1. Reduced steering-system model where the driver prescribes
the steering-wheel motion

z =
[
z1 z2

]
=
[
x3 x4

]T
is defined. A different state-vector is used to avoid

confusion of the constrained and unconstrained system. An additional input to
the system is defined as an unmodeled disturbance torque from the tyres Tw,
which is located on the wheel side of the steering-house. This is the only input to
the constrained steering-system, u = Tw. The output of the steering-system is
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chosen as the torsion-bar torque, y = Ttb = −kinz1. This results in the following
equations of motion for the system with the driver constraint:

ż = f(z) + Bu

y = Cz (C.1)

with:

f(z) =

[
z2

−kini2shz1−dhuai
2
shz2−koutz1−dhaz2+ishTps(−kinz1)

Jsh,out

]
(C.2)

B =

[
0

− 1
Jsh,out

]
(C.3)

C =
[
−kin 0

]
(C.4)

Equilibrium points

When u = 0, the constrained steering-system one equilibrium point, zeb = 0.
Suppose we want to calculate the constant state equilibrium z̄ given a constant
input ū, we have to solve the following equation:

f(z̄) + Bū = 0 (C.5)

This is necessary if we want to linearize in a later stage because the linearization
points have to be known. This results in z2 = 0 and the following equality:

− z1(kini
2
sh + kout) + ishTps (−kinz1)− T̄w = 0 (C.6)

Because Tps is a discontinuous function defined as in (4.11) and we are only
interested in the scenario that |Ttb| ≤ Ttb,max, Tps is replaced by Υps which is
the third order approximation of Tps which is only valid for |Ttb| ≤ Ttb,max:

− z1(kini
2
shkout) + ishΥps (−kinz1)− T̄w =

− a3ishkinz
3
1 + a2ishkinz

2
1 − (kini

2
shkout + a1ishkin)z1 − T̄w = 0 (C.7)

When the derivative has only one zero crossing, the equation is uniquely solvable,
i.e.:

(2a2ishkin)2 ≤ 12a3ishkin(kini
2
shkout + a1ishkin)

4a2ishkin ≤ 12a3(kini
2
shkout + a1ishkin)

a2
2 ≤ 3a3

(
a1 + ish +

kout
ishkin

)
(C.8)

The last equation does not necessarily hold because requirements on the poly-
nomial fit are a2

2 ≤ 4a1a3. The coefficients a1, a2 and a3 obtained by the fit,
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satisfy a2
2 ≤ 3a1a3 as well. Therefor the equation can be solved uniquely for

|kinz1| ≤ Ttb,max. Because of the length, the complete solution is not given
here.

For |Ttb| > Ttb,max, (C.6) reduces to:

−z1(kini
2
shkout) + ishΥps (±Ttb,max)− T̄w = 0 (C.9)

This can be solved directly for z1:

z1 =
ishΥps (±Ttb,max)− T̄w

kini2shkout
(C.10)

Linearization

Linearization of the subsystem can also provide useful insight about the dyna-
mics close to an equilibrium point. Reference [22] evaluates how disturbances
from the road propagate to the torsion-bar torque as a function of frequency,
for different operating points. This is used to compare different steering-system
topologies in passenger cars and is useful for commercial vehicles as well. The
same procedure as for the unconstrained system is used. The Jacobian of the
constrained system is given by:

∂f(z)

∂z
=

[
0 1

−
kinish

(
ish+

∂Tps
∂z1

)
+kout

Jsh,out
−dhuai

2
sh+dha

Jsh,out

]
(C.11)

The Jacobian is constant except for
∂Tps
∂z1

. Because Tps is only depending on z1,

the local derivative T ′ps from Figure 4.9 is the same as
∂Tps
∂z1

, the system can be
linearized with the following state-matrix:

A =

[
0 1

−kinish(ish+T ′ps)+kout

Jsh,out
−dhuai

2
sh+dha

Jsh,out

]
(C.12)

and the linearized system for small state variations z̃, small input variations ũ
and small output variations ỹ is written as:

˙̃z = Az̃ + Bũ

ỹ = Cz̃. (C.13)

The transfer function between Tw and Ttb for different operating points, varying
between the minimum and maximum assist gradient T ′ps are shown in Figure
C.2. This figure shows that a higher assist gradient results in a better sup-
pression of the disturbance Tw since the magnitude of the transfer function is
lower. This figure also reveals that the higher the assist gradient, the higher the
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eigen-frequency and the lower the damping-ratio. This is confirmed by the two
eigenvalues λ12:

λ12 = −

(
dha + dhuai

2
sh

)
±
√

(dha + dhuai2sh)2 − 4Jsh,out
(
ishkin

(
T ′ps + ish

)
+ kout

)
)

2Jsh,out
(C.14)

The eigenvalues show that with positive constants, the linearized system is always
stable. As long as

(
dha + dhuai

2
sh

)2
< 4Jsh,out

(
ishkin

(
T ′ps + ish

)
+ kout

)
, the system

is not critically damped. Figure C.2 shows that this is the case for the higher power-
steering assist gradients. The eigenvalues also show that the system becomes less
damped and that the eigen-frequency shifts to higher values since the real part of the
eigenvalues is not influenced by the power-steering gradient T ′ps and the imaginary
parts grows for an increasing T ′ps.

Fig. C.2. Transfer function from disturbance torque Tw to torsion-bar
torque Ttb a non-rotating constrained steering-wheel and different opera-
ting points.

Lur’e form

The constrained system can also be written in Lur’e form. The equations from (4.31)
can be rewritten to use the state vector of the subsystem z and the sector ξ is defined
similar as shown in Figure 4.11.

ż = ALz + BLuL + Bu

y = Cz

yL = CLz (C.15)
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uL = −Tps(yL)

with:

AL =

[
0 1

− kini
2
sh+kout

Jsh,out
− dhuai

2
sh+dha

Jsh,out

]

BL =

[
0

− ish
Jsh,out

]
(C.16)

CL =
[
−kin 0

]
.

Stability of the non-linear system

Stability of the constrained non-linear system is proven in the same way as for the
unconstrained system. The eigenvalues of AL are:

λ12 = −

(
dha + dhuai

2
sh

)
±
√

(dha + dhuai2sh)2 − 4Jsh,out (i2shkin + kout))

2Jsh,out
. (C.17)

The eigenvalues always have a negative real part for positive parameters, thus the
matrix is Hurwitz. The transfer function GL(s) from Lur’e input uL to Lur’e output
yL is calculated to check the circle criterion:

GL(s) = CL(sI−AL)−1BL. (C.18)

The results shown in Figure C.3 confirm that the constrained system is absolutely
stable and also input to state stable with respect to the input Tw.
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Fig. C.3. Nyquist plot of the constrained system with the bound imposed
by the circle criterion



Appendix D

Analysis of the different
steering-system topologies

To keep the main text in this thesis concise, the derivation of the three different steering-
system topologies is presented in the Appendix. A similar approach as is followed as
in Section 4.2. The steering-system topologies are compared with each other by using
the characteristic transfer function Gch(s) from a torque input at the wheel side Tw to
the torsion-bar torque Ttb. All models in this appendix are steering-wheel constrained
and therefore have two degrees of freedom less than the models in Section 4.3 except
topology B which is also derived in detail for the non-constrained case. This means
that the equations of motion and linearizations are subsystems from the unconstrained
models. The states of the subsystems are referred to as z, which is a subset of x:

z = x(3 : end) (D.1)

The input for all systems is referred to as w:

w = Tw (D.2)

and the output as y:
y = Ttb (D.3)

Since this Appendix serves to define the characteristic transfer function Gch(s), which
is in case of a non-linear system a linearization around the origin, the non-linear systems
will be linearized. Because topology B is chosen as the most suitable in this thesis, this
Appendix linearizes topology B also around other operation points.
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D.1 Steering-system topology A

In topology A, an additional electric motor is placed on the input side of the steering-
house as explained in Section 4.3 and shown in Figure 4.13. The steering-wheel con-
strained topology A is shown in Figure D.1 which also shows the location of the input
Tw.

ktb ksp

Jsh,out, δpa

Tps

Jsh,in
δsh,in

ish

+ -

dhua

Tem
δem
Jem

ktb,em iem

dha

kout

Tw

Jsw, δsw = 0

ksc

dsw

Fig. D.1. Topology A where the driver prescribes the steering-wheel
motion.

The torsion-bar torque is defined as Ttb = −kinAδsh,in with kinA defined as in
(4.38) and the equations of motion as:

ż = f(z) + Bw

y = Cz (D.4)

With:

f(z) =


z2

− kinAz1+(z1−z3)khua+dhua(z2−z4)
Jin,eq

z4
khuai

2
sh(z1−z3)+dhuai

2
sh(z2−z4)−koutz3−dhaz4+ishTps(z3)

Jsh,out

 (D.5)

B =


0
0
0

− 1
Jsh,out

 (D.6)

C =
[
−kinA 0 0 0

]
(D.7)

and

z =
[
δsh,in δ̇sh,in δpaish δ̇paish

]T
=
[
z1 z2 z3 z4

]T
. (D.8)

Solving of f(z) = 0 for z leads to one unique equilibrium point zeb = 0. Linearization
results in the Jacobian A which is valid for small variations around the origin:

A =
∂f(z)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0
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=


0 1 0 0

− khua+kin
Jin,eq

− dhua
Jin,eq

khuaish
Jin,eq

dhuaish
Jin,eq

0 0 0 1
khua(a1+ish)

Jsh,out

dhuaish
Jsh,out

− khuaish(a1+ish)+kout
Jsh,out

− dha+dhuai
2
sh

Jsh,out

 (D.9)

The linearized system for small variations around the origin is written as:

˙̃z = Az̃ + Bw

ỹ = Cz̃. (D.10)

The transfer function Gch(s) from Tw to Ttb which is used in the topology research is
then obtained by:

Gch(s) = C(sI−A)−1B. (D.11)
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D.2 Steering-system topology B

Topology B consists out of an electric motor acting directly on the rotary valves as
explained in Section 4.3. Because this topology is chosen as the most suitable in this
thesis, both the unconstrained and constrained system is analyzed in detail.

Unconstrained system

ktb ksp

Jsh,out, δpa

T ∗
ps

ish

+ -

+

+

δem,c

δem
ωem

dha

kout

dhuaJsw, δsw

Tsw

T ∗
tb

ksc

dsw

Motor

Fig. D.2. Steering-house model with torque overlay (topology B)

Figure 4.15 shows the unconstrained topology B. For clarity, the equations of mo-
tion are given again in this Appendix, they are the same as (4.40) until (4.41):

Jsw δ̈sw = Tsw − kin(δsw − δpaish)− dhua(δ̇sw − δ̇paish)− dsw δ̇sw (D.12)

Jsh,outδ̈pa =(δsw − δpaish)kin + (δ̇sw − δ̇paish)dhua

+ T ∗ps(δsw, δpa, δem)− δpakout − δ̇padha (D.13)

δ̈em = (δem,c − δem) f2
em − 2femδ̇em. (D.14)

Because the power-steering torque Tps is not depending on the torsion-bar torque Ttb,
but on the virtual torsion-bar torque T ∗tb as defined in (4.44), the power-steering torque
resulting from T ∗tb is used which is defined in (4.43). The system is written in non-linear
state-space with the following state vector x, input vector u and output vector y:

x =
[
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6

]T
(D.15)

=
[
δsw δ̇sw ishδpa ishδ̇pa δem δ̇em

]T
(D.16)

u =
[
Tsw δem,c

]
(D.17)

y =
[
Ttb δpa δem

]T
(D.18)

This results in the non-linear state equations f(x), input matrix B and output matrix
C:

ẋ = f(x) + Bu (D.19)

y = Cx (D.20)
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with:

f(x) =



x2

− kin(x1−x3)+dhua(x2−x4)+dswx2
Jsw

x4
kini

2
sh(x1−x3)+dhuai

2
sh(x2−x4)−koutx3−dhax4+ishT

∗
ps(x1,x3,x5)

Jsh,out

x6
−f2

emx5 − 2femx6


(D.21)

B =



0 0
1
Jsw

0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 f2

em

 (D.22)

C =

kin 0 −kin 0 0 0
0 0 i−1

sh 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0

 (D.23)

Equilibrium points

The equilibrium points for the autonomous (unactuated) system can be found by sol-
ving f(x) = 0 for x. This results in one equilibrium point: xeb = 0. To see how the
system responds to a constant input ū =

[
u1 u2

]
, the following equation is solved to

obtain the constant input equilibria x̄:

f(x̄) + Bū =



x2

− kin(x1−x3)+dhua(x2−x4)+dswx2+u1
Jsw

x4
kini

2
sh(x1−x3)+dhuai

2
sh(x2−x4)−koutx3−dhax4+ishT

∗
ps(x1,x3,x5)

Jsh,out

x6
f2
em(u2 − x5)− 2femx6


= 0

(D.24)

It is easy to see that this only holds when x2 = x4 = x6 = 0, x5 = u2 and kin(x1−x3) =
u1. Since T ∗ps is a function of kin(x1 − x3) and x5, the problem is reduced to:

kin(x1 − x3) = u1

kin(x1 − x3)i2sh − koutx3 + ishT
∗
ps(u1, u2) = 0 (D.25)
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Solving for x1 and x3 leads to the constant input equilibria x̄:

x̄ =



u1i
2
sh + ishT

∗
ps(u1, u2)

kout
+ u1kin

0
u1i

2
sh + ishT

∗
ps(u1, u2)

kout
0
u2

0


(D.26)

Linearization

The calculation of the Jacobian leads to:

∂f(x)

∂x
=

0 1 0 0 0 0

− kin
Jsw

− dhua+dsw
Jsw

− kin
Jsw

dhua
Jsw

0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

J41
dhuai

2
sh

Jsh,out
J43 − dhuai

2
sh+dha

Jsh,out
J45 0

0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 −f2

em −2fem


(D.27)

with:

J41 =
ishkin

(
ish +

∂T∗ps
∂x1

)
Jsh,out

(D.28)

J43 = −
ishkin

(
ish +

∂T∗ps
∂x3

)
+ kout

Jsh,out
(D.29)

J45 =
ishktb

∂T∗ps
∂x5

Jsh,out
. (D.30)

The linearization is only depending on T ∗tb = kin(x1 − x3) + ktbx5. Because x̄ are
equilibria, ẋ = 0. Neglecting the higher order and constant terms f(x̄) and ū, the
linearization can be written as:

˙̃x =
∂f(x)

∂x

∣∣∣
x=x̄
u=ū

x̃ + Bũ (D.31)

The gradient of the power-steering function T ∗ps is referred to as T ∗ps
′ as in Figure 4.9

with T ∗tb instead of Ttb. Substitution of T ∗ps
′ for

∂Tps
∂x1

,
∂Tps
∂x3

and
∂Tps
∂x5

in the Jacobian
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from (D.27) results in the system matrix for the linearized system, A:

A =



0 1 0 0 0 0

− kin
Jsw

− dhua+dsw
Jsw

kin
Jsw

dhua
Jsw

0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

A41
dhuai

2
sh

Jsh,out
A43 − dhuai

2
sh+dha

Jsh,out
A45 0

0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 −f2

em −2fem


(D.32)

with:

A41 =
ishkin

(
ish + T ∗ps

′)
Jsh,out

(D.33)

A43 = −
ishkin

(
ish + T ∗ps

′)+ kout

Jsh,out
(D.34)

A45 =
ishktbT

∗
ps
′

Jsh,out
. (D.35)

and

T ∗ps
′

=
∂T ∗ps
∂T ∗tb

∣∣∣
T∗
tb

=u1+ktbu2

(D.36)

Because the system is linear in the inputs and outputs, the dynamics of the linearized
system close to (ū, x̄) can be approximated by:

˙̃x = Ax̃ + Bũ

ỹ = Cx̃ (D.37)

with B and C as in (D.22) and (D.23). The transfer function from electric motor
position command to torsion-bar torque is calculated via:

Gu(s) = C(sI−A)−1B (D.38)

Lur’e form

The model is written in Lur’e form. The procedure is exactly the same as in Section
4.2, except that Tps is replaced by T ∗ps, Tps,nl by T ∗ps,nl and Ttb by T ∗tb. The system is
written as:

ẋ = ALx + BLuL + Bu (D.39)

y = Cx (D.40)

yL = CLx (D.41)

uL = −T ∗ps,nl(yL). (D.42)

with

CL =
∂yL
∂x

=
[
kin 0 −kin 0 ktb 0

]
(D.43)
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BL =
∂f(x)

∂u
= − ∂f(x)

∂T ∗ps,nl
=



0
0

− 1
Jsh,out

0
0
0

 (D.44)

AL =
∂ (f(x)−BLuL)

∂x
= A

∣∣∣
T∗ps
′=γps1

(D.45)

Constrained system

ktb ksp

Jsh,out, δpa

T ∗
ps

ish

+ -

+

+
δem,c

δem
ωem

dha

kout

Tw

dhua

T ∗
tb

ksc

dsw

Jsw, δsw = 0

Fig. D.3. Driver constrained steering-house model with torque overlay
(topology B)

Figure D.3 shows the model of topology B with the steering-wheel angle fixed at
zero (δsw = 0). The inputs to the system are w = Tw and the electric motor position
command u = δem,c. The constrained system is a subsystem from the unconstrained
topology B, therefore the z coordinates from (D.1) are applied again to avoid confusion,
this reduces the equations of motion from (4.41) to:

Jsh,outδ̈pa = −δpa(ishkin + kout)− δ̇pa(ishdhua + dha) + T ∗ps(δpa, δem)− Tw
δ̈em = (δem,c − δem) f2

em − 2femδ̇em. (D.46)

The model is written in non-linear state-space with the following state vector:

z =
[
δpaish δ̇paish δem δ̇em

]T
=
[
z1 z2 z3 z4

]T
(D.47)

with inputs u = δem,c and w = Tw and output y = Ttb such that:

ż = f(z) + Bu + Bww

y = Cz (D.48)

and:

f(z) =


z2

− (kini
2
sh+kout)z1+(dhuai

2
sh+dha)z2+ishT

∗
ps(z1,z3)

Jsh,out

z4
−z3f2

em − 2femz4

 (D.49)
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B =


0
0
0
f2
em

 (D.50)

Bw =


0

− 1
Jsh,out

0
0

 (D.51)

C =
[
−kin 0 0 0

]
. (D.52)

Equilibrium points

Solving of f(z) = 0 for z leads to one unique equilibrium point zeb = 0. To see how
the system responds to a constant input ū, the following equation is solved to obtain
the constant input equilibria z̄:

f(z̄) + Bū =


z2

− (kini
2
sh+kout)z1+(dhuai

2
sh+dha)z2+ishT

∗
ps(z1,z3)

Jsh,out

z4
(ū− z3)f2

em − 2femz4

 = 0 (D.53)

Obviously this only holds when z2 = z4 = 0 and z3 = ū. This reduces the problem to:

(kini
2
sh + kout)z1 + ishT

∗
ps (z1, ū) = 0. (D.54)

When |T ∗tb| ≥ Ttb,max this simplifies to:

(kini
2
sh + kout)z1 + ishT

∗
ps (Ttb,max) = 0 (D.55)

and

z1 = −
ishT

∗
ps (Ttb,max)

kini2sh + kout
(D.56)

For |T ∗tb| < Ttb,max, T ∗ps can be replaced by Υps and the problem is defined by:

(kini
2
sh + kout)z1 + ishΥps (z1, ū) = 0. (D.57)

Expansion of Υps leads to:

ish

(
3∑
i=1

ai(ūktb − khuaz1)i
)

+ (kini
2
sh + kout)z1

= − γps3ishk3hua︸ ︷︷ ︸
a

z31 + ish(2γps2k
2
hua + 3γps3khuaktbū)︸ ︷︷ ︸

b

z21

+ (kini
2
sh + kout − γps1ishkhua − 2γps2ishkhuaktb − 3γps3ishkhuak

2
tbū

2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
c

z1

+ ish(γps1ktbū + γps2k
2
tbū

2 + γps3k
3
tbū

3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
d

(D.58)
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If b2 − 3ac < 0, the cubic function is uniquely solvable. Simplifying b2 − 3ac and
checking with the numerical values shows that the following holds:

3γps3(ish − γps1) +
kout

ishkhua
+ γ2

ps2 < 0. (D.59)

Therefore z̄ can be calculated. Due to the lengthy expression the full solution is
not given here but standard techniques for solving a cubic function can be applied to
obtain the solution.

Linearization

Linearization results in the state matrix A which is valid for small variations around
(ū, z̄):

A =
∂f(z)

∂z

∣∣∣
z=z̄
u=ū

=


0 1 0 0

− kinish(T
∗
ps
′+ish)+kout

Jsh,out
− dha+dhuai

2
sh

Jsh,out

T∗ps
′ishktb

Jsh,out
0

0 0 0 1
0 0 f2

em −2fem

 (D.60)

The transfer function Gch(s) from disturbance Tw to torsion-bar torque Ttb is cal-
culated via:

Gch(s) = C(sI−A)−1Bw (D.61)

The transfer function from electric motor position command δem,c to torsion-bar
torque Ttb is calculated via:

Gc(s) = C(sI−A)−1B (D.62)

Lur’e form

Analog to the unconstrained system, the constrained system can also be written in
Lur’e form. The matrices used for this are sub-matrices from the unconstrained system
such that:

ż = ALz + BLuL + Bu + Bww

yL = CLz (D.63)

uL = −T ∗ps,nl(yL)

with:

CL =
[
−kin 0 ktb 0

]
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BL =


− 1
Jsh,out

0
0
0

 (D.64)

AL = A
∣∣∣
T∗ps
′=γps1
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D.3 Steering-system topology C

The linear state-space equations can be derived directly since there are no non-linearities
in the equation of motion:

ż = Az + Bu (D.65)

y = Cz (D.66)

with:

A =

[
0 1

− kinish(γps1+ish)+kout
Jsh,out+Jemi

2
emi

2
sh

− dha+dhuai
2
sh

Jsh,out+Jemi
2
emi

2
sh

]
(D.67)

B =

[
0

− ish
Jsh,out+Jemi

2
emi

2
sh

]
(D.68)

C =
[
−kin 0

]
(D.69)

and:

z =
[
δpaish δ̇paish

]T
(D.70)

u = Tw (D.71)

The transfer function from a disturbance Tw to the torsion-bar torque Ttb is calculated
via:

Gch(s) = C (sI−A)−1 B. (D.72)



Appendix E

Derivation of the feed-forward of
the torque controller

To derive a feed-forward part for the torque controller, the system is assumed to be
driver constrained and at standstill as in Appendix D.2. In this situation (D.58) can
be used. Under these conditions, the desired z1 can be calculated as a function of the
desired torsion-bar torque Ttb,d as:

z1 =
Ttb,d
khua

(E.1)

Re-arranging (D.58) to collect terms of ū results in:

aū3 + bū2 + cū + d = 0 (E.2)

with:

a = γps3ishk
3
tb

b = γps2ishk
2
tb + 3γps3ishkhuak

2
tbz1

c = γps1ishktb + 2γps2ishkhuaktbz1 + 3γps3ishk
2
huaktbz

2
1

d = (khuai
2
sh + kout)z1 + γps1ishkhuaz1 + γps2ishk

2
huaz

2
1 + γps3ishk

3
huaz

3
1

Solving this equation for ū results in the feed-forward torque, i.e. δem,FF = ū. To
check the validity of the solutions, the discriminant D can be calculated:

D = 18abcd− 4b3d+ b2c2 − 4ac3 − 27a2d2 (E.3)

For this equation to have one real solution, the discriminant has to be smaller than
zero. When this holds, the solution can be calculated by:

D0 = b2 − 3ac
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Fig. E.1. Discriminant D as a function of the desired torsion-bar torque
Ttb,d.

D1 = 2b3 − 9abc+ 27a2d

C =

(
1

2
(D1 +

√
(D2

1 − 4D3
0))

)1/3

ū = δem,ff = − 1

3a

(
b+ C +

D0

C

)
To check the solutions validity, the discriminant is calculated for a range of desired
torsion-bar torques and plotted in Figure E.1 which shows that the discriminant does
not exceed 0 for this range of Ttb,d.



Appendix F

Derivation of a truck-trailer
single track model

The steady-state yaw-velocity gain is used to calculate a reference steering angle for the
yaw-rate controller, as discussed in Chapter 5. The steady-state yaw-velocity gains for
the single-track model of a passenger vehicle is widely used in literature and explained in
for example in reference [54]. The steady-state yaw-velocity gain of a tractor-semitrailer
single track model is not mentioned in literature that often.

vx
vy

δ

CM1, m1, J1

a

b

θ

hg f

CM2

m2

J2

rz

Fy1

Fy2

Fy3

Fig. F.1. Single track model of tractor-semitrailer combination
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Figure F.1 shows the single track model of a tractor semi-trailer. The single track
model consists of two bodies with the center of gravities located at CM1 and CM2 for
the tractor and trailer respectively. The tractor has a mass of m1 and a yaw-inertia
of J1, for the trailer they equal m2 and J2 respectively. CM1 has a distance a to the
front-axle and b to the rear-axle. The hinge point is located at a distance h behind
CM1. CM2 has a distance f to the hinge-point and the trailer axle is located at
distance g from the hinge-point. The center of gravity of the tractor is moving with
longitudinal velocity vx and a lateral velocity vy and has a yaw-velocity around the
center of gravity of rz. The trailer has an articulation angle θ. All tyres on an axle are
lumped into one equivalent tyre. The front tyres have a steering-angle δ and generate
a lateral force Fy1, the rear tyres of the tractor generate a lateral force Fy2 and the
trailer axle Fy3. The vehicle is assumed to to make small steering-angles and therefore
a small angle relation is applied, i.e. sin(x) ≈ x and cos(x) ≈ 1. The tyres are assumed
to produce a force proportional to the side-slip angle α, i.e.:

Fyi = Ciαi with i ∈ {1, 2, 3} (F.1)

where αi is defined as:
αi = −vyi

vxi
(F.2)

where vyi and vxi are the local lateral and longitudinal velocities at the wheel centre.
This leads to the following expressions for the side-slip angles when small angles are
assumed:

α1 = δ − arz + vy
vx

α2 = −vy − brz
vx

(F.3)

α3 = −vy − rz(g + h) + θ̇g + θvx
vx + θ(hrz − vy)

.

With the tyre forces known, the equations of motion are written in state-space as (a
more elaborate derivation is given in [49] and [23]):

Mẋ = Ax + Bδ (F.4)

y = Cx + Dδ (F.5)

with the mass matrix M given by:

M =


m1 +m2 −m2(f + h) m2f 0
−m2(f + h) m2(f + h)2 + J1 + J2 −m2(f + h)− J2 0

m2f −m2(f + h)− J2 m2f
2 + J2 0

0 0 0 0 1

 , (F.6)

the state-matrix A by:

A =


−C1+C2+C3

vx

bC2−aC1+(g+h)C3−(m1+m2)v
2
x

vx
− gC3

vx
−C3

bC2−aC1+(g+h)C3
vx

−a
2C1+b

2C2+(g+h)2C3−m2(f+h)v
2
x

vx

C3g(g+h)
vx

C3(g + h)

−C3g
vx

C3g(g+h)
vx

− fm2vx −C3g
2

vx
−C3g

0 0 1 0

 ,
(F.7)
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the input matrix B is given by:

B =


C1

aC1

0
0

 . (F.8)

The state vector x is given by:

x =


vy
rz
θ̇
θ

 (F.9)

The outputs are defined as the lateral acceleration ay = v̇y + vxrz, the yaw-rate

rz and the side-slip angle β =
vy
vx

, i.e. y =
[
ay rz β

]T
. This leads to the

following definitions for output matrix C and the direct feed-through matrix D:

C =

−C1+C2+C3

vx

bC2−aC1+(g+h)C3−(m1+m2)v2x
vx

− gC3

vx
−C3

0 1 0 0
1
vx

0 0 0

 (F.10)

D =


C1

0
0
0

 (F.11)

The steady-state solutions for the system can be calculated by solving

Ax + Bδ = 0 (F.12)

for x, this comes down to xs = −A−1Bδ. To calculate the three steady-state
gains

ay
δ , rz

δ and β
δ the solution xs is pre-multiplied with the output matrix C

and divided by δ leading to the following three gains:

rz
δ

=
C1C2g(a+ b)vx

C1C2g(a+ b)2 − v2x(m2f(C1(a+ h) + C2(h− b)) +m1g(aC1 − bC2)
(F.13)

ay
δ

=
rz
δ
vx =

C1C2g(a+ b)v2x
C1C2g(a+ b)2 − v2x(m2f(C1(a+ h) + C2(h− b)) +m1g(aC1 − bC2)

(F.14)

β

δ
= − C1(v2x((g − f)m2(a+ h) + am1(g))− (g − f)C2(a+ b)g)

v2x((f − g)m2(C1(a+ h) + C2(h− b)) +m1(g(aC1 − bC2))− C1C2g(a+ b)
(F.15)

The vehicle measurements from Chapter 3 are used to parametrize the model.
The dimensions and weights of the vehicle are known, the steady-state gains
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Fig. F.2. Steady-state gains of the vehicle from Chapter 3 together
with the single track model (scaled and made unit-less for confidentiality
reasons).

can be used to estimate the cornering stiffnesses. Due to confidentiality, the
numerical values of C1, C2 and C3 are not given. To further parametrize the
model, J1 and J2 are tuned with the transfer functions from δ to the three
outputs. This results in Figure F.3. Until one normalized frequency units (NFU),
the single track model is a good reflection of the motion of the real vehicle. It
is obvious that the single track model deviates above one NFU but this was
already the case in the multi-body model as well.
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Fig. F.3. Measured transfer functions of the vehicle from Chapter 3
together with the single tractor semi-trailer model (scaled and made unit-
less for confidentiality reasons).





Appendix G

Single-track VW Polo model

For the design of the yaw-rate feed-back controller for the passenger car, a linear
single-track vehicle model is utilized and described by the following equations of
motion [54]:

m(v̇y + vxrz) = Fy1 + Fy2

Iz ṙz = l1Fy1 − l2Fy2 (G.1)

with Fyi = αiCαi with i ∈ {1, 2} for the front and rear tyre respectively. m and
Iz are the vehicle mass and inertia around the vertical axis respectively, vy is the
lateral velocity of the center of gravity (COG) and l1 and l2 are the distances
between the COG and the front and rear axle respectively. Cαi with i ∈ {1, 2}
are the cornering stiffnesses front and rear and the side-slip angles α1 and α2

are defined as:

α1 = δswi
−1
w −

vy + l1rz
vx

, α2 = −vy − l2rz
vx

. (G.2)

The single-track model can be written in a linear state-space system as:

ẋ = Ax + Bu, y = Cx + Du (G.3)

with the state vector x =
[
vy rz

]T
, the input u = δsc and the outputs y =[

ay rz
]T

where ay is the lateral acceleration. The system matrix A and input
matrix B are defined as:

A = −

[
Cα1+Cα2

mvx
vx + l1Cα1−l2Cα2

mvx
l1Cα1−l2Cα2

Izvx

l21Cα1+l22Cα2

Izvx

]
, B =

[ Cα1

m
l1Cα1

Iz

]
i−1
w (G.4)
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and the output matrix C and direct feed-through matrix D are defined as:

C = −
[
Cα1+Cα2

mvx
l1Cα1−l2Cα2

mvx
0 −1

]
, D =

[
Cα1

m
0

]
(G.5)

Since no suitable measurement for the VW Lupo was available at the time of
writing, a measurement with a VW Polo is used. This car is the predecessor of
the VW Lupo and it is assumed that the behavior is comparable. A random
steering input test according to ISO 7401:1988 and ISO/TR 8726:1988 is used
to fit the single-track model parameters on. Figure G.1 shows the comparison of
the transfer function estimations from the VW Polo and the single-track model
with parameters from Table G.1. There is some difference between the model
and the measurement but for the purpose of this project the model is deemed
to be sufficiently accurate.

Cα1 55 kNm/rad
Cα2 80 kNm/rad
iw 16.42
Iz 1100 kgm2

l 2.4 m
l1 0.94 m
l2 1.46 m
m 1101.4 kg

Table G.1. Parameters of the single-track VW Polo model
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Fig. G.1. Transfer function estimations from a pseudo-random steering
input test with a VW Polo compared with a single track model.
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